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RESUM O

COIMBRA, D. B.. Multidimensional projections for the visual exploration of multimedia
data. 2016. 236 f. Thesis (DoctorateCandidate Program in Computer Scienceand Computatio-
nal Mathematics (ICMC-USP) and of PhD (RUG), in accordancewith the international academic
agreement for PhD double degreeagreement for PhD double degree signed between ICMC-USP
and RUG) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e deComputação (ICMC/USP), São Carlos – SP.

O advento contínuo de novas tecnologias tem criado um tipo rico e crescente de fontes de

informação disponíveis para análise e investigação. Nestecontexto, aanálisededados multidi-

mensional éconsideravelmente importantequando se lidacom grandesecomplexosconjuntos

dedados. Dentreaspossibilidadesao analisar esses tiposde dados, aaplicação de técnicasde

visualização podeauxiliar o usuário aencontrar eentender ospadrões, tendênciase estabelecer

novas metas. Alguns exemplosdeaplicaçõesdevisualização deanálisededadosmultidimen-

sionais vão declassificação de imagens, nuvens semânticadepalavras, eanálisedegruposde

coleção dedocumentos, àexploração deconteúdo multimídia.

Esta teseapresentaváriosmétodosdevisualização paraexplorar deformainterativaconjuntosde

dadosmultidimensionaisquevisam deusuáriosespecializadosaoscasuais, fazendo uso deambas

representações estáticas edinâmicascriadas por projeçõesmultidimensionais. Primeiramente,

apresentamos uma técnica de projeção multidimensional que preserva fielmente distância e

que pode lidar com qualquer tipo de dadoscom alta-dimensionalidade, demonstrando cenários

de aplicações em ambos os casos de multimídia e coleções de documentos de texto. Em

seguida, abordamos atarefade interpretar asprojeções em 2D, calculando erros devizinhança.

Posteriormente, apresentamos um conjunto de visualizações interativas que visam ajudar os

usuárioscomessastarefas, revelando aqualidadedeumaprojeçãoem3D, aplicadasemdiferentes

cenáriosdealtadimensionalidade. Napartefinal, discutimosduasabordagensdiferentes para

obter percepçõessobredadosmultimídia, em particular vídeosde futebol. Enquanto aprimeira

abordagem utiliza projeções multidimensionais, a segunda faz uso de uma eficiente metáfora

visual para auxiliar usuários não especialistasem navegar eobter conhecimento em partidas de

futebol.

Palavras-chave: visualização de informação, projeção multidimensional, visualização multimí-

dia, visualização explicativa.





ABSTRACT

COIMBRA, D. B.. Multidimensional projections for the visual exploration of multimedia
data. 2016. 236 f. Thesis (Doctorate Candidate Program in Computer Science and Compu-
tational Mathematics (ICMC-USP) and of PhD (RUG), in accordance with the international
academic agreement for PhD doubledegreeagreement for PhD doubledegreesigned between
ICMC-USP and RUG) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas ede Computação (ICMC/USP), São
Carlos – SP.

The continuously advent of new technologies havemadea rich and growing type of information

sourcesavailable to analysesand investigation. In thiscontext, multidimensional data analysis

is considerably important when dealing with such large and complex datasets. Among the

possibilities when analyzing such kind of data, applying visualization techniques can help the

user find and understand patters, trends and establish new goals. Some applicationsexamples of

visualization of multidimensional dataanalysisgoes from image classification, semantic word

clouds, cluster analysisof document collection to exploration of multimediacontent.

This thesis presents several visualization methods to interactively explore multidimensional

datasets aimed from specialized to casual users, by making use of both static and dynamic

representations created by multidimensional projections. Firstly, we present a multidimen-

sional projection technique which faithfully preserves distance and can handle any type of

high-dimensional data, demonstrating applications scenarios in both multimediaand text docu-

ments collections. Next, we address the task of interpreting projections in 2D, by calculating

neighborhood errors. Hereafter, we present a set of interactive visualizations that aim to help

users with these tasks by revealing the quality of a projection in 3D, applied in different high

dimensional scenarios. In thefinal part, weaddress two different approaches to get insight into

multimediadata, in special soccer sport videos. While thefirst makeuseof multidimensional

projections, thesecond usesefficient visual metaphor to help non-specialist users in browsing

and getting insights in soccer matches.

Key-words: information visualization, multidimensional projection, multimediavisualization,

explanatory visualization.





SAM ENVATTING

COIMBRA, D. B.. Multidimensional projections for the visual exploration of multimedia
data. 2016. 236 f. Thesis (DoctorateCandidate Program in Computer Scienceand Computatio-
nal Mathematics (ICMC-USP) and of PhD (RUG), in accordancewith the international academic
agreement for PhD double degreeagreement for PhD double degree signed between ICMC-USP
and RUG) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e deComputação (ICMC/USP), São Carlos – SP.

De voortdurendeopmars van nieuwe technologieën hebben een rijk type van informatiebronnen

beschikbaar gesteld voor analyse en investigatie. In deze context, multidimensionale dataanalyse

is zeer belangrijk wanneer men moet handelen met grote en complexe dataverzamelingen.

Tussen de mogelijkheden voor de analyse van dergelijke daa visualisatietechnieken kunnen

gebruikers helpen om relevante patronen en trends te vinden en analyseren. Voorbeelden

van multidimensionaledataanalyseomvatten beeldclassificatie, semantische ’word clouds’ , en

clusteranalyses van documentverzamelingen en exploratievan multimediaverzamelingen.

Dit proefschrift presenteert verschillendevisualisatiemethodes voor de interactieveexploratie

van multidimensionaledataverzamelingen voor beidegespecialiseerdeen gewonegebruikers,

gebaseerd op statische en dynamische representaties gebouwd met multidimensionaleprojecties.

We presenteren eerst een multidimensionaleprojectietechniek dieafstanden goed bewaart voor

alle types multidimensionale gegevens, met toepassingen in multimedia en text-document

verzamelingen. Verder analyseren wij de taak van projectieinterpretatie in 2D gebaseerd op

lokale fouten. Verder presenteren wij een groep interactieve visualisaties die de gebruiker in

staat stelt om 3D projecties te interpreteren, voor verschillende hoogdimensionale scenario’s.

Als laatst presenteren wij tweeaanpakken om inzicht tekrijgen in multimediagegevens, zoals

sport-videos, gebaseerd op multidimensionaleprojecties en ook bijpassendevisuelemetaforen

om non-specialistischegebruikers in staat te stellen om voetbalwedstrijden door tebladeren om

inzicht tevergaderen.

Trefwoorden: informatie visualisatie, multidimensionale projectietechniek, multimediavisuali-

satie, verklarendevisualisatie.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the informational world has witnessed a major shift in structure,

operation, and focus. Thisshift can be explained by the improvement and convergence of a large

and hybrid number of technical developments. Theadvent of faster, cheaper, and easier to deploy

and usesensor technologies, such asvideo cameras, GPSdevices, medical body signal meters,

proximity sensors, and laser scanners have made a rich and growing typeof information sources

available to analysisand investigation. Theseparateadvent of cheap and fast storage space for

data has made it possible to gather immenseamounts of dataof various types for thesamegoals

of analysis and investigation. Thedevelopment of web-based communication technologies such

asweb and cloud computing and software-as-a-servicehasdramatically increased both the range

and bandwidth of data-processing functionality available to stakeholders ranging from large

corporations to casual users.

Theabovedevelopments, which areoften known under thegeneric nameof ‘big data’ ,

have opened many types of applications and investigations which were, until recent times, either

thought to behardly possible, or elseconfined to therealm of anarrow set of technology-intensive

organizations. Nowadays, big data applications such asfinding best-purchased products, most-

relevant news articles and blog discussions, trends and outliers in shopping or travel of large

groups of individuals, key topics in healthcare and lifestyle, and the evolution of stock portfolios

under various market, social, and political factors, are available to both specialized corporate

professionals and end users.

However, theseunprecedented developments that put data (and, implicitly, itsanalysis

and interpretation) at the core of modern-day developments and decision-making, have also

created anumber of important challenges. At ahigh level, such challengescan becaptured by

the threemain characteristicswhich are typically associated with big data, often called the big

data’s ’3V’ : volume, velocity, and variety (ZIKOPOULOS, 2011). Volume refers to the sheer

amount of data items that can be acquired and stored with relatively low cost and effort, but

whoseprocessing and interpretation requirescomparatively much larger efforts. Velocity refers
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to the speed of change of data that is to be investigated, and is a by-product of thedecreasing

acquisition and storagecosts, and the increasing simplicity and throughput of datasensors. As

such, velocity can be seen as a multiplier for the volume factor, which in turn increases the

challenges and needs for efficient, effective, and scalableanalysis and interpretations techniques

and tools. Finally, variety refers to the increasing range of types of data that we can acquire,

store, and wish to analyze. These range from classical continuoussignal measurements, such

as temperature, pressure, speed, velocity, altitude, and heartbeat (delivered by typical analogue-

to-digital convertersand sensors) to text documents (mined from blogs, Twitter accounts, RSS

feeds, and web-crawling tools); structured relational attributed graphs (mined e.g. from open-

sourcesoftware repositories such asCVS, Subversion, and Git); and multimediadata involving

collectionsof text, metadata, video, and audio streams(mined from surveillance cameras, live

TV broadcasts, or web sitessuch as YouTube, Facebook, or Instagram).

Critical to an efficient and effectiveuse of big data is theavailability of equally efficient

and effective technologies to extract so-called actionable insight (KPMG International Coopera-

tive., 2014; Mercer Marsh & McLellan, 2014). Actionable insight can be generically defined as

higher-level knowledge, extracted from ‘raw’ big datacollections, which enablesorganizations to

take actions that optimizeactivities such as sales, marketing, product optimization, and reducing

cost and turnover times. Clearly, the threecharacterizing aspectsof big data (volume, velocity,

and variety) posevariouschallengesto extracting such actionable insight in efficient and effective

manners.

Within the above-mentioned challenges, data variety poses several particularly hard

challenges. To explain this, let usconsider a largeand quickly varying body of dataof thesame

nature, such as a large stream or time-series of velocity measurements coming from a speed

sensor or a real-time stream of intraday stock prices. While the volume and velocity of such

datasourcescan clearly bevery large, theanalysis of theunderlying phenomenon captured by

thesampled data is relatively simple. Well-proven and well-understood techniques such as data

resampling, aggregation, summarization, statistical models, and Fourier analysiscan beall used

to reduce theamount of data to manageable sizes for further automated or manual analysis, by

eliminating redundancies, noise, and keeping interesting patterns. In contrast, let usconsider a

collection of multimedia data involving images, videos, subtitles, and other metadata such as

acquisition time, type of captured content, user comments, and quality rankings, such as e.g.

delivered by amainstream source likeYouTubeor Facebook. While theamount of bytes in such

amultimediacollection may be identical to theamount of bytes in one of theearlier-described

examples of timeseries, itsanalysis and interpretation isconsiderably morechallenging. One

of the reasons hereof is that each data item in the aforementioned multimedia collection is

characterized by a large set of measurements, or attributes, whereas onesimilar data item in the

aforementioned time-series ischaracterized by a singlemeasurement or attribute. Thesecond

reason is that thevarious attributesof asingledata item in themultimedia dataset exampleall

havedifferent natures, or types, e.g. images, sound, text, and metadataannotations.
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1.1 M ult idimensional data

The above-mentioned aspects of big data variety can be, technically, captured by the

concept of a multidimensional dataset. Two elements are key to the description of such a

dataset, as follows. First, an observation (also called sample, instance, or datapoint) comprises

a set of measurements that pertain to the same entity. Examples are the video stream, audio

stream, subtitles, textual descriptions, and metadata that jointly describean uploaded video on

YouTube or aTV broadcast of amovieor sportsmatch; or the files, folders, commit logs, change

requests, quality metrics, and bug reports that jointly characterizea softwareproject stored in a

softwarerepository such asSubversion or Git. Secondly, as implied by theabovedefinition, each

observation is characterized by anumber of measurements (also called attributes, variables, or

dimensions). In our examples theseare thecharacteristics of thevideo, audio, text, and metadata

that describe an uploaded video; or theprogramming language, source code, and number of type

of reported bugs or filed change requests that describea softwareproject.

In technical terms, multidimensional datasets can be modeled as a set of mobservations,

each onebeing regarded aspoint in an n-dimensional space. Whileelegant, generic, and compact,

this datamodel creates several challenges from the perspectiveof extracting actionable insights.

Arguably the largest such challenge relates to the inability of humans to depict spaceshaving

more than 3 or, at best, 4 dimensions. Indeed, humans live and act in a three-dimensional space;

assuch, understanding how databehaves in spaceshaving considerably moredimensions ishard,

if not even impossible.

1.2 Visualizing mult idimensional data

One important question to consider is why we would need to depict, or visualize, such

high dimensional spaces. It can be argued that, after all, one could analyze high-dimensional

datasets automatically, by running appropriatedatamining or pattern detection toolsand tech-

niques, without the need to explicitly visualize the high-dimensional data. While this is true,

the above reasoning omits aso-called boostrapping problem: To beable to design an effective

pattern detection or datamining algorithm, onehas to understand which patterns are relevant

for thehigher-level application-dependent goalsat hand. Subsequently, in order to understand

the relationships between such patterns and goals, one has to beable to visualize thepatterns

and their underlying ground-truth evidence to detect their characteristics which can, next, be

encoded into automatic data mining or pattern searching algorithms. Separately, to be able to

validate, fine tune, and improve theaforementioned datamining algorithms, one has to beable

to correlate their behavior with theunderlying dataat hand and availableground-truth evidence.

As such, at thecore – or better said, at the inception – of thedesign of datamining algorithms

for multidimensional datasets is theability of humans to directly investigatesuch datasets.

Thedirect investigation of largeand complex dataspaces forms thesubject of specific
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fields of science. At a high level data visualization is concerned with the creation of 2D and

3D depictions of all kinds and types of data collections, or datasets, with a focus on datasets

which are naturally represented by spatial shapes, such as 2D images, 3D volumetric scans,

and the results of 2D and 3D measurementsand simulationsof physical processessuch as heat

dissipation, mechanical deformation, or fluid flow (SCHROEDER; MARTIN; LORENSEN,

2006; TELEA, 2014). At a more specific level, information visualization is concerned with

thecreation of 2D and 3D depictions of datasets which do not have anatural representation in

physical spaceand/or whosedimensionality is far higher than three, such as graphs, networks,

relational data tables, or our multidimensional datasets consisting of multimedia or software

measurements introduced earlier (WARD; GRINSTEIN; KEIM, 2010; MUNZNER, 2015). At

an even morespecific level, visual analytics refines both dataand information visualization by

adding customized workflows, typically based on interactive techniques, to analyze thedepicted

data with theaims of forming, (dis)proving, and refining hypotheses – aprocess globally known

under the nameof ‘sensemaking’ (THOMAS; COOK, 2005; KEIM et al., 2010). At aglobal

level, all above-mentioned visualization techniqueshave thesameaims– making the invisible

(data) visible, and supporting activities such as confirming the known and discovering the

unknown (in thedata).

Central to the design (and success) of a data visualization application is the ability

of mapping the essential aspects of the dataset(s) under study to recognizable 2D and/or 3D

shapes, colors, and patterns. If such patterns arecarefully chosen, users can (a) easily recognize

them, even in the presence of considerable noise and variability, and (b) next map them back

to phenomenapresent in theoriginal data, by aprocessknown as ‘ inversemapping’ (TELEA,

2014). Much work hasbeen dedicated to thestudy of which so-called visual encodings (of data)

best servespecific data analysis tasks for specific kindsof datasets (TUFTE, 2001). Thiswork

hasgiven rise to awealth of specific methods and visualization subfieldssuch as scalar, vector,

and tensor visualization (SCHROEDER; MARTIN; LORENSEN, 2006); graph and network

drawing (Di Battistaet al., 1999); and information visualization (MUNZNER, 2015).

In the above context, multidimensional data poses a particularly hard challenge to

visualization methods. Indeed, asmentioned earlier, finding and constructing appropriatevisual

encodings for observations having tens or even hundredsof dimensions is hard, sinceour visual

spaceaccommodates just a few dimensions. Thesolution of mapping each separatedimension

in the original dataset to a separate visual channel, such as e.g. shape, position, color, size,

texture, and shading is at best limited to four or five dimensions, since theaforementioned visual

channels interferewith each other and arealso not equally suited to map all kinds of attribute

types (TUFTE, 2001).
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1.3 M ult idimensional project ions

A different solution to the visualization of multidimensional data is proposed by the

so-called multidimensional projection methods. These methods arealso known under various

other names, such as dimensionality reduction and multidimensional scaling. In a nutshell,

such methods takea dataset having hundreds or even thousandsof dimensions per observation,

and construct a new dataset having the same number of observations but only two or three

dimensions. Key to theworking of projection methods is their aim to preserve theso-called data

structure in the resulting low-dimensional space. This takes the form or e.g. preserving distances

between pairsof observations or preserving the neighborhoods of observations. If such goals

can beachieved efficiently and effectively, theuserscan employ the resulting low-dimensional

projection asa ‘proxy’ to study the invisiblehigh-dimensional spaces. For instance, tasks such

asfinding outliers, groupsof highly-related observations, correlated dimensions, trends in the

dimensions’ values can all be performed on the low-dimensional space, which is typically

displayed as acolor-coded scatterplot of observations.

In the last decade, awealth of multidimensional projection methods has been developed.

Current methods, and their corresponding implementations, are very successful in computing

projectionsof datasetshaving a largenumber of observations, each having tensdimensionsor

more, at near-interactive rates, and with a good preservation of relevant quality metrics such

as distancesor neighborhoods of observations. Additionally, most such methodscan be readily

used by developers and end users in a largely black-box fashion, i.e., without having to know or

understand the intricaciesof their implementations. However, projection-based visualizations are

significantly hampered by their abstract nature: In the typical case, they deliver a2D scatterplot

where each observation isencoded as apoint. While this allows oneto tell whether thedataset

under study contains outliers, or groups of related observations, it doesnot tell users why such

structuresappear in thedata. For instance, wecan easily locatean outlier observation in a2D

scatterplot created by amultidimensional projection, but wedo not know which attribute(s) of

the respectiveobservation make that point so different from the rest. Similarly, wemay beable

to easily see that aset of observationsconsistsof threegroups of well-separated points, but we

do not know which attribute(s) make the points in a group belong together. Altogether, these

aspectssignificantly decrease theusability and acceptability of projection techniques for large

classesof non-specialist userssuch as businessand market analysts, let alonecasual end users.

1.4 M ult imedia data

Asoutlined above, multimediadataareof considerable interest in our context of visual

analysisof multidimensional datasets. Summarizing thereasonsof our interest in multimedia

data, weoutline the following key factors:
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∙ Prevalence: Multimediadataareof increasing availability and importance in all contexts

wherebig dataplaysa role. It isavailable at low or even zero costs, being provided at high

volume, velocity, and variety on social media channelssuch asYouTube, Facebook, the

world wideweb, or morespecialized movieor TV collections;

∙ Complexity: Multimediadataare by excellencehighly variate, in the sense of containing a

(large) rangeof attributesof different types. These includevideo and imagedescriptors

suchase.g. SIFT andSURF features(LOWE, 1999), imagemoments(PROKOP; REEVES,

1992), color and brightnesshistograms(SEZGIN; SANKUR, 2004), and featuresextracted

from face recognition (ZHAO et al., 2003); audio descriptorssuch aspitch, volume, and

speech-to-text descriptors (AYADI; KAMEL; KARRAY, 2011); and metadata descriptors

such askeywords extracted from provided subtitles, user comments, or categorical ratings

and classifications of videos. Altogether, the above provide a rich high-dimensional

collection of attributesof various types that characterizes multimedia data – and therefore

an explicit challenge to multidimensional datavisualization;

∙ Reach: Multimediadata hasaclearly wide reach to extremely various typesof users being

interested in highly different goals and having highly different skills and expectations.

These range from professional surveillance analysts and coaches of sports teams, who

have the training and timerequired to interpret highly detailed and sophisticated analyses,

to casual end userssuch as teenagers browsing video collectionsor sports fanswatching

seriesof soccer matches. While the input data is identical in all thesecases, the techniques

required to satisfy theneeds of these user groups clearly have to beof different types.

Of course, multimedia dataarenot thesole source of multidimensional dataset that poses related

challenges in terms of designing efficient and effective visual exploration methods. Similar

datasourcesexist in the form of e.g. software repositories, statistics delivered by web crawlers,

patient medical records, or stock transactions. However, weargue that all threeabove-mentioned

aspects – prevalence, complexity, and reach – are considerably higher for multimedia data.

Indeed, multimediadata is available in larger amounts (and varieties), than open-source software

projects or themoreheavily controlled patient recordsor paid stock streaming data; it contains

attributesof awider category (e.g. image, audio, and text descriptors) than the typically more

similar attributes of softwaresystems(relations, quality metrics, and text documents) or stock

data (measurements typically involving only scalar quantities such as stock open, close, volume,

and bid/ask prices); and it involves both professionals and casual users, whilesoftware, medical,

and stock dataaremainly theobject of analysis of dedicated professionals. As such, multimedia

data forms an interesting target for the development of novel methods for the visual exploration

of multidimensional data.
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1.5 Research quest ions

Having introduced the generic challengesof visual exploration of multidimensional data,

and themorespecific challengesof exploring multimediadata, wecan now formulateour two

key research questions:

Question 1: How can we design ways to interactively exploremultidimensional projections that

convey to users insights on thesemantics of thepatterns perceived in theprojection space, in

termsof aspects of thehigh-dimensional data?

Question 2: How can wedesign ways to interactively explore multidimensional data extracted

from multimedia datasets so as to support a wide range of tasks for different types of users

ranging fromprofessionals to casual users?

Theabovetwoquestionsarerelated at several levels. First, effectiveand efficient solutions

to Question 1 may serve thebasisof designing effectiveand efficient solutions (tools) that satisfy

thegoalsposed by theusers listed under Question 2. Secondly, specific goalsand requirements

of theusers under Question 2 can form test scenarios to validate, or show the limitations of, the

methodsdesigned to solveQuestion 1. Thirdly, multimediadata formsby itself a rich, complex,

and easily available corpus of information that serves to test methods designed to solve both

Questions1 and 2.

In linewith theabove two coupled research questions, thestructureof this thesis isas

follows.

In Chapter 2, wediscussrelated work in theareasof (visual) analysisof multidimensional

dataand themorespecific analysis goalsof multimediadata.

Chapter 3 explores the use of projection techniques for the visual depiction of large

multidimensional datasets. To thisend, wepresent anovel multidimensional projection technique

which competes favorably, or even exceeds, desirable features of state-of-the-art projection

techniques such as generality, computational scalability, precision in preserving inter-point

distances, algorithmic robustness, and – last but not least – the ability to control the shape of

theresulting projection by interactiveplacement of asmall number of selected datapoints. We

demonstrate the application of our proposed technique by two use cases involving the joint

exploration of audio-and-video multimediacollections and the exploration of collections of text

documents.

Chapter 4 addresses the task of interpreting projections created by typical multidi-

mensional techniques, such as the technique introduced in Chapter 3, from the perspectiveof

understanding how the projection itself and its errors, in terms of depicting distances in the
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high-dimensional datastructure, areaffected by parametersof the projection techniques being

used. Weintroduceseveral metrics to quantify the quality and variability of a projection, and

show how such metrics can be visually depicted in intuitiveand easily usable ways. By this, we

make thefirst step into explaining multidimensional projections to their typical end users. We

demonstrate our proposed techniques for a wide range of multidimensional datasets and existing

projection techniques.

Chapter 5 addresses the task of explaining 3D multidimensional projections in terms

of the attributes, or dimensions, of the projected high-dimensional datasets. Specifically, we

present anumber of interactive exploration and explanation mechanisms that inform userson

the meaning of the visible data structures in a 3D projection in terms of the underlying high-

dimensional variables, and let usersbrowse the space of possibleviewpoints of a3D projection

to find viewpoints from which specific variable-groups can be best analyzed. This makes the

second step in our quest towards explaining multidimensional projections to their typical end

users. We demonstrate our proposed techniques for a rangeof multidimensional datasets and

projection techniques, and also show theadded-valueof using 3D projections, annotated by our

explanatory mechanisms, ascompared to thebetter-known 2D projections.

Chapter 6 goes back to our second research question – the exploration of multimedia

datasets. We show how, for aparticular category of such datasets – sports videoswith additional

metadata – wecan usemultidimensional projections to extract a number of high-level insights in

thestructureand dynamicsof theunderlying sportsgames. Such techniques typically address the

segment of moreprofessional userssuch asanalysts and sportscoaches. Additionally, wepresent

adiametrically opposed approach to thevisual exploration of sports videos collectionsaimed at

casual end users (sports fans) that doesnot usemultidimensional projections. By correlating the

insights gathered by the two presented visualizations, weoutlinestrengths and limitations of the

useof multidimensional projections in visually exploring multimediadatasets.
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CHAPTER

2
RELATED WORK

Abstract: Multidimensional datasets pose numerous challenges in terms of efficiently and ef-

fectively analyzing them to extract useful and usable insights for problem solving. Several of

these challenges stem from the difficulty of capturing and explaining patterns caused by the

values of multiple attributes sampled over many observations, and from the fact that it is hard for

humans to form an intuitivedepiction of high-dimensional dataspaces. In thischapter wepresent

a taxonomy of multidimensional data and overview the different analysis and visualization

methodsproposed for exploring such data, with a focus on multidimensional projection methods.

Separately, we overview existing methods for the visual exploration of largemultimediadata

collections, with a focus on the multidimensional natureof the involved data. We conclude that

multidimensional projections can beefficient and effective techniques to use in the construction

of visual exploration tools for multimedia datasets.

2.1 Int roduct ion

Given the technological advances over the years, generation and consumption of data by

content producer companies, and also by domestic users, havewitnessed acontinuous growth.

In this context, analysis concerns the process starting by obtaining batches of (raw) data and

converting these into information useful for decision making by various typesof users. During

this process, data are collected and analyzed with the aims of answering questions; creating,

testing, and refining hypotheses or to (dis)prove theories; or presenting findings and insights

to the interested public (JUDD; MCCLELLAND; RYAN, 2011). In this chapter, we discuss

techniquesrelated to theaboveactivitieswhich treat multidimensional data, our focusof research.
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2.2 M ult idimensional data in context

Beforestarting theanalysis process, it is essential to haveagood understanding of the

kind of data that isbeing analyzed. Therefore, thefirst step in theanalysis of data is to get clarity

about the data’s intrinsic nature, meaning, structure, and type. Characterizing the nature and

meaning of databy, for instance, capturing the variability of theseaspects into aclassification or

taxonomy, is avery challenging endeavor (MUNZNER, 2015). Indeed, the samedataset can be

regarded from multipleperspectives, depending on the type of questionsor analysis that wewant

to address. Assuch, whilehaving agood understanding of datanatureand meaning is definitely

important for solving a concrete data-related problem, there are few universal guidelines to

be applied in this process. In contrast, characterizing the data structure and type by means of

taxonomies is auseful and effective instrument to guideresearchers towardsspecific classes of

analysisand visualization techniquessuited for their concretedatasets(SCHROEDER; MARTIN;

LORENSEN, 2006; SHNEIDERMAN, 1996).

2.2.1 Taxonomies of data

Several taxonomies have been proposed for classifying data in terms of structure and

type. With respect to the visual exploration (or visualization) options that such taxonomies

associate to different datasets, we note the classification of data in terms of spatial vs non-

spatial (MUNZNER, 2015): Spatial data is seen as the value of a function f whose domain

D is a (typically compact) subset of R2 or R3. Data values, or samples f (xi), are recorded

at sample points xi ∈ D. Depending on the distribution of the sample points xi over D, we

distinguish between different types of dataset sampling strategies, or grids, such asuniform or

regular, rectilinear, structured, and unstructured (TELEA, 2014). Different types of grids trade

off implementation simplicity and low storage costs against flexibility to place sample points

at desired locations over D to achieve an optimal capture of the shape of f with a minimal

number of samples. Non-spatial data isseen as thevalueof a function f whosedomain D isnot a

(compact) subset of a continuous spacesuch asR2 or R3. Implementation-wise, non-spatial data

also consistsof anumber of data values f (xi) recorded at anumber of points xi ∈D. However,

in contrast to spatial data, the points xi can not be regarded as asampling of acontinuous space–

there is simply no databetween thepointsxi. Assuch, thepointsxi wheredata is recorded are

typically called datapointsor observations, rather than samplepoints.

A further refinement of spatial data taxonomy regards the typeof values of the function

f , or therangeRof f . Such values f (xi) are also called dataattributes. Attributes are typically

classified according to theoperations that Rpermits. In decreasing order of sophistication, the

following attribute typesarecommonly identified (MUNZNER, 2015; TELEA, 2014; HANSEN;

JOHNSON, 2005):1

1 Attribute taxonomies bear an interesting, though not further exploited similarity (to our knowledge), with
the taxonomy of multivariate ordering proposed long ago by Barnett (BARNETT, 1976). In this taxonomy,
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∙ quantitative: Quantitativeattributes, also called continuousor ratio attributes, are defined

over ranges R that allow operations such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication

by a real number. Most commonly, such attributes are real values, i.e. R⊂ R. Spatial

datahaving quantitativeattributes is frequently met in thecontext of so-called scientific

visualization (scivis) datasets. Exampleshereof areheight fields, grayscaleor color images,

CT or MRI scans, and 2D and 3D vector fieldscreated by computational flow dynamic

(CFD) simulations (HANSEN; JOHNSON, 2005). A key characteristic of spatial datasets

having quantitativeattributes is that thesedatasets naturally allow interpolation of data

values. In detail, for any point x located in the dataset domain D, we can estimate the

interpolated valueof the function f (x) asa function of thedatavalues, or samples, f (xi)

at samplepointsxi ∈D located at points xi close to x. Interpolation isacrucial capability

for supporting operations such as reconstruction (re-creating a piecewise continuous,

version of f over D from the samples f (xi)), resampling, and smoothing. In turn, such

operations address taskssuch as datasimplification and aggregation, which support the

visual exploration of very largedatasets.

∙ integral: Integral attributes, sometimes also called discrete attributes, are defined over

rangesRthat allow operationssuch asaddition and subtraction, but not multiplication by a

real number. Most commonly, such attributes are domains R⊂ Z. Non-spatial datahaving

integral attributes is frequently met in thecontext of so-called information visualization

(infovis) datasets. Examples hereof are tableswhose cells represent counts, like number

of persons in a census (MUNZNER, 2015). In contrast to quantitative datasets, integral

datasets do not (formally speaking) admit interpolation. Indeed, even if this is technically

possible, interpolation of integral values would typically create real values, which thus are

outside of thedomain R⊂ Z.

∙ ordinal: Ordinal attributesaredefined over rangesRthat allow operationssuch asordering,

i.e. define the relations < , > , and = . Examplesof such attributes are ordered sequences of

ranks of observations, such as Likert 5-point scales used to assess the quality of aproduct,

e.g. R = { very poor, poor, neutral, good, very good} , or scales used to quantify the

acceptance likelihood of a scientific publication submitted for review, e.g. R= { definitely

reject, possibly reject, borderline, possibly accept, definitely accept} . Ordinal attributes

typically do not allow interpolation.

∙ categorical: Categorical, or nominal, attributes are defined over any set R. The only

operation allowed by such attributes is, thus, checking for identity or equality of two

elements. Examples of such attributes are types of elements, such as gender (male or

female) or vehicle type (car, plane, train, or ship). Categorical attributes can be further

organized in hierarchiesor taxonomies, based on theperceived similarity of datavalues.

multivariateattributes are classified into those admitting marginal, reduced (aggregate), partial and sequential
(categorical) ordering.
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When this ispossible, categorical attributesalso allow computing thedistance, or similarity,

between data values. As distance is an integral or quantitative value type, this allows

mapping categorical attributes to data types that allow more powerful operations, thus

support awider rangeof analyses and explorations.

∙ text: Text attributes are defined over the set of all possible text strings generated by a

given letter alphabet, or over a more restricted set of phrases or words captured by agiven

dictionary. Formally speaking, text attributes can beseen aseither ordinal (sincestrings

admit ordering e.g. in terms of lexicographic order) or categorical (since we can easily

tell when two strings are identical or not). Moreover, distances can becomputed over text

attributes, e.g. in termsof theLevenshtein metric (LEVENSHTEIN, 1966). However, in

many practical applications, text attributes attempt to capture more involved information

than what string comparison, lexicographic order, and Levenshtein distances can model.

For instance, typical text analysisand mining applications need to avail of morecomplex

metrics that capture the semantic similarity of text fragments. When such metrics can

becomputed from text attributes, wecan reducesuch attributes to (sets of) quantitative,

ordinal, and categorical derived attributes.

∙ relational: Relational attributes are defined over sets of data points in D. Their rangeR

is thus the set of all possible subsets of elements in D, or the power set of D. In many

fields, such attributes are known as graphs or networks. Here, the nodes represent data

points in D, and edges capture the relations between thesedatapoints which arepart of

R. Graphscan befurther specialized into directed and undirected, cyclic or acyclic, and

trees or hierarchies. Graphs are ubiquitous in many information visualization subfields,

such as software visualization (softvis), where they capture the structureand dependencies

of softwaresystems (DIEHL, 2010); and geographical visualization (geovis) (DYKES;

MACEACHREN; KRAAK, 2005), where they capture the structure of road or similar

transportation networks. Thevisual exploration of graphsformsthefocusof thespecialized

subfieldsof graph visualization and graph drawing (Di Battistaet al., 1999). Relational

attributes form aseparate case as compared to the earlier discussed attribute types (quanti-

tative, integral, ordinal, categorical, and text): Indeed, while these earlier attribute types

describea property solely associated to a datapoint or observation xi, relational attributes

describeproperties associated to sets of (minimally two) such datapoints { xi} .

The abovehierarchy of attribute types offersanesting in terms of capabilities: Quanti-

tativeattributesarealso integral; integral attributesarealso ordinal; and ordinal attributesare

also categorical. Text attributes can be reduced to combinations of quantitative, ordinal, and

categorical attributes. Relational attributes form aseparateclass, for which special analysis and

visualization methodshavebeen designed, and which areknown under thegeneric nameof graph

drawing (or graph visualization) techniques (LANDESBERGER et al., 2011; Di Battistaet al.,
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1999; HERMAN; CON; MARSHALL, 2000). Multidimensional datasets including relational

attributes forms asub-field of interest of graph visualization, which proposes specific methods

that aim to emphasize the relational natureof the data and also visually encode several attributes

per node and/or edge (DIEHL; TELEA, 2013; WATTENBERG, 2006; PRETORIUS; WIJK,

2006). Overall, the nesting of attribute types indicated above allows using visual exploration and

analysis methods defined for the less ‘powerful’ attribute types to be applied to more powerful

attribute types, but not conversely.

Datasetshavingquantitativeattributesdefined at datapointssampled over spatial domains

aresometimesalso called continuousdatasets, asthey allow interpolation, asexplained earlier. In

contrast, datasetshaving (1) quantitativeattributesdefined over non-spatial domains, and also (2)

datasetshaving any attributes besides quantitativeones, aresometimescalled discrete datasets,

as they do not allow interpolation, either because of the lack of a distance metric between

samplepoints (case (1) above), or becauseof the lack of necessary operations for interpolation

such as multiplication with a real-valued number (case (2) above). To strengthen thedifference

between continuous and discrete datasets, the latter aresometimes also called inherently discrete

datasets (TELEA, 2014). This underlines thedifferencebetween adiscretedataset containing

quantitativeattributes, obtained by the sampling of acontinuoussignal over aspatial domain,

which naturally admits interpolation to apiecewise-continuous result; and adiscretedataset of

types (1) or (2), which does not admit interpolation, for the reasons outlined above.

Other taxonomiesof, or related to, dataused in visualization havebeen proposed. For

instance, Shneiderman proposes a taxonomy of visual exploration tasks by the data typebeing

involved in the respective task (SHNEIDERMAN, 1996). Seven data types are recognized:

one-, two-, and three-dimensional datasets (thedimension herebeing roughly equivalent to the

dimensionality of our set D introduced at the beginning of Sec. 2.2.1); temporal datasets; trees;

networks; and multidimensional data. However, the taxonomy isnot further refined in depth up

to a level whereone can decideon visualization methods best suited for a given data type. Also,

multidimensional data is discussed only briefly. Chan proposes a taxonomy of visualization tech-

niques for multivariatedata, along the linesproposed by Keim and Kriegel (KEIM; KRIEGEL,

1996; KEIM, 1997) in geometric, icon-based, pixel-oriented, hierarchical, graph-based and hy-

brid techniques. However, this work does not outline an explicit taxonomy for multidimensional

data itself.

2.2.2 M ult idimensional data

Following the dataset model presented above (a function f : D → R), we can further

distinguish between datasets which record a single-valued attributeper point and datasets which

record multi-valued attributes per point. Examples of the first category, for spatial datasets,

arescalar-valued datasets or scalar fields (R⊂ R); 2D and 3D vector-valued datasets or vector

fields (R⊂ R2 and R⊂ R3, respectively); and color images (R⊂ R3
+ ). If we generalize this
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idea, weobtain thecaseof multidimensional datasets whereR⊂ Rn, whereeach datapoint has

n real-valued attributes. Examples hereof include numerical simulations where, at each data

point, one records several physical quantities, such as velocity, pressure, temperature, and matter

density.

Multidimensional datasets arealso ubiquitous in thecaseof non-spatial datasets. Prob-

ably the best known example of such datasets are data tables. In a data table, we can see

each row as a data point or observation xi. Each column of the table, thus, records the val-

ues of adifferent attributeover all observations. Hence, a table having m rowsand n columns

recordsmobservationseach having n attributes, or an n-dimensional attribute(SHNEIDERMAN,

1996). In our functional notation introduced in Sec. 2.2.1, such adata tablecan be thought as a

function f : { 1; : : : ;m} → Rn, whereRisthedomain of definition of thevaluesof adatatablecell.

Var iable types: Within therealm of multidimensional data, wecan distinguish two subcases,

based on the existing dependency relations between attributes. Consider, for instance, a m-

column data table where the last k < m columns represent the output of a simulation and the

first m− k columnsrepresent thecorresponding simulation inputs. Wesay, in other words, that

the last k columns depend on the first m− k columns. This allows classifying attributes, also

called variables, into dependent and independent ones. Related to this, traditional statistics

refers to attributes as variates, with their complexity associated with univariate, bivariate and

multivariatedata, as a function on thenumber k of dependent variables(HAIR et al., 2006). In

thevisualization field, however, the terms ‘multidimensional’ and ’multivariate’ are often used

interchangeably to denoteadataset where, for each datapoint or observation, wehavemore than

oneattributevalue (thus, m> 1). For instance, someauthors relate theabove two terms to the

dependent vs independent natureof attributes, by using the term ‘multivariate’ when we have

several dependent variables (k > 1) and ‘multidimensional’ when wehaveseveral independent

variables (m− k > 1) (SANTOS; BRODLIE, 2004). In contrast, other authors use the terms

‘multivariate’ (TELEA, 2014), ‘multidimensional’ (KEIM, 2002; SHNEIDERMAN, 1996), or

‘multivariables’ (SANTOS; BRODLIE, 2004) to refer to both independent and dependent vari-

ables. As aconsequenceof theabove terminology, values of observations are also known under

different names, such as data-point values, observation values, dimensions, attributes, variables,

and features (MUNZNER, 2015).

Datasets, fields, dimensions, var iables: Complicating the above discussion on terminology,

datasetsconsisting of several observations, each having multiplescalar attributes, arealso known

under the names of vector-valued data and vector fields. Although formal and universally-

accepted distinctions between these terms is not yet present, the respective terms represent

different situations. Vector-valued data is a term typically used to mean thesameas our earlier

introduced termsof multidimensional (or multivariate) data– that is, adataset whereeach sample
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or observation is described by several scalar-valued attributes. Vector fields, in contrast, area

subset of vector-valued data, where, at each point or observation x∈Rin thedomain of definition,

wecan defineaso-called tangent vector, i.e. avector that leadsus from x to another point located

inside R. Examples of vector fields are color images (m = 3 scalar attributes, R⊂ R2) and

flow fields in three-dimensional computational flow dynamics (m= 3, R⊂ R3). In contrast, a

general datatablehaving threecolumnsrepresents, technically speaking, thesamedataset (m= 3

attributes), but isnot avector field, since there isno domain Rhaving theaforementioned tangent

vector property. A separate distinction between vector-valued dataand multivariate data refers to

the interpretation of thedataattributes. In vector-valued datasets, themattributes recorded per

observation may be related, but can bestudied equally well independently on each other, like

in the case of a data table recording the age, salary, and profession of a set of individuals. In

contrast, in a multivariatedataset, the samemattributes are intrinsically related, so they should

be (normally) studied together, like in thecaseof an imagerecording thered, green, and blue

componentsof each pixel.

As the focus of the work in this thesis concerns the analysis of data having multiple

attribute values per observation (m > 1), but without making a specific distinction between

dependent and independent variables, and without making any assumptions on the nature of

thedomain of definition Rof thesevariables, nor on theexisting and/or important relationships

between individual attributes, the terminology wehave adopted is that of multidimensional data.

This terminology is themorecommon onebeing found in information visualization literature,

and it also reflects the names of several important visualization methods in our context (e.g.,

multidimensional projections). Separately, wewill next use the termsvariables, attributes, and

dimensions to refer to the values of observations, in linewith thebest suited term for the specific

discussion context. Finally, when mentioning multidimensional data, our focuswill implicitly be

on datasetshaving ahigh number of dimensionsper observation (tens up to thousands), rather

than multidimensional datahaving a low number of dimensions, such as2D or 3D vector fields.

2.2.3 M ult idimensional data analysis challenges

Multidimensional dataoffers someof the largest challenges to data mining, dataanalysis,

and dataexploration, and is one of the topicsof theso-called ‘grand challenges’ in information

visualization and visual analytics (THOMAS; COOK, 2005; KEIM et al., 2010). Thedifficulty

of understanding (phenomena described by) multidimensional data is caused by several aspects:

∙ Complexity: Elementsof interest for identification and analysis, such aspatterns, trends,

outliers, and clusters, are much harder to describe, define, quantify, find, and present

in the case of multidimensional data than in the case of low-dimensional data such as

scalar or 2D or 3D vector fields. The key reason for this is that an increased number of

independent dimensions allows for the appearance of a considerably higher variability

than a low number of dimensions. To provide a simple analogy, consider a function of
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asingle real-valued variable f : R → R. Analyzing such a function is relatively easy, by

using e.g. itsfirst and second-order derivatives to e.g. reason about its rate of changeand

local extrema. In contrast, consider a function of ten real-valued variables f : R10 → R.

Analyzing such a function is considerably more complex, as there exist a much larger

family of first and second-order partial derivatives.

∙ Abstract nature: Low-dimensional data such as 2D or 3D fields can be relatively easy

understood by directly plotting the recorded values by using a rangeof classical visual-

ization methods. For discrete datasets, these methods include scatterplots, height plots,

bar charts, and histograms. For data admitting interpolation, other specialized methods

exist, such as height plots, contour plots, streamlines, and hedgehog plots. Such methods

are well known and well proven in the domain of scientific visualization (HANSEN;

JOHNSON, 2005; SCHROEDER; MARTIN; LORENSEN, 2006; TELEA, 2014). The

key advantageof being able to directly plot low-dimensional data is that we can identify

and reason about complex patternsby simply seeing them, and without needing potentially

complex ways to automatically find and quantify them. For instance, it is relatively easy

for moderately-trained end users to spot the presence of vortices, sources, and sinks in 2D

vector fields, even though automatic detection thereof isstill acomplex problem (KOLAR,

2007). In contrast, humansdo not haveadirect intuition of spacesof dimensionality higher

than 3. As such, directly understanding high-dimensional datasets is considerably harder,

as wehave to somehow project them into the low-dimensional (2D or 3D) spacesweare

able to seeand reason about.

∙ Discontinuousnature: Many multidimensional datasetsinvolvedataattributeswhichdo not

(easily) admit interpolation. Ordinal and categorical attributes areprimeexamples hereof

(Sec. 2.2.1). Assuch, wecannot createsmooth, continuous, representationsof such datasets

with thesame easeas wecan, for example, when dealing with quantitative attributes. This

creates several challenges even for low-dimensional data. For example, consider a 3D

scalar volume, such as aCT or MRI scan. As theunderlying data from which this dataset

was constructed (viasampling) is inherently continuous, we can usevarious interpolation

techniques to create smooth, continuous, and easy to understand representations thereof,

such as volume-rendered visualizations (LICHTENBELT; CRANE; NAQVI, 1998). In

contrast, consider adata tablehaving three columns, all containing quantitativeattributes.

We can visualize these data by means of a 3D scatterplot, which would generate a 3D

point cloud. As there is no continuity (no information is plotted between the points),

understanding such a point cloud ismuch harder than understanding theearlier 3D scalar

volumefield.

Let us remark separately that the challenges of understanding multidimensional dataare

not first and foremost related to theamount of databeing involved. Indeed, consider a 1D scalar
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dataset having onemillion samplepoints which record the samples of a function f : R → R We

can easily construct a view of such a dataset, e.g. in terms of a classical graph y = f (x), and

explore thegraph by classical interaction techniques such as zooming and panning. In contrast,

consider a 100-dimensional scalar dataset having 10000 sample points. While the amount of

data are the sameas for thefirst case, understanding this100-dimensional dataset isconsiderably

harder. This is due mainly to the fact that, for this dataset, understanding a single data point

means reasoning about 100 values. In contrast, understanding a singledatapoint for theearlier

1D dataset involves understanding a single data value. The problem compounds itself when

aiming to perform morecomplex analyses. For instance, finding thedistance between two data

points involves, in the 1D scalar dataset case, comparing two data values; doing the same for

the 100-dimensional dataset involves comparing 200 data values. This inherent problem caused

by thenumber of attributes in multidimensional data issometimesreferred to as the ‘curseof

dimensionality’ (BELLMAN, 1961; YI et al., 2005). Such understanding challenges involving

high-dimensional datasets will bediscussed in moredetail in Sec. 2.4 in the context of visual

dataexploration.

2.3 M ult idimensional Data Analysis

Given our focus on multidimensional data exploration, we next discuss methods and

techniques aimed to support various types of analyses of such data. These techniques will

form thebasis of thevisual exploration, or visualization, techniques for multidimensional data

discussed next in Sec. 2.4.

To unify thediscussion, wefirst introduceseveral notations to refine thedescription, first

introduced in Sec. 2.2, of amultidimensional dataset. Wemodel such adataset asacollection

D = { xi} of mdatapoints, or observationsxi, which are identified by their index of ID 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Each observation xi is a tuple xi = (x1
i ; : : : ;xn

i ) of n attributes, or variables xj
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The

number of variablesn gives thedimensionality of D . We denote thevalues of the jth variable

over all mpointsof D by thevector x j = (xj
1; : : : ;xj

m). Wefurther assumethat all elementsof any

x j belong to thesamedomain – or, in other words, that all n variableshave well-defined types.

Thesecan be, formally speaking, any of the typesdiscussed earlier in Sec. 2.2.1, i.e., quantitative,

integral, ordinal, categorical, text, or relations. However, in our discussion (and the remainder of

this thesis) wewill focus mainly on quantitative, integral, ordinal, and categorical attributes, as

these typeslargely cover most typical applications involving multidimensional data. In particular,

we do not assume that all attributes areonly of the quantitative type, which admits the useful

property of interpolation (Sec. 2.2.1). Separately, wedo not assumethat different variables have

the sameattribute types.

Data Mining: As we live in a world where vast amounts of data are generated and collected
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daily, either by privatecompanies, governments or even casual users, it is evident that weneed

mechanismsand tools to extract useful information from thisdataexplosion. In thiscontext, data

mining, also known as Knowledge Discovery from Data, or KDD for short, isa rapidly growing

research-and-applications domain. Theaims of KDD techniquesand tools are thediscovery of

useful information in largeand complex datasets; the identification of novel and useful patterns

that – without the application of KDD methods – would otherwise remain unknown; and the

creation of prediction models to discover trends in those datasets (PANG-NING et al., 2006).

KDD techniques and tools span the entire spectrum of user involvement, ranging from fully

automatic to user-supervised techniques and finally ending with techniques where the data

exploration is controlled and driven in detail by theuser.

Datamining processesaretypically integrated in pipelines, or setsof cascaded operations,

where the raw input data isgradually transformed to yield the extracted knowledge of interest at

theend. Such preprocessing operations havebeen classified by Han et al. in the following four

categories (HAN; KAMBER; PEI, 2011):

∙ Data cleaning aims to remove noise and inconsistencies present in the input data. In

our terminology, this step aims to make the dataset D a faithful representation of the

underlying phenomenon it tries to sample;

∙ Data integration merges data from multiple acquisition sources into a coherent dataset.

This involves, for instance, joining variables x j acquired from different sources and/or by

different sampling processes to create thefinal set of dimensions that characterizes D .

∙ Data transformation transforms or consolidates data to support the application of data

mining techniques. Transformation involves, for instance, filtering and resampling of the

various dimensionsx j .

∙ Data reduction reduces data size. This can take the form of reducing the number of

observations xi or the number of dimensions x j . In both cases, data reduction aims to

increase thescalability of theKDD methodswhich are subsequently applied to the input

dataset D .

Asalready implied by thepipelineconcept mentioned above, the four typesof datapreprocessing

operations are not mutually exclusive, but can be applied jointly in the analysis of specific

datasets. Separately, wenotethesimilarity of such dataprocessing pipelineswith thewell-known

concept of visualization pipelines used to describedata visualization processes (SCHROEDER;

MARTIN; LORENSEN, 2006; TELEA, 2014): The transformation of data from its raw input

form into the high-level results, or insights, delivered by the KDD pipeline, is similar to the

effect of thedata importing, filtering, and mapping steps of thevisualization pipeline.

As thescope of this thesis is about multidimensional data, thedata reduction preprocess-

ing techniques mentioned aboveareclearly in our focus. Asmentioned above, data sizecan be
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reduced by either reducing the number of dimensionsx j or thenumber of observationsxi. The

first typeof technique– dimensionality reduction – will beextensively discussed in Section 2.4,

given itsstrong integration with datavisualization techniques. Thesecond typeof technique–

dataaggregation – is discussed next.

In our context, we denote by data aggregation the (wide) spectrum of techniques that

attempt to reduce the number of observations xi present in a dataset D , to create a reduced

dataset D ′ which preserves the essence of the phenomenaof interest captured by the original

dataset D (PANG-NING et al., 2006). In thissense, dataaggregation can beseen asaprocess

of eliminating observations by finding similarly-valued observations xi ∈D and next replacing

subsets of such similar-valueobservations { xi} by a singlesubsample, or representativex′
i . This

way, undesirableaspects captured by D , such as outliers or acquisition noise, will beeliminated.

Separately, the resulting aggregated dataset D ′ will now capture only the stable, statistically-

relevant, structurespresent in thephenomenon sampled by the input dataset D . A final advantage

of dataaggregation techniques is that they reduce the amount of data that needs to be treated –

either by subsequent data-analysis techniques or otherwise by data visualization techniques –

and thereby increase thescalability of KDD pipelines. However, data aggregation techniques

comewith an important (implicit) challenge: By eliminating observations, such techniquesmay

eliminate actual features of interest from the underlying phenomenon. A well-known instance of

this problem is theelimination of small-scale variations in thedata, which can beseen as either

noiseor small-scaledetail, depending on their context.

Many data mining techniques have proven to be very successful in the context of

analyzing multidimensional datasets. Following Wang et al. (WANG; YANG, 2010) and Pang

et al. (PANG-NING et al., 2006), we identify four types of such techniques: frequent pattern

mining, clustering, classification, and statistical analysis. These four types of techniques are

discussed next.

2.3.1 Stat ist ical Approaches

Statistical approaches arearguably theoldest and simplest typesof dataanalysis tech-

niques for multidimensional datasets. Many such techniques essentially aim to reduce thesize

and/or complexity of a given input dataset D to a compact representation entailing a few fig-

ures that characterize the involved dimensions x j . In this respect, several techniques can be

applied (PANG-NING et al., 2006). Meansor medianscan be calculated for each dimension x j

if one wants to characterize each such dimension by a single scalar value representing ameasure

of the likelihood of theobservations xi. For instance, themean, or centroid, of theobservations

xi ∈D ⊂ Rn is given by

X = (x1; : : : ;xn) ∈Rn; (2.1)

where xj is the mean of dimension x j of D . Besides the mean x j of a dimension x j , other

statistical measurescan be computed to indicatehow itsvalues xj
i vary. For instance, the range
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r j ∈R of adimension x j is defined as

r j = max
i

(xj
i ) − min

i
(xj

i ) = max
i;k

ǁxj
i − xj

kǁ: (2.2)

The range r j of a dimension x j identifies the interval of values that the respective dimension

is spread over. For a multidimensional dataset, the tuple r = (r1; : : : r n) ∈Rn formed by the

ranges of all its n dimensions provides, thus, an axis-aligned bounding-box that includes all

observations of our dataset D . For datasets whose sampling does not include (too far-away)

outliers, ranges and bounding-boxes are simple and effective ways to describe the spread of

values of their observations. For datasets containing such outliers, or for situations where the

sampling is highly non-uniform in terms of spatial distribution of theobservations, computing

thevarianceof the involved dimensions ispreferred to ranges. Thevarianceof adimension x j ,

denoted typically ass2
j , is defined as

s2
j =

1
m− 1

m

Â
i= 1

(xj
i − xj )

2: (2.3)

Since the computation of variances involved computing mean values (xj in Eqn. 2.3), and mean

computation can bedistorted by outliers, thevariancevaluess2
j arealso sensitive to outliers, up to

a certain level. To address this sensitivity to outliers, more robust statistical measures havebeen

proposed, such as theabsoluteaveragedeviation, median absolutedeviation, and interquartile

range (PANG-NING et al., 2006).

However, means, ranges, and variances only describe individual dimensions x j of a

dataset. In nearly all contexts where multidimensional data is involved, one is interested in

finding how different dimensionsx j and xk, k ≠ j, relate to each other. This iscaptured by the

covarianceof two dimensions x j and xk, defined as

sjk =
1

m− 1

m

Â
i= 1

(xj
i − xj )(x

k
i − xk): (2.4)

The matrix S= (sjk);1 ≤ j ≤ n;1 ≤ k ≤ n encodes the covariances of all pairs of dimensions

present in a dataset, including thevariances sj j = s2
j of the individual dimensions on itsdiagonal.

Similar to covariance, onecan compute thecorrelation of two variables x j and xk as

r jk =
sjk

sjsk
: (2.5)

Similarly to thecovariance matrix S, wecan now define acorrelation matrix R= (r jk), 1 ≤ j ≤

n;1 ≤ k ≤ n. Diagonal entries r j j indicate the correlation of a variable x j with itself, which is

alwaysone. Off-diagonal entries indicate thecorrelations r jk of different variables j ̸= k, which

takevaluesbetween 1 (perfectly correlated) and − 1 (perfectly inversely correlated).

Besides theabove, relatively simple, statistical descriptions of multidimensional data in

termsof means, medians, ranges, covariances, and correlations, moreadvanced methodsexist.
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These include, among others, Support Vector Regressions (SVR) (SMOLA; SCHLKOPF, 2004)

and Gaussian Process Models (GPM) (RAMUSSEN; WILLIAMS, 2006; DEMIR; WESTER-

MANN, 2013). Asan example of using such methods, HyperMoVal is a tool that usesSVR to

validate regression models against multidimensional data, highlighting differencesbetween them

and allowing the addition of moremodel parameters to refine their regression to an acceptable

level of accuracy (PIRINGER; BERGER; KRASSER, 2010). While such morecomplex statisti-

cal techniques can capturepatterns and trends present in the data in more accurate ways than

classical statistical tools, they arealso morecomputationally involved, and also harder to explain

to awide rangeof end users.

2.3.2 Frequent Pat tern Mining

Frequent pattern mining is the process of searching recurring relationships, such as

associations and correlations, in a given dataset. Frequent pattern mining techniques can be

further classified into techniques that search for frequent association rules and techniques

that search for frequent sets of items, or itemsets. Given a dataset D , frequent association-

rule techniquessearch for correlationsbetween specific valuesof specific dimensionsx j over

many observationsxi ∈D . For asimilar dataset, frequent itemset techniques search for setsof

observationsxi ∈D that are involved together in thedescription of patterns such as transactions

in a transactional database (AGRAWAL; IMIELINSKI; SWAMI, 1993).

Frequent pattern mining methodsaregood at discovering unknown correlations between

dimensions and observations in agiven dataset, when one has littleor even no prior knowledge

over what to search for in the data. On the other hand, these techniques are also challenged

by largemultidimensional datasets: As thesearch space for patterns growsexponentially with

the number of observations and/or dimensions, heuristics are needed to limit the search to

a subspace that is (a) small enough to be computationally feasible, and (b) represents well

the most likely area where relevant search results are to be found. In the last decade, many

such search heuristics have been developed. For example, Pasquier et al. proposed to mine a

selective subset of frequent patterns based on thenumber of occurrences of a pattern is thesame

to all its immediate patterns, calling this method of closed frequent patterns (PASQUIER et

al., 1999). The CLOSET algorithm further expedites the mining of closed frequent patterns

using a frequent pattern treeas a compact representation to organize thedataset, performing a

depth-first search (PEI et al., 2000). A limitation of CLOSET is that only applicable to datasets

having a low to moderately-large dimensionality – for datasets having more than m = 100

dimensions, efficiency starts to be compromised. To solve this high dimensionality problem,

Carpenter et al. first transposes the matrix representing adataset and then performs a depth-first

row wise enumeration on the transposed matrix. As a result the computational cost decrease

significantly (PAN et al., 2003). A detailed survey of frequent pattern mining algorithms and

their challenges isgiven in (GOETHALS, 2003).
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Frequent pattern mining methods are effective in the analysis of multidimensional

datasets such as data tables that represent transactions over sets of items stored in relational

databases. In such cases, observations are typically exact records involving integral and cate-

gorical attributes. However, many other multidimensional datasets do not fall into this class –

consider, e.g., observationswhosedimensions are real-valued quantities measured with afinite

precision, such as featuresextracted from color images, used next to describe the semanticsof

these images. For such datasets, other dataanalysis methods arebetter, as discussed next.

2.3.3 Classi cat ion

Generally put, given adataset D of observationsxi, classification is a process that aims

to assign aclassvalue, also called a label, to each observation xi ∈D . Class labelsare taken from

atypically small set of domain-specific values that describe the dataset at a high semantic level.

Theprocessof classification, therefore, aims to add thishigh-level semantic (class) information

to a dataset D that contains only lower-level attributes. In the high dimensionality context,

Wang et al. made the following suitabledefinition of classification: “ In aclassification problem,

the dimensions of an object can be divided into two types. One dimension records the class

type of the object and the rest dimensionsareattributes” (WANG; YANG, 2010). In this sense,

classification methods aim to synthesize the ‘class type’ dimension from theother attribute-type

dimensions, for all observations present in adataset.

A typical example of classification concerns datasets where observations represent

images, such asphotographs stored in largeonline collections (LI; FEI-FEI, 2010), video frames

taken from video collections (QI; HAUPTMANN; LIU, 2003), or medical images taken for

diagnosis and prognosis purposes (SCHWARZER; VACH; SCHUMACHER, 2000). In all such

cases, each image, or observation xi ∈D has tens up to hundreds of attributes x j ∈R. These

attributes, also called features in imageprocessing and machine learning contexts, describe a

wide range of quantities that can be automatically measured on the input images, on the one

hand, and arguably capture relevant aspects for further interpretation of the images, on theother

hand (ZHANG; ISLAM; LU, 2012; SILVA et al., 2015). Classification, next, can takevarious

formsand serve various purposes. For instance, classification can group all observations xi ∈D

into asmall set of so-called clusters, based on observation similarity, and assign labels to these

clusters. Clustering, seen here asa form of unsupervised classification, isdescribed separately

in detail in Sec. 2.3.4. This type of application identifies the most salient groups of similar

observations, and lets theuser the task to assign meanings to the inferred class, or cluster, labels.

In contrast, supervised classification starts with a dataset D where, for each observation xi ∈D ,

a class label value is supplied by the user, e.g. by manual examination and annotation. Next,

given an unlabeled dataset D ′ , classification aims to associate labels to all entries x′
i ∈D ′ based

on their similarity, as reflected by non-label attributes, to entries xi ∈D .

Among theapproachesused to classify multidimensional dataarek-nearest-neighbors,
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neural networks (KRIZHEVSKY; SUTSKEVER; HINTON, 2012), decision trees (GEURTS;

ERNST; WEHENKEL, 2006), rule-based classifiers (CRIMINISI; SHOTTON, 2013), and

support vector machines (SVMs) (VAPNIK; VAPNIK, 1998). In our context, SVMsarearguably

avery interesting typeof technique to study, as they involve, by construction, the useof high-

dimensional data spaces. Specifically, SVMs transform the n-dimensional space in which the

input dataset D is embedded, into amuch higher-dimensional space (and corresponding dataset),

so that theseparation bordersbetween labeled observationsbecomesimplehyperplanes in this

high-dimensional space. Thisway, nonlinear separation bordersbetween the labeled (training)

instances in theoriginal n-dimensional spacecan beachieved.

While themachine learning community has witnessed an explosion of data classification

algorithms in the last decade, the practical utilization of such algorithms for understanding

multidimensional datasets is still challenged by several aspects. First, it is far from evident, for a

given user-dataset-problem combination, which is thebest classification algorithm to use. This is

caused by the fact that different algorithms may yield different classification results for the same

datasets and training sets. Secondly, it is not evident, especially for typical end users who are not

machine learning experts, how to fine tune agiven classification algorithm to achievemaximal

accuracy in a given context (MÜHLBACHER et al., 2014). Indeed, many such classification

algorithmsareeither designed to work likeblack boxes (in which case it isalmost impossible for

end users to fine tune their behavior), or alternatively exposeanumber of highly abstract and

mathematically involved parameters (in which case typical end users must undergo asteep and

costly learning process to understand how to usesuch parameters). At a high level, wedetect the

general need, for end usersof classification algorithms, of tools and techniques that make the

working of such algorithms more transparent and easy to understand.

2.3.4 Clustering

Clustering is the processof grouping aset of dataobservations into multiplegroups, also

called clusters, so that observations within a cluster have high similarity, while observations

belonging to different clusters have low similarity. In this sense, clustering can be seen as an

unsupervised classification process (Sec. 2.3.3), which assigns a class (cluster) label to each

observation in theinput dataset, basedon theoptimization of inter-observation distancesindicated

above.

Clustering knows many applications in data analysis and data visualization. One of

the best known applications of clustering is data simplification: Given avery largedataset D ,

generateadataset D ′ whose size, measured in number of observations, should be asmall user-

controlled fraction of thesize of D , so that D ′ should encode theessence of thephenomenon

sampled by D . Theconstruction of D ′ from D canbeseen asasubsampling, or alternatively, data

clustering problem. An essential ingredient in thisprocess is adistance, or dissimilarity, function

d : D × D → R+ that measureshow observationsxi ∈D differ from each other. Given such a
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distance function, avery popular clustering method is thebottom-up hierarchical agglomerative

technique (HOON et al., 2004): Given a dataset D of multidimensional observations and a

distance metric d asoutlined above, all observations xi ∈D become nodes in a dendrogram tree.

Next, the tree is built bottom-up by grouping the two existing nodes which are most similar with

respect to thedistanced. Finally, the resulting treecan becut at any level to obtain apartition

of the original dataset D into disjoint groups of observations. By choosing different designs

for the distance metric d and tree-cut, a wide range of clustering constraints can be modeled.

Such clustering methods havebeen used in several contexts to make information visualization

applications scalable to largedatasets (TELEA, 2006; MUNZNER et al., 2003). Other popular

clustering algorithms used for simplifying large datasets are k means (MACQUEEN, 1967),

mean shift (COMANICIU; MEER, 2002), and self-organizing maps (KOHONEN, 1989).

In all aboveexamples, data clustering takes place in the observation space, and its aim is

to reduce thenumber of observations required to describe the structureof agiven input dataset

D . However, data clustering can also take place in the dimension space. In this context, for

example, subspace clustering methods aim to automatically find and group related dimensions

x j into clusters. Thegoal for this operation is to filter out dimensionswhich are irrelevant for the

description of the data at hand, and thereby represent thedatawith a small number of dimen-

sions. Three examplesof subspace clustering techniques areCLIQUE (AGRAWAL et al., 1998),

ENCLUS(CHENG; FU; ZHANG, 1999), and PROCLUS(AGGARWAL et al., 1999). CLIQUE

enumeratessubspaces, and clusterspresent in these subspaces, following adimensionality in-

creasing order, pruning subspaces in which no cluster exist. ENCLUS is an exploration method

particularly effective for finding data dimensions which are not tightly coupled (correlated).

PROCLUSis a k-medoid method that aims to find k potential dimension clusters using a dataset

sampleand refining thecluster subspaces iteratively. For cases where users want to find a trend

in observations in asubset of dimensions, rather than find observations with similar values, the

bicluster model isan option. A bicluster is composed of a set of observations (U) and asubset

dimensions (D) such that observations in U have similar trends across dimensions in D. An

application examplecan be found in (CHENG; CHURCH, 2000) in thecontext of theanalysis

of multidimensional genomic datasets. A datacube aggregation concept is introduced in (HAN;

KAMBER; PEI, 2011) and it works storing multidimensional aggregated information with a

hierarchy for each attributeor dimension, allowing theanalysisof dataat multipleabstraction

levels.

Subspaceclustering techniquesarerelated, at ahigh level, to multidimensional projection

techniques, which arediscussed separately further in Sec. 2.4.3. Both types of techniques aim to

reduce thenumber of dimensions required to describe theessenceof variation captured in the

observations of agiven dataset. However, important differences exist. Most subspace clustering

methods output dimensionswhich areasubset of theoriginal set of dimensions x j of the input

dataset D . Thismakes the interpretation of theseclustered dimensions relatively easy to do in
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termsof theoriginal dimensions. In contrast, most multidimensional projection methodsoutput

dimensions which are completely different from the original dimension-set x j . For example, the

well-known principal component analysis (PCA) technique reduces the n dimensions x j to n

eigenvectorsof thecovariancematrix Sof theobservations(Eqn. 2.4). From thesen eigenvectors,

a small subset of typically two or three can be next chosen to create a 2D or respectively 3D

visual projection of the data. These eigenvectors aggregate the original dimensions x j , in the

sense that they are linear combinations thereof. Thismakesthe interpretation of such synthesized

dimensions much harder. This topic isdetailed further in Sec. 2.4.3.

2.4 M ult idimensional Data Visualizat ion

Besidesdataanalysismethods, such as the onesdiscussed in Sec. 2.3, multidimensional

datasets can be explored also by direct means, by creating suitable visualizations thereof. In

this section, wediscuss themain types of visualization methods aimed at supporting thedirect

exploration of multidimensional data.

Theadded valueof multidimensional datavisualization iseasy to explain in thecontext of

applying thedata analysis techniques discussed in Sec. 2.3. At a high level, two main challenges

exist to ‘pure’ dataminingapplications: (a) Indataexploration contexts, it is for such applications

that automatically search for patternswhen onedoes not know how to define such patterns (one

doesnot know what onesearchesfor); (b) For applications involving casual end-users, presenting

the results of datamining in text or tabular forms is far from being intuitive and effective.

Thekey roleand added-valueof visualization is to takeadvantageof thehuman cognitive

skills by creating visual depictions of data from which users can detect data-related patterns

with ease. Such patterns involve, but arenot limited to, correlations of variables; clusters and

outliersdefined in termsof observations; and trends defined in terms of variablechanges over

subsetsof observations. Asmentioned earlier in Sec. 2.2.2, themain added-valueof visualization,

as opposed to pure data analysis methods, is that many kinds of patterns are relatively easy

to describe in an informal way, and relatively easy to visually detect, but are (very) hard to

describeand detect in an automated manner. Finding and reasoning about themeaning of these

patterns, by visual means, connects to thetwo main aimsof datavisualization: confirmtheknown

(find evidence in data that matchesan established model of the underlying phenomenon); and

discover theunknown (find new, unexpected, patterns in data that lead to new hypotheses about

the underlying phenomenon).

In this context, a recent areacalled visual data mining (WONG, 1999) iscalling attention

in the computer science literature. Visual data mining fuses classical data mining techniques

(Sec. 2.3) with classical datavisualization techniques (SCHROEDER; MARTIN; LORENSEN,

2006; MUNZNER, 2015; TELEA, 2014), by effectively exploiting (1) thecomputational scal-

ability of data mining techniques and their ability to perform complex exact queries, and (2)
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the ability of the human visual system to quickly detect complex, fuzzily-specified, patterns

in images, and extract information from such patterns (WARD; GRINSTEIN; KEIM, 2010).

Thisway, datamining and data visualization jointly complement each others’ strengths. In the

visual datamining process, Ankerst (ANKERST, 2001) has identified threedifferent ways in

which data visualization and data mining can be integrated together: (1) visualization methods

are applied before or independent of data mining technique; (2) the results are obtained with

data mining techniques first, and visualization is used next to provide support to do the data

knowledgeextraction; or (3) visualization and datamining are tightly integrated in an iterative

and interactiveprocess that combinesactivities of types (1) and (2) above.

To understand how visualization can address the above-mentioned dataexploration tasks

in the context of visual data mining applications, wenext discuss themost known methods used

for visual exploration of multidimensional data. We group these into four classes: axis-based

methods, space-filling approaches, multidimensional projections, and other approaches. We

note that alternative taxonomies for visualization methods for multivariatedataexist, e.g. those

proposed by Keim and Krieger (KEIM; KRIEGEL, 1996; KEIM, 1997) and further refined by

Chan (CHAN, 2006). We usehereadifferent classification so as to better emphasize the special

class of multidimensional projection techniques, which will play asalient role in the remainder

of this thesis.

2.4.1 Axis-Based M ethods

Axis-based methods represent thevaluesof all attributesx j of a dimension j by mapping

them along an axis, much like in when plotting 1D scalar values along a line. Different axes are

used to represent thedifferent n dimensions of amultidimensional dataset. By suitably arranging

theseaxes, such methodssupport reasoning about theentireset of mobservationsand n variables.

Scatterplots are one of the best known, and most frequently used, methods used to visualize

n = 2 dimensional or n = 3 dimensional datasets. Their design directly follows the classical

design of function graphs: Each observation xi is mapped to apoint placed in 2D or 3D space,

based on itsattributevalues. Scatterplotssupport a rangeof assessments about theunderlying

dataset. For example, attribute ranges densely populated by observations appear asdense ‘spots’

in the resulting 2D or 3D point cloud. To reduce visual clutter and, in the same time, help

assessing theobservation density and focus theuser’s attention on densely populated regions,

simple techniques such as transparency and alpha blending of points can be used. The attribute

valuescorresponding to theserangescan beeasily inferred by looking at therespectivecoordinate

values in thescatterplot. Clustersof similar observationscan beeasily perceived, since2D or

3D distance (in the attributespace) ismapped one-to-one to 2D or 3D distance in theresulting

plot. Outlier observationscan beeasily spotted aspoints in thescatterplot which are far away

from densely-populated regions. Finally, direct or inverse correlations between the n∈ { 2;3}
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variables can be relatively easily spotted by searching for point-spreadsalong straight lines(in

2D) or planes (in 3D) in the plot. Conversely, the lack of correlation between variables can

bespotted by looking for 2D or 3D ‘clumps’ of points that do not follow such linear patterns.

However, scatterplotscannot, by construction, directly visualizedatasetshaving morethan m= 3

dimensions. Also, even for thecase m= 3, understanding 3D scatterplots is considerably more

challenging ascompared to understanding 2D scatterplots, due to inherent problems related to

visualizing 3D point clouds, such asocclusion, difficulty to chooseagood viewpoint, parallax

effects, and thedifficulty of estimating 3D point cloud density.

To extend the dimensional scalability of scatterplots, additional variables can be en-

coded into per-point visual attributes, such as color, shape, or size. This gives good results

once one knows a priori which dimensions to assign to this small set of visual variables. For

high-dimensional datasets (high n values), this is a complex problem, which in the limit forces

users to cycle through the entireset of n variables to map them to e.g. color in order to detect

potential patterns. Separately, encoding variables into shape or size imposesconstraints on the

minimal point size, which in turn can easily lead to undesired occlusion and visual clutter for

datasetshaving many observations.

Scatterplot matr icesextend theideaof 2D scatterplotsby constructingaso-calledsmall multiple

layout (TUFTE, 2001), also known under thenameof trellisplot (BECKER; CLEVELAND;

SHYU, 1996), and discussed even earlier under thegeneric nameof collections (BERTIN, 1983).

In detail, given an n-dimensional dataset, amatrix of n× n 2D scatterplots is constructed, where

scatterplot (i; j) shows the relationship between variablesxi and x j in theoriginal dataset. The

result is called a scatterplot matrix, or SPLOM. The advantage of SPLOMs is that they show,

in detail, all relationshipsbetween pairs of variables in the original dataset (Fig. 1). However,

the scalability of SPLOMs is obviously limited by the number of dimensions n of the input

dataset. For typical output devices (e.g. computer screens) and tasks, SPLOMs scale up to

roughly n∈ { 10; : : : ;20} dimensions. Handling multidimensional datasets having hundreds or

even thousands of dimensions isnot possible. A second problem of SPLOMsrelates to the fact

that they only show relations betwen pairsof variables. In multidimensional datasets, however

phenomenaof interest may bedescribableonly when weanalyze larger numbers of variables

together. This isnot directly supported by SPLOMs. This is recognized by Hand et al. that call

SPLOMs ‘multiple bivariate infovis techniques’ , in contrast to multivariate techniques (HAND;

MANNILA; P, 2001). A third problem of SPLOMs is the fact that they adopt a dimension-

centric view: While it is relatively easy to reason about dimensions in a SPLOM, as these appear

explicitly as rows and columns of thematrix, reasoning about observations isharder, asa single

observation appears asn2 different points, onepoint per 2D scatterplot in theSPLOM. While

such issues can be partially corrected by interaction techniques such as linked views, e.g. by

brushing ascatterplot and highlighting brushed observations in all other scatterplots, it isstill

hard to reason about observations in SPLOMs.
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To improve the idea of exploring sets of 2D scatterplots, Elmqvist et al. proposed the

‘ rolling thedice’ metaphor. In thisset-up, userscan interactively and continuously morph theview

on databetween consecutive2D scatterplotsof chosen variables i and j of their multidimensional

dataset. By using animation to linearly interpolate the positions of observations in consecu-

tive scatterplots, users can thereby analyze larger sets of variables than pairs (ELMQVIST;

DRAGICEVIC; FEKETE, 2008). A related interaction mechanism was proposed by Hurter et

al. for exploring multidimensional datasuch as air flight information (HURTER; TISSOIRES;

CONVERSY, 2009) and 3D multivariate fields (HURTER et al., 2014b). Here, the user can

actively control the transition between two scatterplots, by effectively ‘morphing’ one into the

other. By playing such transitions a few timesback and forth, onecan thus visually link related

structures in different spaces. Separately, by stopping the transition at any desired intermediate

stage, data-related structureswhich arenot apparent in any of theend viewscan bespotted.

On thepositive side, such techniquessignificantly reduce theamount of necessary screen

space for visualizing the entire dataset, by factoring out additional dimensions to theanimation

and interaction side. On thenegative side, such techniquesstrongly rely on thevisual memory of

their users in terms of being able to remember (and correlate) information and insights shown at

different moments in time, and being visibleonly if the suitable interactionshavebeen chosen.

Figure 1 – Example of a SPLOM (iris dataset) (WARD; GRINSTEIN; KEIM, 2010).

Scagnosticsaim to addresssomeof thescalability issuesof SPLOMs. These techniquespropose

aset of measures that help to identify themost interesting scatterplots in aSPLOM, to next focus

the user’s investigation on these (TUKEY; TUKEY, 1988). Wilkinson et al. refined this idea

considering thefive aspectsof scattered points (outliers, shape, trend, density and coherence),
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creating ninequality measuresderived from geometric graphic features(WILKINSON; ANAND;

GROSSMAN, 2005). Later, Lehmann et al. proposed a set of different measures to find clusters

of similar relevance in scatterplots (LEHMANN et al., 2012). These clusters can bevisualized

by color coding and dimension reordering in a SPLOM global view. One drawback of this

approach is that different clusters of large relevance could becaused by different initial orders of

dimensions, something that isnot evident in theproposed views. Essentially, scagnosticscombine

dataanalysis (in termsof automatically ranking ‘ interesting’ scatterplotsor parts thereof) and

data visualization (in terms of directly showing thehighly-ranked plots) in asingleapproach. As

such, their main limitation relates to the inherent limitation of dataanalysismethods in terms

of being able to automatically find interesting patterns: If such patterns are found, then such

approachesare obviously effective. However, if interesting patterns are missed (which can easily

happen when wecannot fully quantify what ‘ interesting’ means), then such approaches may fail

to convey important insights in thedata.

Parallel coordinateplots, or PCPs, can beseen, in somesense, asthe1D equivalent of SPLOMs.

They consist of aset of n parallel, and typically vertically drawn, axes, oneper datadimension x j

(Fig. 2). Each valuexj
i maps to apoint along the jth axis. Each observation xi maps to apolyline

connecting all points xj
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ n (INSELBERG; DIMSDALE, 1990). PCPssupport several

tasks, as follows. Distributionsof valuesx j around agiven variable j can beeasily spotted by

looking at thepoint density along PCP axis j. Brushing and selection helpsnarrowing down the

analysis to aspecific set of observations, by e.g. selecting avaluerangeon an axis; outlierscan be

easily found by looking for polylineswhich arefar away from themain trend (Fig. 2a). To further

enhance this understanding, explicit histogramscan beadded, in termsof bar charts, along the

axes; and axis directions (top to bottom vs bottom to top) can beswapped to minimize undesired

crossingsof polylines(Fig. 2b). Similarly, outlier valuesor rangesalong an axis j can bespotted

by looking at concentrated setsof points along that axis which arewell separated by other points

(along the sameaxis) by largeamounts of whitespace. More interestingly, correlationsbetween

variables plotted to adjacent axes i and j in the PCP can be spotted by locating dense sets of

close, nearly parallel linesthat connect axes i and j. Inversecorrelations (between such axes) can

bespotted by locating an ‘X’ likepattern formed by polylinesegmentsconnecting thoseaxes.

Lack of correlation (between such axes) can bespotted by locating a thick band of lines crossing

each other at arbitrary angles between therespectiveaxes. Setsof similar observations can be

spotted by looking at end-to-end polylines which are nearly parallel and close to each other. To

reduceocclusion and clutter, transparency and alphablending can beapplied to polylines, much

as done for traditional 2D scatteplots (seeabove).

However, PCPs havealso anumber of challenges. Axis ordering is arguably themain

one: Unless axes are ordered (along thehorizontal screen dimension) in a suitable way, it can be

very hard to comparerelevant variables, and thus to spot relevant patternssuch as correlations.

The issue here is that one does not know the optimal sorting, since this depends on insights
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Figure2 – Example PCPvisualizations using theparvis toolkit (LEDERMAN, 2012).

which are only known (and visible) one such an ideal sorting has been achieved. As there

are n! such sortings possible for n variables, the space to explore is clearly large. Secondly,

PCPs are limited in terms of scalability by the available horizontal screen space. For typical

displays, this allows one to explore about 10..20 variables, but not more. To avoid the visual

clutter related to classical PCPs, Dang et al. proposed a PCP where overplotting is handled

by stacking overlapping elements in 3D (DANG; WILKINSON; ANAND, 2010). Dot ‘ tow-

ers’ along each PCP axis highlight major differences in frequency that are not evident in the
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traditional PCP. A different way to overcome the layout limitations of classical PCPs that use

parallel axes is presented by Claessen et al. in their FLINAPlot design (CLAESSEN; WIJK,

2011). This approach, on the one hand, combines the strengths of PCPs and scatterplots in

a single view, and on the other hand allows users to interactively arrange the PCP axes in a

wide rangeof configurations, by drawing them explicitly on screen. While thisapproach can, in

principle, eliminatesomeof the limitations of theclassical PCP, it also requiresa considerable

amount of interaction effort from the end user. Additionally, exposing design freedom to end

userscan berisky, sinceonecan (easily) createPCPsthat do not convey therequired information.

(a) FLINAPlots for the cars dataset: origin
axis highlighted (yellow: USA; blue:
Europe; red: Japan.

(b) View of the Utility data set using
parallel coordinate dot plot (DANG;
WILKINSON; ANAND, 2010).

Figure3 – Examplesof PCPvisualizations.

Radial layouts adapt the idea of PCPs by proposing a different layout of the variable axes.

Essentially, axes arearranged in a radial layout, rather than in a sequential layout (e.g. along the

screen horizontal axis). The main added-valueof thisdesign is that many moreaxescan befitted

in limited screen space. Additionally, theresulting plot isguaranteed to havea 1 to 1 aspect ratio,

something that cannot bedoneby the traditional PCPby construction (HOFFMAN et al., 1997).

Star Coordinates useasimilar approach to theRadViz design (HOFFMAN et al., 1997), where

thevariable axes are computed asunit basisvectorsof an affineprojection (KANDOGAN, 2000;

KANDOGAN, 2001). A similar concept is offered by Star Plots (CHAMBERS, 1983). However,

thisdesign can introduceundesired distortions due to user manipulations. Similar radial layouts

are proposed by DataRosesand DataMeadows(ELMQVIST; STASKO; TSIGAS, 2007) (see

Fig. 4).

While radial layouts achieve better aspect ratios than traditional PCPs, they haveanum-

ber of limitations. First, the inherent problem of optimal axis ordering present in traditional PCPs

is apparent here too. Secondly, radial layouts do not preserve distances in the same way that
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Cartesian PCPsdo – polylinescloser to theorigin appear, overall, shorter, less important, and

more thussimilar than polylines far away from the origin. This creates an undesired bias towards

better seeing large-value observations. Finally, correlations (direct or inverse) map to relatively

simplepatterns in traditional PCPs. In radial layouts, such correlations appear rotated to various

angles, depending on theposition of the respectiveaxes in the plot. Thismakes them harder to

spot, analyze, and compare.

(a) Color histogram mode (b) Opacity bands mode (c) Parallel coordinatemode

Figure 4 – Examplesof radial layout: DataMeadow (ELMQVIST; STASKO; TSIGAS, 2007). SampleDataRose
visualization for a university student databaseof a computer sciencedepartment.

Table lenses take a more traditional, but remarkably powerful, approach to visualizing mul-

tidimensional data. They regard a multidimensional dataset of m n-dimensional observations

xi = (x1
i ; : : : ;xn

i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ mas a tablewhere each observation xi is a row and each dimension x j

is acolumn, respectively. For small numbersmof observations, thedata is drawn as aclassical

Cartesian table, whereeach cell conveys thevaluexj
i in textual form, optionally overlaid with

a semi-transparent bar charts, scaled and colored to reflect the datavalue (Fig. 5a). Scrolling

the table along observations i allows seeing variations (trends) in individual variables x j by

spotting the changesof their corresponding bar charts. To visualize large tables, onecan zoom

out the view and reduce each table row to a line of pixels (Fig. 5b). In this mode, cell text is

not drawn (since too small to be readable), and the entire view reverts to a set of vertical bar

charts (RAO; CARD, 1994). Additionally, sorting the table rows along thevalue of onevariable

x j directly shows the (inverse) correlation of that variable with other variablesxk̸= j in the form

of the variables’ bar graphs. For example, in Fig. 5b, the table is sorted on increasing values

of column 1. Thisview immediately showshow columns 1 and 2 are inversely correlated; that

columns 4 up to 7 are directly correlated; and that column 3 is not correlated with any other

column.

The table lens technique allows aquitesignificant scalability: The number of columns n

displayed simultaneously can easily reach several tens on a typical computer screen. Thenumber

of rowsdisplayed simultaneously can reach a few thousands(depending on the screen vertical

resolution). If aggregation techniques for the types of attributes present in the table are available
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a) b)

c) d)

1

1 2 3

2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure5 – Table lens example. (a) Zoomed in table with text and bar charts. (b) Zoomed out table. (c) Table sorted
and grouped on first three columns. (d) Table hierarchy visualized with a treemap. Images generated
with the TableVision tool (TELEA, 2006).

(e.g. averaging, maximum, minimum, or similar), the table lens can, in principle, visualizean

unbounded number of observations.

Several enhancementshavebeen proposed for table lenses. Contiguous rowshaving the

samevaluesfor an attributex j can beemphasized by overlaying them by shaded cushions(WIJK;

WETERING, 1999), to emphasize attribute value distributions (TELEA, 2006). Separately,

multiplesort-and-group operationsexecuted on different attributes j createon-the fly hierarchies

of thedatavalues, which can be next visualized either by thebasic table lens, or alternatively by

treemap techniques (TELEA, 2006). This essentially allows users to interactively explore the

databy executing chains of operationsequivalent to thewell-known SQL commands ‘ORDER

BY’ and ‘SORT BY’ . Figure5c shows adata tablewith rowssorted and grouped by values of

columns 1, 2, and 3, with same-valuecells emphasized by shaded cushions. The three-level data
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hierarchy thus created is next visualized using squarified cushion treemaps(WIJK; WETERING,

1999; BRULS; HUIZING; WIJK, 2000) (Fig. 5d).

a) b)

Figure6 – Comparison of table (a) vs (b) PCPvisualization layouts. Image taken from (TELEA, 2014).

However powerful, table lenses also have limitations. First, the proposed data visual

layout is constrained by the fact that an observation (table row) is always a horizontal line

(Fig. 6a). This does not support tasks such as finding groups of observationswhich are similar

– a task well supported by e.g. PCPs(Fig. 6b). Secondly, comparing different columnscan be

hard if these columns are placed far away from each other, in the horizontal table layout – a

problem basically identical to theaxis ordering in PCPs. Thirdly, observationsare lessprominent

(in terms of visual encoding) than in PCPs. Indeed, in table lenses an observation is a set of

horizontally laid out bars, while in PCPs an observation isapolyline (which has amoresalient

visual identity). On the positiveside, table lenses inherit the ease of interpretation – arguably

a large range of users understand what a data table is, whereas significantly fewer users are

comfortablewith themoreabstract depiction of dataproposed by PCPs or SPLOMs.

2.4.2 Space Filing Approaches

Multidimensional datasets create significant scalability challenges for visualization

techniques, both in terms of number m of observations and number n of dimensions. The

visualization techniques discussed so far, albeit effective, do not use all the available screen

space to the maximum. Indeed, they all reserveacertain amount of white space(screen pixels

not used to encode information) in order to separate thedrawn information and make it readable.

In thesametime, they address the scalability issueby techniques such as overdraw (scatterplots,

SPLOMs, PCPs) or dataaggregation (table lenses). Thismakes it hard, or even impossible, to

reason about individual observations.

To address these issues, space filling approaches have been proposed. Also known under
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the nameof pixel-based techniques or densepixel displays, such approachesaim to encodea

maximal amount of information on theavailablescreen space, and in thesame timeavoid (by

construction) overlapping dataelements. Themain challengeof such designs is to find suitable

mappings between the m× n datavalues to map into the2D screen space, so that datapatterns

of interest become easily visible. Onesuch design uses thesmall multiple metaphor to create

a separate visualization for each of the n dimensions. Within each such visualization, the m

observation valuesare laid out in aspace-filling manner, and visualized by color coding. One

way to construct such per-dimension layouts is to order the pixels along a 1D space-filling

curvestructureand map this in a2D space (2D space-filling curve), based on the typeof query

one wants thevisualization to support. Figure 7 illustrates this for thevisualization of 1000 8-

dimensional observations with the VisDB tool (KEIM; KRIEGEL, 1994). Here, the observations

which are most relevant to the query to execute on the data are mapped to the centers of the

per-dimension views; the data then spirals outwards as it becomes less relevant to the query.

Keim et al. created asimilar visual representation based on grid subimages in which users could

reorder thedimensions, helping to reveal possiblecorrelationsbetween dimensions. Ankerst et

al. use thesame idea in their circlesegments design, and offer similar user flexibility in terms

of data reordering, but proposed a radial layout of dimensions instead of a grid (Cartesian)

one (ANKERST; KEIM; KRIEGEL, 1996). Besides spirals, other typesof space-filling curves

can beused. Curves that keep pointsclose in theorder (along thecurve) also in the2D screen

space, such as Hilbert, Peano-Hilbert, Morton, and H-curves, areexamples hereof. Following the

same idea, Wattenberg introduced the jigsaw map, which maps datapoints to pixels and uses

discrete space-filling curves in order to fill a 2D plane in a better way than classical treemap

layouts, i.e. ensuring abetter aspect-ratio of the leaf nodes, without distortion.

Figure7 – VisDB (KEIM; KRIEGEL, 1994). Color coding ranges from yellow for those data items that better
satisfy aposed query to green, blue, red, and almost black for those further away from it.
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2.4.3 Mult idimensional Project ions

The visualization methods discussed so far take different approaches to (1) making

high-dimensional patterns visible, (2) explicitly showing observations and attributes, and (3)

ensuring scalability in terms of the maximal number of dimensions and observations being

shown simultaneously. However, as our discussion hasshown, no singlemethod isable to fully

satisfy (1), (2), and (3) equally well.

Dimensionality reduction techniques, also called multidimensional projections, or more

simply projections, take a different approach than all earlier methods. Intuitively put, they

recognize (and aim to address) two important limitations of all earlier methods:

∙ visual scalability: Large and high-dimensional datasets having many observations m

and dimensions n, it may be simply impossible to map all information present in the

data to a single screen, without occlusion. Indeed, a typical PC screen having roughly

P = 2 million pixelscan show at most P = m× n individual data items. However, current

multidimensional datasets obtained e.g. from text mining (HOTHO; NURNBERGER;

PAA, 2005; BERRY; CASTELLANOS, 2007) can easily generate tensof thousands of

observationshaving each thousandsof dimensions;

∙ visual conciseness: All methods discussed so far map can be thought as being more

attribute-centric than observation-centric. That is, their visual design isgeared towards

easily understanding attributesand their values, rather than understanding observations.

Indeed, an observation ismapped to relatively complex visual shapes– horizontally aligned

bars (table lens), polylines (PCPs and their variations), a set of n× n points located in

separate2D scatterplots (SPLOMs), and aset of n colored dots located in separatedense-

pixel displays (space-filling approaches). This makes it relatively hard for users to see

an observation ‘at aglance’ , as its visual encoding becomes increasingly more complex

with thenumber of dimensionsn. Separately, increasingly complex shapesaffect visual

scalability, due to increased potential for clutter and overdraw.

At ahigh level, projection methodsessentially recognizethat (a) it is very hard, if not

impossible, to show all information involving the m observations and their n attributes in a

multidimensional dataset; and (b) that visually encoding observations by simple to understand

elements may be, in many cases, favorable. In thiscontext, multidimensional projections can be

defined, in the terminology of Tejadaet al., as follows (TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003):

Given aset X = { xi} ⊂ Rn of observations, and a so-called ‘criterion of proximity’ or similarity

function d : Rn → R+ between items in Rn; and given a low-dimensional spaceY ⊂ Rp, where

p < < n (typically, p∈ { 1;2;3} ), and acorresponding similarity criterion or similarity function

d : Rp → R+ ; with this notations, a multidimensional projection is a mapping f : X → Y, so

that |d(xi;x j ) − d(f ( f (xi); f (x j ))| is as close as possible to zero, ∀xi;x j ∈ X. In other words,
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multidimensional projection methodsaim at mapping instances from ahigh dimensional spaceX

to a low dimensional spaceY (also called the embedding space) by preserving inter-observation

distances as much as possible.

color map values of  
a selected column 

Data table 2D projection 

a table row gets 
mapped to a point 

2D point distance reflects 
nD row distance 
2D2D
nD

Figure8 – Conceptual representation of multidimensional projections for reducing adata table to a 2D scatterplot.

The core added-value of projections can be explained as follows (see also Fig. 8).

Consider a data table of m rows (observations) and n columns (dimensions). Drawing such a

data table requires, using e.g. the table lens technique, drawing m× n data values. Moreover,

observationsarehard to grasp in the resulting visualization, as thesecorrespond to data-table

rows. If weprojected thisdata table in a2D space, using aprojection technique, wewould obtain

a scatterplot having m points, one per observation. In this plot, inter-point distances attempt

to reflect similarities between the original n-dimensional points. This would (a) allow us to

detect groupsof similar observations asclustersof closepoints in 2D; outlier observationsas

2D points being far away from other groups of 2D points; and, possibly, trends and correlations

as specific visual structures in 2D. Additionally, (b) this type of projection plot would map

every n-dimensional observation to a simple shape: a 2D point in the projection. This would

arguably maketheprojection plot compact and scalable to largeamountsof observationsand

largeamounts of dimensions. Additionally, coloring projected observations (points) by e.g. the

value of one attribute from the n-dimensional space could explain the reason why points are

similar. Finally, by controlling or constraining the position of a (small) subset of projected

observations, and recalculating theprojection based on these samples, projections allow users to

shape the resulting visualization. Thisoffers effective ways to organizeor arrange theprojected

data in ways which address several tasks, e.g. make distances in the projection space reflect

some application-dependent notion of similarity, or placeprojected pointsat specific locations to

obtain an imagewhich is easier to interpret.
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Multidimensional projectionscan be further classified according to different criteria. A

first such criterion regards the information being used to construct theprojection. In thissense,

two projection method classes can be found:

∙ multidimensional scaling methods: These methodsuse, as input to construct theprojection

function f : X → Y, only the inter-point distances between all pairs of observations

(xi;x j ) ⊂ X. Theactual dimensions, or attributesxj
i , of thepointsxi, arenot known. These

methods are also known under the name of multidimensional scaling (MDS) methods.

Themain advantageof thesemethods is that they only need then-dimensional distances,

or similarities, between observations, and are otherwise agnostic of the dimensionality

n of the original space, aswell as of theexplicit actual coordinates (or attributes) of the

pointsxi in thisspace. In practical terms, this means that, as long as weareable to provide

adistancematrix D = (d(xi;x j )1≤ i; j≤ m), thesemethodscan generatea low-dimensional

projection for us. The main disadvantageof these methods is that computing and storing

such a full distancematrix D is quadratic in the number of observations m;

∙ projection methods: These methods use, as input to construct the projection function

f : X → Y, all theactual coordinatesxj
i of all themobservations in theinput n-dimensional

space. Traditionally, these methods are known under the name of projections, which

reflects their mapping of n-dimensional points to p-dimensional points. Advantages of

thesemethods, incontrast to MDSmethods, arethedirect accessto the’raw’ n-dimensional

observation data, which can bedeemed to bemoreexact, or close to theactual information

to visualize, than theaccess to the derived distancematrix D. Additionally, such methods

require as input only an m× n data matrix, which is typically (much) smaller than the

m× mdistancematrix D (and also doesnot explicitly requirecomputing d-D distances). As

typically n < < m, thestoragerequirements of projection methods are much smaller than

the equivalent storage requirementsof MDSmethods. On thenegativeside, projections

require explicit access to the attributes of the n-dimensional points, which make such

methods more selective, and less generic, than MDSmethods.

A second classification of dimensionality reduction methods isbased on their algorithmic

functioning. In this respect, wecan talk about global and local methods, as follows.

Global methods map data from a high-dimensional space to a low dimensional (visual) space

using asingle transformation. That is, the function f : X → Y does not depend on the local distri-

bution of then-dimensional observationsxi, but only on aggregated propertiesof theentireset X

of observations. Techniquesthat usespectral decomposition aregood examplesof global methods.

Thesecompute the low-dimensional embedding coordinates for each observation from eigenvec-

torsof atransformation applied to thedissimilarity matrix D = (d(xi;x j )1≤ i; j≤ m) (TORGERSON,

1965). Alternatively, global methods can directly use theobservations, rather than thedistance
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matrix D. A very simpleexampleof this approach is to perform principal component analysis

(PCA) of thecovariancematrix of all observationsxi, next select thek largest eigenvectorsej ,

1 ≤ j ≤ k, and e2, and finally compute thek-dimensional embedding of the data by projecting xi

on thehyperplane defined by ej . If k = 2, then thismethod effectively projects theobservations

on the2D plane in which thedatahave the largest spread.

In order to decrease thehigh computation costs (typically O(m3), wheremis the number

of instancesto beprojected) associated with theeigendecomposition, Roweisand Saul (ROWEIS;

SAUL, 2000) presented an O(m2) algorithm that combines local fittingand global linear mapping.

Sample instanceswereexploited by Brandesand Pich (BRANDES; PICH, 2007) and De Silva

and Tenenbaum (SILVA; TENENBAUM, 2004) achieve an O(k3 + km) algorithm, where k

is the number of samples used to build the mapping. Subsets of samples have been further

exploited by Faloutsosand Lin in their FastMap algorithm (FALOUTSOS; LIN, 1995) so as to

obtain an O(m) dimensionality reduction scheme. Tenenbaum et al. (TENENBAUM; SILVA;

LANGFORD, 2000) proposed an O(m) algorithm using a geometric framework. Multiscale

matrix representations wereemployed by Belkin and Niyogii (BELKIN; NIYOGI, 2003) and

Koren et al. (KOREN; CARMEL; HAREL, 2002) to reduce thecomputational effort.

Kruskal (KRUSKAL, 1964) was, to our knowledge, the first to propose the so-called

nonlinear-optimization-based techniques. Theseform theclassof global methodsthat accomplish

the mapping to visual space by finding a minimum for an energy function, usually called the

stress function. This function captures thedifferencebetween distances in the original spaceand

projection space, or how faithfully the projection preserves distances. In general, however, opti-

mization methods are computationally expensive (O(m2)), even when using efficient numerical

solvers (BRONSTEIN et al., 2006). To reduce computational costs, Pekalskaet al. proposed to

select a subset of k observations, called samples, and embed these first in the visual spaceby

theoptimization of asuitablestress function. In thesecond step, theremaining datapoints are

placed around thesamples, using aglobal linear mapping. Theend-to-end result isan O(k3+ km)

algorithm (PEKALSKA et al., 1999). Although more efficient than other optimization-based

methods, this approach is not fast enough to support interactive applications. Moreover, this

method requires a minimum number of sample points equivalent to thedimensionality of the

input data.

Another global method composed of two steps is the Least Squares Projection (LSP),

which is also based on anon-linear schemeto first position asamplesubset in thevisual space,

and maps the remaining instances through a Laplacian-like operator, yielding an O(k2 + m2)

algorithm (PAULOVICH et al., 2008). LSP isbased on aglobal neighborhood graph from which

a large sparse linear system is constructed. One important aspect of LSP is that it permits the

user to adapt theshapeof theprojection by changing the positions of the samples in the visual

space. However, LSP’s global properties put an upper bound to how much and/or how freely one

can changea projection in thisway. This limitation can bealso noticed for thePLMP mapping
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method (whosecomplexity is linear), that also usesa subset of samples to definea global linear

projection (PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2010). Similar to Pekalska’s approach, PLMP

also requiresaminimum number of samples in order to accomplish theprojection, which can

adversely affect interactivity.

Local methods aim to relax therestrictionsimposed by globally projecting all points. Intuitively,

they can be thought as ‘splitting’ thespace in many small neighborhoods, located around the

observations to project, and treating each such neighborhood separately. Thisway, different local

decisions can be taken, resulting in abetter projection (in terms of e.g. distancepreservation)

and/or a faster projection algorithm. Local methodsmakeuseof two main ingredients to perform

themultidimensional projection, namely, theneighborhood information of each data instance

or observation, and the location of a subset of samples positioned a priori in the visual space.

Morespecifically, themapping of each data instancedependsonly on thesamplepoints in its

neighborhood, which gives the local natureof theprojection process.

In this class of methods, the approach proposed by Chalmers (CHALMERS, 1996)

and itshybrid variants (JOURDAN; MELANCON, 2004; MORRISON; ROSS; CHALMERS,

2002; TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003) first maps the chosen sample subset to the

visual space through a force-based scheme inspired in an analogy between stress function

minimization and mass-spring systems used to construct graph layouts (Di Battista et al., 1999).

Theneighborhood structureof each instance is then leveraged to embed the remaining data in

thevisual space, resulting in an O(cm) technique, wherec is the number of iterations performed

by the algorithm and m the number of observations in the input data. Several computational

optimizations havebeen proposed in this context, such as using parallel implementations using

general-purpose graphics hardware (GPU computing) (FRISHMAN; TAL, 2007; INGRAM;

MUNZNER; OLANO, 2009). However, despite theseoptimizations, this family of methods is

still too slow for interactiveapplications that deal with largedatasets.

ThePiecewiseLaplacial Projection (PLP) of Paulovich et al.(PAULOVICH et al., 2011)

uses a force-based scheme to place the subset of samples in the visual space. The remaining

data instances areprojected using several local Laplacian-likeoperators, which arebuilt from

disjoint local neighborhood graphs. Theeaseand flexibility offered to theuser to interact with the

projection is themain quality of PLP– indeed, moving samplepointsaround directly changesthe

projection layout, which can help to organize (group) similar data points. Drastic changes in the

projection arepossiblewith PLPbecause theunderlying local neighborhood graphsarerebuilt

during user interaction. However, the continuous changing of the local neighborhood graphs

increases PLP’s computational cost and can produce rank-deficient local Laplacian systems,

which impacts themethod’s robustness.

The recently published LoCH (FADEL et al., 2015) method obtains good results in

preserving the neighborhood distance structures in high-dimensional sparse spaces. It works

placing each point close to the convex hull of its nearest neighbors. Comparing to most pro-
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jection techniques, LoCH issignificantly better in segregating groupsof similar instances and

defining borders between them. This supports, for instance, tasks that involvebrowsing image

collectionssearching for similar images(Fig. 9). Theauthorsof thismethod also argue that local

projection techniques outperform global methods on segregating groups of similar instances and

on preserving neighborhood relationships.

Figure9 – The top-right window presents the initial point cloud projection generated by LoCH from an image
dataset collected from the internet (FADEL et al., 2015). The larger image has its thumbnail image
instances corresponding with thesame point location.

Assessing projection quality is a key ingredient in the design of effective visualization ap-

plications that use multidimensional projections. Indeed, as compared to earlier visualization

methods for multidimensional data, projections (a) create a far more abstract view, and (b)

perform a significant amount of data reduction from the original high-dimensional space to

the low-dimensional (visual) space. The central (and, in many cases, only) visual element that

users can employ to reason about the resulting projection is the distance between projected

observations. As such, one has to besure that this distancecorrectly reflects the original distance

in the high-dimensional data. If this is not the case, then interpretation errors are very likely, e.g.

incorrectly assessing the similarity of several data points, or incorrectly reasoning about groups,

trends, and outliers.

Arguably the best known, and most often used, measure for projection quality is the

so-called normalized stress function

s =
Â1≤ i≤ m;1≤ j≤ m(d(pi;p j ) − d(qi;q j ))2

Â1≤ i≤ m;1≤ j≤ m(d(pi;p j ))2 ; (2.6)
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wherepi are the input mobservations, qi are their corresponding low-dimensional projections,

d is a distance metric for the input high-dimensional space, and d is a distance metric for the

output (embedding) space. Typically, for both d and d, theEuclidean distance isused. Low stress

values indicategood distance preservation, the ideal value being zero. High stressvalues indicate

that theprojection does not preservedistances well.

Normalized stress isuseful to globally quantify projections in termsof their ability to

preserve distances. Thissupports tasks such ase.g. ranking different projection algorithms in

termsof their overall quality, and judging if a given projection algorithm yields sufficient quality

for a given input dataset. However, normalized stress is an aggregated metric which does not

givefine-grained insight on projection errors, e.g. show which distance ranges arewell preserved

and which not. Such insight can beobtained by showing scatterplots of thevaluesd and d for

all pairs of points (pi;p j) in the input dataset. Figure 10 shows a few such scatterplots used

to compare the PLP, PLMP, and Fastmap projection techniques for three datasets (wine red,

segmentation, and wdbc) (PAULOVICH et al., 2011). If distance is perfectly preserved, such

scatterplotsshould match a diagonal line. Spreadsof points above thediagonal indicate that the

projection placespoints too far away from each other (ascompared to their original distances).

Similarly, spreads of points below the diagonal indicate that the projection places points too

close to each other. Whilestressscatterplots areauseful instrument of getting more insight in

themagnitude, spread, and kinds of errors that aprojection creates, it still does not directly tell

end userswhere theseerrorsoccur in theprojection, and thuswheremisinterpretationscan occur.

We address these limitations by presenting new waysof exploring projection errors in Chapter 4.

Figure 10 – Comparing projection quality with stress scatterplots. The x axis maps the distance d in the input
high-dimensional space. The y axis maps the distance d in the embedding low-dimensional space.
Image taken from (PAULOVICH et al., 2011).
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To better understand quality issues beyond theaggregate insight provided by thestress

function, Paulovich et al. (PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2012) presented a comparative

analysis between LSP, PLMP and LAMP. Their study considered the user manipulation of

control points to show different behaviors between global projections (LSPand PLMP) and local

projections (LAMP) for a dataset of 2100 observations and 19 dimensions. When 10 percent

of data are taken as control points, global and local methods behave similarly and follow the

groups’ layout created by the user. However, using 19 control points, only LAMP could still

separategroups, while theLSPand PLMPcould not. Thus, this flexibility to steer theprojection

layout to closely follow the user layout of thecontrol points isnot theonly advantage of LAMP.

In termsof accuracy, original distancesarewell preserved in thevisual spacewhen comparing

with othersmultidimensional projection techniques. More details about LAMP will be discussed

in thenext chapter.

Besides stress and its derivatives, thereareother quantitativemeasures that havebeen

used to evaluate themappingsafter interactivecontrol points manipulation, namely, neighbor-

hood hit (PAULOVICH et al., 2008), neighborhood preservation (PAULOVICH; MINGHIM,

2008) and silhouette coefficient (TAN; STEINBACH; KUMAR, 2005). Given an instance x,

neighborhood preservation gauges thepercentageof thek-nearest neighborsof x that still remain

neighbors in thevisual space, whileneighborhood hit take thek-nearest neighbors of x, check-

ing what proportion of those belong to the same class. The silhouette coefficient, which was

originally proposed for evaluating clustering algorithms(TAN; STEINBACH; KUMAR, 2005),

measures both the cohesion and separation between grouped instances. The cohesion ax of x

is calculated as theaverageof thedistancesbetween x and all other instancesbelonging to the

samegroup asx. Theseparation bx is theminimum distancebetween x and all other instances

belonging to other groups. The silhouette of a projection is given by Silh = 1
n Âx∈X

(bx− ax)
max(ax;bx)

wheren is thenumber of instances. Notice that Silh ranges in the interval [− 1;1] and the larger

the valueof Silh thebetter is thecohesion and separation.

Explor ing projections: A projection in itself can be the final result in several contexts. For

instance, in machine learning, projectionsareused to pre-processvery high-dimensional datasets,

in order to extract asmaller number of relevant dimensions, also called features. These features

are next used to e.g. analyze or classify the data at hand. This dimensionality reduction can

increase the robustness, accuracy, and running times of subsequent classification algorithms.

In exploratory scenarios, however, a projection by itself is not the final result. The

projection is subsequently explored in order to learn insights about the data at hand. For this,

additional mechanisms are needed to explain the patterns visible in a projection (clusters,

outliers, trends). The simplest and most frequently used explanation comes in the form of

visually encoding oneor a few dataattributesper projected point, by means of color, size, and

shape. However, thismethod doesnot scale to show tensor even hundredsof attributevaluesatop

of each data point. When dimensions havebeen computed as features, or descriptors, from some
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higher-level original dataset, such as images, the original data items can be drawn in the form of

thumbnails instead of points in the resulting scatterplot (PAULOVICH et al., 2011). Thisallows

next users to examine why different data points are similar. However, this approach does not

scale well with the number of observations. To address scalability, projections can be explained

at thecoarser level of point clusters rather than individual observations. Clusters are found in

theembedding (visual) space, by using any suitable clustering algorithm. Next, the most salient

characteristics of each cluster arecomputed, e.g. variables which make thepoints in thecluster

similar, and their ranges, by statistical analysis. Finally, cluster outlines are drawn, e.g. by using

convex hulls, and the detected characteristics are drawn atop of theclusters as text labels. An

exampleof thisapproach isgiven by therecent ProjCloud visual data-mining tool (PAULOVICH

et al., 2012). Here, aset of observations, describing news in acollection of text documents, is

projected to a2D point cloud; next, the bisecting k-meansclustering technique isused to create

separateclustersof similar observations; finally, each of such cluster isvisualized by rendering

its most frequently encountered terms using thewell-known tag-cloud technique (Fig. 11).

Figure 11 – Visualization of acollection of news using theProjCloud tool (PAULOVICH et al., 2012).

Biplot axesoffer adifferent kind of explanation: They show thedirectionsand spread,

in projection space, of the variations of the original m variables, and they help users finding

e.g. variable correlationsand independent variables. For 2D projectionscreated by PCA from

categorical datasets, and visualized with scatterplots, Broeksemaet al. proposean explanation of

thex and y scatterplot axes in termsof theamount of spread of the original mvariablesalong

theseaxes, and visualize theseexplanations by meansof barchart axis legends (BROEKSEMA;

TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013). While such legends give an intuitive way to understand which
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variables one can best see along the x and y screen axes, their construction requires a linear

projection.

As explained above, projectionsare typically used to reducedimensionality, and thereby

make it possible to visually explore thedatastructure in a low-dimensional space. However, one

challenge for the resulting scatterplots is that it doesnot show theoriginal datadimensions. To

alleviate this, inverse projection techniques can beused. Given a direct projection f : Rm → Rn,

an inverse projection is essentially a function f ′ : Rn → Rm which aims to minimize the distance

d( f ′ ( f (x));x) for all points x close to the high-dimensional dataset that is projected. One

such inverse projection technique is iLAMP, which is based on the LAMP direct projection

technique (AMORIM et al., 2012). Inverse projections can be used to extrapolate from the

projected scatterplot points, e.g. to exploreparameter spaces in optimization problems.

A different kind of projection explanation isproposed by daSilvaet al. (SILVA et al.,

2015). Here, for each neighborhood of the projected points, a ranking of the m variables is

computed to reflect their importance in terms of making the respective points close to each other

in theoriginal space. Next, the top most important variableper projected point is determined;

and thevariableswhich areranked astop for most of theprojected pointsaredetermined. Finally,

points are colored to reflect the identity of their top-ranked variable, by using a categorical

colormap. The techniquecan be also applied to explain thepositioning of each point in terms

of several variables rather than a single one. The resulting visualization implicitly splits the

scatterplot into several compact same-color areas, thereby explaining theprojection in terms of a

few variable identities.

2.4.4 Other Approaches

Hierarchy-based approaches, tabular displays (Heatmap), glyphs, and animation are

someexamples of visual mappings that also deals with multidimensional dataand they are quite

well known by the academic literature.

Chernoff ’s faces approaches thevisualization of multidimensional datasets by extending

the concept of glyphs, used since long to visualize scientific data such as vector and tensor

fields (TELEA, 2014). A glyph, in this context, is a 2D or 3D parameterizable object, whose

m parameters are controlled by data attributes. For example, vector fields can be visualized

by encoding their direction and magnitude in theorientation, respectively length, of an arrow

icon. This ideacan begeneralized to higher-dimensional datasets, as long asonecan design a

glyph having n perceptually independent visual attributes. Chernoff proposed, to this end, to

usehuman face-likeshapes, based on the assumption that such faces have many independent

dimensions (when perceived by users) (CHERNOFF, 1973). However, such visual attributesas

offered by parameterized facesarenot necessarily of ratio type, to follow the attribute taxonomy

outlined in Sec. 2.2.1. Moreover, thenumber n of independent visual attributes is much lower

than thehundreds, or even more, attributes present in many multidimensional datasets. Similar
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ideas areproposed by thestick figures in (PICKETT; GRINSTEIN, 1988), where an articulated

line figure is used to map two attributes to the figure’s position in 2D and additional ones to

the rotation angle, length, color, and thickness of the figure’s limbs. Compared to Chernoff

faces, more figures can be packed on the same screen space, thus more observations can be

visualized simultaneously. However, the mapping of attributes to the figure’s degrees of freedom

has to bedonewith great care to avoid generating cluttered, thusmeaningless, images. Shape

coding (BEDDOW, 1990) and color icon (LEVKOWITZ, 1991) techniques also propose a

glyph-based approach, where each observation is encoded into a small rectangle where the

color of each pixel represents thevalueof aseparateattribute. However, detecting patterns that

span several attributescan behard, so thescalability of these techniques in termsof number of

attributes they can depict is limited. For more detailson these and other multidimensional data

techniques, we refer to the recent survey in (LIU et al., 2015).

2.5 Exploring M ult idimensional M ult imedia Data

One application domain that generates high-dimensional data that is not necessarily

spatial, and containsattributes of various types (following the taxonomy in Sec. 2.2.1), is the

multimedia domain. Loosely put, this domain encompasses thegeneration and exploration of

largecollections of data (also called content) of multiple media types, such as text, graphics, still

images, full-motion video, sound (music and voice), and animations (BORNMAN; SOLMS,

1993). Technological and societal developments over thepast decade, such as theproliferation

of low-cost audio-video acquisition devicessuch assmartphones and webcams, the increasing

availability of broadband internet and low-cost data storage in the cloud, and the appearance

of social networks such as Facebook or Instagram, have made a huge amount of multimedia

content available. Asaconsequence, both researchersand commercial partiesarekeen to develop

efficient and effective techniques to explore these large information spaces.

Following our multidimensional data characterization introduced in Sec. 2.2, an ob-

servation in this context can be seen as one set of related content elements which have been

authored, or created, asasingleentity, e.g. a moviecontaining oneor several audio tracks, oneor

several subtitle tracks, and avideo track. Such an observation can be further described in terms

of aso-called set of features, also called a featurevector (SAMET, 2006). Theseare typically

measurements performed on the content data, with the aim of quantifying various properties

of interest. When such features are extracted jointly from different media types, such as text,

audio, and video, the resulting feature-set is typically called multimodal (HANJALIC, 2004).

Examples of featuresare topicsextracted from text; keyframesdenoting important action points

in avideo stream or optical flow descriptorsextracted from motion video; color moments, texture

descriptors, and shapedescriptors extracted from still imagesor individual video frames; and

sound descriptors such as loudness, pitch, and spectral descriptors extracted from audio data. All

such features have the advantage that they can bedescribed by real numbers. As such, an entire
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multimediadataset can bemodeled asan observation point in Rn.

Multimediadatasetsareavery interesting case to test theeffectivenessof multidimen-

sional dataanalysis and datavisualization methods for several reasons:

∙ They easily yield several tens or even hundreds of dimensions (if weconsider the largeset

of features onecan extract from audio, video, and subtitles);

∙ Theextracted features are highly abstract (e.g. consider edgehistograms extracted from

imagedata);

∙ Theextracted featuretypesspan theentirespectrum of attributetypesknown in information

visualization (continuous, discrete, ordinal, categorical, relational, and text);

∙ Thenumber of observations is very high – oneobservation per frame can, for a typical

movie recorded at 24 frames-per-second, create tensof thousands of observations;

∙ Multimedia data admits amultilevel hierarchical structure – consider e.g. a frame, part of

asoccer match video, part of a tournament match-set;

∙ Multimedia data are literally everywhere, created in hugeamounts, and of great interest to

awide rangeof users, from professionals like trainers analyzing athlete behavior to casual

consumers like fans browsing asoccer match collection.

Considering that multimediadataoffers an interesting, challenging, and valuable testing-

ground for multidimensional-data visual exploration techniques, we next overview the most

prevalent analysis and exploration tasks, and related supporting visualization tools, that target

multimediacontent, with a focus on video data.

2.5.1 Video analysis steps

Video is a communication tool that gained popularity with the appearance of cinema

theater and television devices in the twentieth century. With thedigital revolution, technological

advances and the increase of internet access, among other factors, have made video a key

component of information dissemination. In turn, this has led to the development of applications

in many domains, such as education (onlinecourses), surveillanceand security, entertainment,

and news. Two important challenges in this context are the extraction and presentation of

information from video content, so that analystscan quickly and easily form an impression about

the content represented in thevideo.

According to Hanjalic (HANJALIC, 2004), thescope of video content analysis is the

extraction of information about thecontent conveyed by video data. In this sense, video-analysis

algorithms and techniques aim to enable users to quickly access events, persons, and objects

captured by the camera, and also to efficiently generate overviews, summaries and abstracts
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of largevideo collections. Video content analysis algorithms can be further refined into three

subclasses:

1. video parsing refers to the temporal segmentation of thevideo into fragments that describe

events at desired levelsof detail. Exampleshereof are individual video shots (low-level

level of detail) and scenes (high-level level of detail);

2. video indexing refers to theassignment of links, or indexes, between aspecific semantic

category, e.g. acategorical description of thetypeof action represented by avideo segment,

and the respectivevideo segment. Onceavideo is indexed, it can beanalyzed on ahigh

level, e.g. queried for the inclusion of specific events, based on desired semantic category

search terms;

3. video abstraction and representation refers to thegeneration of compact and comprehen-

sive representations of video data based on indexes assigned to parsed video fragments.

This step aims to communicate the ‘essence’ of a video dataset to users in amoreefficient

and effectiveway than what userswould typically obtain by plainly watching theentire

video.

The threeabove-mentioned groupsof techniquesessentially createaso-called multiscale

representation of thevideo data. On the lowest level, shots and scenes can beseen as syntactic

elements; the intermediate indexing level can beseen as associating (basic) semantic attributes

withsyntactic elements; thelast level conveysthehighest-level representation, wherea‘story’ can

beassembled from the semantic elements. The challenge in this respect is finding ways to cover

thegap between the low-level featurevectorsextracted from parsed video dataand thehigh-level

events that onewants to identify and reason about. Thisprocess is hard since there isno unique,

context-independent, mapping of low-level (syntactic) data to higher-level (semantic) events.

Thismapping can bevideo-dependent, task-dependent, and person-dependent. Performing this

mapping is also known under the name of bridging the ‘semantic gap’ (SMEULDERS et al.,

2000). In order to reduce thisgap and facilitate the identification of events, researchesstarted

to analyzevideos with techniques that arespecific to the domain thevideo is related to. In this

sense, Snoek and Worring (SNOEK; WORRING, 2005) propose ten different domains for video

and their related semantic-index hierarchies: talk show, music, sports, featurefilm, cartoon, soap,

documentary, news, and commercial.

We will next focus the discussion in the video content analysis related works on tech-

niques that are applied to either identification but mostly visualization of video segments in

different types of domains.
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2.5.2 Analysis and presentat ion of video content

The tasks of analyzing video data to extract relevant information and presenting this

information in effective ways to the user are intimately connected. This is, on the one hand,

due to the fact that specific analysis methods are needed to extract information that is needed

to support specific user tasks; and, on the other hand, that such specific information requires

customized ways to present it to achievemaximum effectiveness. As such, wewill next jointly

discuss methods for video analysisand presentation.

The main four types of techniques addressing analysis and presentation of video content

arevideo summarization(AJMAL et al., 2012), video abstraction(TRUONG; VENKATESH,

2007), video browsing(SCHOEFFMANN et al., 2010), and video visualization(BORGO et al.,

2012). They can bedescribed as follows:

1. Video summarization usescontent-based analysis techniques to createvideo summaries,

which aim to intelligently subsamplea video stream so as to preserve events or timespans

of interest, and compress or even remove the rest. From a data processing perspective,

summarization can be thought of as a non-uniform, semantic subsampling process that

tries to maximize the information amount captured by thesamplesused to represent the

video. Summarization is used in e.g. video retrieval systems. A recent review identified 11

different application domains of summarization techniques (including news, sports, traffic,

surveillance, documentary, and music), and showed that not all techniques are equally

good summarization solutions for all domains(AJMAL et al., 2012).

2. Video browsing aims at offering efficient ways for users to explore (large) individ-

ual videos or video collections. Video browsing can be further classified in three ap-

proaches(SCHOEFFMANN et al., 2010): Videoplayer-stylebrowsing aims to improve

classical videoplayer-likeuser interfaces; browsing by video retrieval querying aims to

offer compact and comprehensiveways for users to understand the types of videospresent

in a largevideo collection, by e.g. using storyboard techniques; finally, browsing through

video surrogates conveysvideo content information at higher, and typically more abstract,

levels than images. This increases theamount of video information that can bebrowsed

within a limited amount of timeand/or by using a limited amount of screen space.

3. Video abstraction is used to create short and compact summaries of videos, which can

next be used for tasks such as summarization or browsing. Summaries can be either

sequencesof static keyframes or short sequencesof animated images, also called movie

skims(TRUONG; VENKATESH, 2007). Keyframe-based abstraction is relatively simple

to implement and computationally efficient, but asks more effort from the user to grasp

thesummarized content. Video skims can capture morecontent and are also found more

visually pleasing, but areharder to computewhilemaintaining context and coherence.
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4. Video-based graphicsand visualization focuses on presenting information extracted from

videos in novel ways(BORGO et al., 2012). Video graphicscreateand render graphical

models built from video data, with the aim of creating novel digital content for consumers.

In contrast, video visualization creates new visual representations of the video data (or

of artifacts extracted from such data), aiming to help users find and analyze important

featuresor events, reduce the timeneeded to watch videos, and ultimately gain insight to

make decisions in a cost-effective manner. Both techniques can be thought of as being

generalized forms of video abstraction.

Asmentioned earlier, video analysis and presentation solutionsare typically developed

in strong connection with the targeted user group. As user groups can be, next, associated to

different types of video content, it is appropriate to next discuss such existing solutions by

classifying them based on thecontent type. In this respect, wefind three important (though not

exhaustive) categoriesof content typeand related video visualizations: Sports videos, movies,

and TV news. Thesearediscussed next.

Sports videos encompass awide rangeof content related to sportsevents, e.g. recordingsand

livebroadcasts of individual matches, and collections of temporally or hierarchically organized

videos describing entire tournaments. General-public tools for visually exploring sports data

also include the broad category of infographics used in printed and/or online forms by many

newspapers. However, we will focus hereon themoreadvanced, albeit still aimed at thegeneral

public, tools for sports datavisual exploration.

In this domain, the quest for appealing and easy-to-understand visual presentations

of videos is well recognized(PAGE; MOERE, 2006; ARUMUGAM et al., 2013; POLK et

al., 2014; PILEGGI et al., 2012). The importance of team sports is noted in a visualization

model built based on a literature review, classifying sports visualizations among conceptual

axes(PAGE; MOERE, 2006). For American football, avisualization that showed thetrajectory of

the ball during the game was proposed(ARUMUGAM et al., 2013), using refined ball-tracking

techniques to avoid problems with camera and radio-based tracking due to occlusion or ball

proximity to groups of players. Eight receiving antennas captured multidimensional motion

data, which was filtered, amplified, sampled with a bank of analog-to-digital converters, stored

for post-processing and merged with thevideo to determine the position and trajectory of the

ball. While this visualization providesball-position estimates to thespectator, tracking isdone

per-video-frame, so contextual event information is not present. In contrast to such per-frame

tracking, TenniVis takes an opposite approach(POLK et al., 2014): Statistical information,

extracted from the video stream, is mapped atop of each video segment, or video skim, using

glyphs, piecharts, and bar charts (Figure12). This information comes from a multidimensional

dataset composed of the following attributes for each gamepoint: start and end time; who won

thepoint; the typeof outcome (ace, double-fault, winner, forced error or unforced error); and
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service faults (missed serves). While this approach isgood in showing aggregated performance

metrics, lower-level, event-related, insight is lost; separately, some of theused graphics may be

found too abstract by casual users. For ice hockey, theSnapShot system mapsmultidimensional

data in a15 shot attributes like length, goal or not, shooting team, shooter’s nameand location

in a single view (PILEGGI et al., 2012). A novel radial heat map was developed to visualize

the distance of shots. As for TenniVis, we argue that such visual presentations are useful for

advanced users such as analysts, but too abstract and/or complicated for thesimpler questions of

casual sports fans.

Figure 12 – Visualization of a single tennis match in TenniVis (POLK et al., 2014).

Summarizing the above, sports videos areachallenging analysis domain as they provide

high-variate, high-volume, and hybrid dataconsisting of theposition and trajectory of the ball

and several players; labeled momentsdescribing important game events; per-gameaggregated

statistics such as ball possession, number of faults, and final score; and tournament-level in-

formation such as e.g. the hierarchical organization of matches. Users targeted by sports video

visualizations come from two main categories: Trainers and other sports specialists need to

analyzehigh-fidelity, fine-grained, information that capturesgamepatterns, tactics, and strategies,

and are thereby more open to the adoption of complex visualization techniques. In contrast,

casual consumers, such as sports fans, require a very low learning-curve, intuitive interfaces

which are usableon a wide range of consumer electronicsdevices (e.g. set-top boxes, TVs, and

smartphones), and are more interested in spotting and viewing salient match events, such as

goals or controversial sequences rather than in in-depth tactical analysis.

Movies and TV series are another prominent typeof video content. For this domain, most of

current work related to video visualization goes in the of summarizing movies by showing
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their narrativeor story in acompact visual way (CORREA; MA, 2010; CHEN; LU; HU, 2012;

ZHANG et al., 2009; LIU et al., 2013). Correa and Ma (CORREA; MA, 2010) proposed an

appealing linear collection of mosaics, defined aspanoramic summaries of short video sequences

occurring over a common background (CORREA; MA, 2010). The mosaic collection is also

known under the name of dynamic narrative. This type of summarization offers users the

possibility to dynamically explore amovievideo, or video collection, by browsing/watching a

sequenceof short video clips. Themethod useSIFT local featuredescriptors (LOWE, 1999) to

create multidimensional data for next finding matches between adjacent movie frames, and a

Gaussian Mixture Model to identify if a pixel is part of the image background or foreground.

For movies such as the “Superman” cartoon and “Happy Go Lovely” , this technique was

shown to achieve good results. However, it was also noted that this technique has limited

abilities to determine the foreground in fast camera motions and also detect objects atop of

a moving background. Visual Storylines (CHEN; LU; HU, 2012) builds a geometric layout

to present sub-stories in a movie. Shot dissimilarity is calculated in a feature space using

image features (color histograms), audio features (Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)

featuredistance(DAVIS; MERMELSTEIN, 1980)), and temporal constraints. For somemovies,

such as “Star Wars: Attack of the Clones” , the method provides good results (Figure 13).

However, complex interaction within character groups showed to be one drawback. Audio

and video features are also used to construct a so-called Affective Visualization for movie

browsing (ZHANG et al., 2009). Thisapproach used 22 audio features and 5 visual features to

describe themovieand extract its video segments. Drama, horror, comedy, and action were the

movie categories tested in the visualization tool, which aimed to detect and highlight highly-

emotional momentsin themovie. In thisrespect, theproposed techniqueshowed somelimitations

for drama-type content, since in this type of content, emotions are more likely expressed by

conversations between characters (rather than salient audio or video patterns), and the semantics

of such conversation ishard to captureby low-level audio-visual features. TheAffectiveSpace

component maps the detected video segments to points in a point cloud or scatterplot-like

visualization, according to the similarity of the so-called ‘affective state’ , a four-valued attribute

describing theemotion captured by avideo segment. Thisenablesusersbrowsing video segments

which are similar from the perspective of the detected affective state, but loses the temporal

coherencebetween such segments. Instead of presenting framesfrom themovie, StoryFlow (LIU

et al., 2013) illustrate the dynamic relationships between entities in themoviestory by drawing

adjacent lines. Linebundling techniquescan benext used to minimize thevisual clutter caused

by many linescrossing at variousplacesand under variousangles, and thereby createahigh-level

display of the dynamics of relations. Similar edge bundling approaches have been used, in a

different context, to create scalabledisplays of dynamic graphs in information visualization and

softwarevisualization (HURTER et al., 2014; HURTER; ERSOY; TELEA, 2013).

TV newsrepresents aseparatesub-domain, related to videos that contain news broadcasts. Here,

visualization techniqueshave themain aim to preserveand emphasize thespecific information
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Figure 13 – Visual Storylines (CHEN; LU; HU, 2012)

related to the news event being highlighted in thebroadcast. Wenote that, in contrast to typical

movies and sports events, newsaremuch moredensely packed with information – consider for

examplea typical five-minute video fragment from CNN or CNBC, showing several presenters

in multiple views, several stock-exchange scrolling banners, and optionally additional timelines,

bar charts, weather alerts, or similar infographics.

Several summarization methodshavebeen proposed that usestatic images, or frames,

to represent the respective shots in a single video (GOEAU et al., 2007) or in a video collec-

tion (LUO et al., 2006; LUO et al., 2007; WORRING et al., 2007). MediaMill (WORRING et al.,

2007) isa semantic video search engine that shows different shots aligned in the display space.

Closer to our interest, other approaches convert the multimedia data into a high-dimensional

dataset, by extracting featuressuch as text from audio (by using speech recognition), or low-level

audio featuressuch ascepstral coefficients and derivatives, zero crossing rates, and bandwidth;

and features from video such as Wiccest and Gabor filter responses for each video shot. In

addition to these audio-and-video features, time and semantic information can be added to

complete the high-dimensional dataset representing the input multimedia data. Such datasets

can benext explored by several visualizations. Figure14ashows four such visualization exam-

ples: CrossBrowser correlates text extracted from speech (vertical axis) with time (horizontal

axis); SphereBrowser maps semantic conceptson the vertical axis and timeon thehorizontal

one. RotorBrowser maps visual similarity and semantic concepts in thesamevisual space; and

GalaxyBrowser uses a2D projection of themultidimensional dataset, constructed by using the

ISOMAP projection technique (TENENBAUM; SILVA; LANGFORD, 2000) to map visual

similarities of the recorded data points (video shots).
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(a) Browsers in the MediaMill search en-
gine (WORRING et al., 2007).

(b) Table of Video Content visualiza-
tion (GOEAU et al., 2007).

Figure14 – Visualization examples for TV newscontent.

Luo et al. used thespatial position of theselected representative video shots to convey

additional semantics in the video visualization (LUO et al., 2006). For this, they first extract

a so-called interestingness metric from news videos, which aims to capture the relevance of

thepresented news for theaveragewatcher. Interestingness is measured by combining features

extracted at different levels, such as visual descriptors of shots (local color histograms); and se-

mantic concepts, representing keyframesand keywords, respectively. Theproposed visualization

uses images organized in fivecolumnscontaining keyframesof threepossiblesizes. Keyframe

size is used to encode the interestingness value. The five-column layout follows a semantic

zooming approach, where themiddlecolumn represents the focus (displaying only 5 keyframes);

the left and right columns from the middle represent onedetail level further (displaying each

7 keyframes); and theoutermost two columnsrepresent thecoarsest level of detail (displaying

each 11 frames). Luo et al. next extended their visual exploration and interestingnessmetric to

address visual exploration of news and relations thereof (LUO et al., 2007). For this, a graph

representing relationsbetween news events is first created, using keywords and keyframes as

nodes, and their relations as edges, respectively. Edgesareweighted according to their measured

interestingness. This way, highly interesting and related newsevents will naturally cluster to-

gether in a layout of theabovegraph. The resulting graph can benext explored using traditional

hyperbolic views which highlight a user-chosen region of interest (i.e., related-news group).

Theproposed visualization was tested by exploring news networks mined from three different

channels (CNN, FOX and MSNBC), and was found effectiveand efficient in conveying a ‘map

of thenews’ typeof insight to both casual usersand users having specific interests in terms of

news types to examine.

Finally, we mention the interesting approach of Goeau et al. for thebrowsing of awide

spectrum of TV programs, including news, sports, and magazines (GOEAU et al., 2007) (see

also Fig. 14b). Their technique, called TableOf Video Contents (TOVC), givesaglobal overview

of a video showing temporal and structural information. For this, a visual similarity between

shots is calculated based on features such as color histograms in the RGB, HSV, and LUV
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spaces; histograms of luminance edge orientations (local gradients); and affine motion estimated

from tracking salient image features found by corner detection. Next, projection techniques

using multidimensional scaling (MDS, seeSec. 2.4.3) areused to reduce thedimensionality of

the obtained featurespace. The obtained information isvisualized along a1D structure, called

backbone, which represents thechronological order of extracted video events. Thisbackbone

is annotated with information representing the anchors (TV presenters), loops (representing

report sequences or interview shots), annotated by their duration; and color-coded semantic tags

extracted from theanalyzed video, e.g. blue to indicate indoor studio shots, and red and yellow

colors to indicatedisorder events such as riotsor fires.

2.6 Conclusion

Upon aglobal analysisof thevarious aspectsof the related work outlined above, three

aspects becomesalient, as follows.

Multidimensional exploration challenges: Multidimensional dataarebecoming increasingly

more prevalent, and more important, in many application domains. However, in the same time,

current state-of-the-art visual exploration techniques for such dataare limited in many respects

– number of observations they can handle; number of dimensions they can handle; types of

dataattributes that aresupported; types of questions thesevisualizations can answer or, more

generally, typesof data-related patterns they can highlight.

Multimedia spor ts data: Thedomain of multimediadata represents an excellent test-field for

visual exploration methods for multidimensional data. Multimediadataarehuge, easily available,

can be described by tensup to hundredsof attributesof different kinds (imagefeatures, audio

features, text topics, semantic labels), comeswith anatural hierarchy, hastheadditional challenge

or being time-dependent, and – last but not least – isconsidered interesting for a largeand diverse

paletteof users ranging from professionals to casual consumers.

Within themultimediadomain, sportsdatasets form aparticularly interesting sub-domain.

On theonehand, theshare thegeneral characteristicsof multimediadataoutlined above (size,

dimensionality, hybrid attributes, time-dependent data, wide user range). On the other hand,

sportsdataarenicely located roughly at an average ‘ level-of-information-density’ : Compared

to typical movies, sportsvideos have much more clearly defined quantitative information and

discernable structure, e.g. they have a clear notion of a fixed number of players, play rules,

scorepoints, and structured spatial motion over aclearly-defined range. Compared to TV news,

they have a more fuzzy and also more dynamic character, in terms of motion dynamics and

nonlinearity of the underlying story. Separately, we observe that the current state-of-the-art

of multimedia visual-exploration techniques has only scratched the surface of the possible in
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termsof extracting and depicting patternsof interest and also in termsof developing effective

metaphors for presenting this information conveniently to different types of users. As such, we

believe that sports videos, and in particular those describing team sports having multiple in-

teracting players, areagood candidate for testing new multidimensional visualization techniques.

Potential of projections: In the context of multidimensional data visualization techniques,

projections are an interesting and important contender for a scalable, generic, and general-

purpose technique. Indeed, projections can easily handle tens up to hundreds of thousands of

observations and hundreds up to thousands of dimensions, in terms of computational and visual

scalability; they can handleany attribute types, as long as asuitabledistancemetric in attribute

space is provided; and they can work, in general, automatically, with little user intervention

in terms of parameter tuning. However, on the downside, projections generate too abstract

depictions of data, even for trained users. For instance, they are good in showing groups of

similar observations, but not in showing why theseobservations aresimilar, or how to read the

values of attributes from theprojection.

Given the above, the focus of this thesiswill next beon two main questions:

∙ How can we increase the usability of projection techniques to offer intuitive, easy-to-use,

customizableviews on multidimensional datasets to a largespectrum of users;

∙ How can weuseprojections and/or additional visualization techniques to allow thesame

largespectrum of usersto exploremultimedia collections, such assportsgames, in effective

and efficient ways.

Both above issues will bedetailed in theupcoming chapters.
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CHAPTER

3
LOCAL AFFINE M ULTIDIM ENSIONAL

PROJECTION

Abstract: Multidimensional projection techniques have been an interest research topic in visual

data mining, mainly regarding theevaluation and effectivenessof such techniques. In thecontext

of their application scenarios, there isa lack of fully interactive mechanisms to handlecomplex

data, such as multimedia content. This work presents anovel multidimensional projection tech-

niquecalled Local AffineMultidimensional Projection (LAMP) developed to bemoreflexible

and versatile than existing projections in the same class, and which provides to the user the

possibility to dynamically modify local transformations according to his/her knowledge. Its

computational efficiency is demonstrated by a set of comparisons against other multidimen-

sional projection techniques. Itsversatility isdemonstrated through applications involving text

documents and multimediadata 1.

3.1 Int roduct ion

Asdescribed in Chapter 2, the increaseof big datacollectionsconsisting of high num-

ber of observations having many dimensions has spawned the development of novel visual

exploration methods to makesense of such dataspaces. Onespecific class of such methods are

known under thenameof multidimensional projections(MPs). MPmethods havebeen used in

several visualization-intensive applications involving vector field analysis (II et al., 2010), visual

text mining (CHEN et al., 2009; PAULOVICH; NONATO; MINGHIM, 2006), and word cloud

formation (CUI et al., 2010), to citeonly a few.

Due to technical advances in scalability and accuracy, MP methods are becoming in-

1 Thischapter isbased on thepaper Local AffineMultidimensional Projection (P. Joia, F. V. Paulovich, D. Coimbra,
J. Cuminato, L. Nonato), IEEE TVCG, vol. 17, no. 12, 2011, pp. 2563-2571. P. Joia mainly contributed to
LAMP’s technique and theory. D. Coimbraproposed, constructed and evaluated the multimediaapplicationsof
LAMP.
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creasingly more attractive as a building block for multidimensional visualization solutions

(PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2010). However, thesemethodsstill bear weaknesses that

impair their useas fully interactivevisual exploration tools, depending on (1) thedatanature or

(2) intrinsic method properties. First, computational costs, accuracy and robustnessare important

when dealing with massive and distinct data, as multimedia for instance, especially when we

may need to (re)generateprojections in real-time to support interactiveexploration. Secondly,

drawbacksalso relate to theglobal vs local behavior of MPs. Global methodsproject an entire

dataset in ago, which makes them simple to use, but inflexible in termsof locally adjusting the

projection in aspecific region (subset of observations). Local methods allow specific refinements

of theprojection in agiven area, but can either present high computational costsor do not provide

mechanismsflexibleand robust enough to permit theuser to freely intervene in theprojection.

This lack of flexibility typically relates to theuser having to position and/or manipulate a large

number of observations in the visual space, in order to attain the desired projection. All in all,

thismakes thedesign of a custom projection a tedious and time-consuming process.

Besides allowing localized control of the projection shape (as their name says), local

projectionsareuseful for ahigher-level reason – they allow users to insert their domain-expertise

in thedata exploration and knowledgediscovery process. This occurswhen the user manipulates

a subset of observations projected in visual space, called control points, in order to separate

dissimilar observations and group similar ones (see Figure15 for an illustration of this process).

The remaining observations are next automatically placed by interpolation by the projection

technique, taking into account their similarity with respect to the control points. Given the local

nature of the projection, theplacement and/or movement of control points only affects theshape

of the projection locally, thereby allowing theuser to effectively ‘design’ a desired projection

shape by local manipulations, much like designing a 3D shape in computer-aided design by

manipulating its control points. At a high level, this processallows users to specify the desired

similarities between given observation-pairs directly in the projection, and have the system

‘ learn’ this information to compute a suitable projection for all observations. For instance, if

observations are images, users can construct an organized map of a largecollection of images by

simply placing a few control images at desired positions in thevisual space, and having the local

MPplaceall other images around thesecontrol imagesaccording to their similarity.

In thischapter, wepresent thedesign of an efficient and effectivemethod, called Local

Affine Multidimensional Projection (LAMP), that exhibits the interactive local control of the

projection outlined above. The orthogonal mapping theory provides thebasisof LAMP’s math-

ematical formulation, ensuring computational effectiveness, such as robustness and accuracy.

Moreover, due to its mathematical properties, LAMP offers the possibility to have a reduced

number of samples to build theprojection mapping. On the usability side, LAMPassures flexi-

bility by allowing a few interactions to incorporate user knowledge into theprojection process,

allowing adynamic exploration and organization of data. Wehave tested such properties in a

data correlation application with imageand audio (creating multimediaslide shows), followed
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Input Dataset

Control Points Handling

Projected Dataset

project project

a) b) c)Figure15 – User interaction process with MP using control points. a) Considering a input dataset, the control
points are projected in the visual space. b) The user freely handling the points in a iterative process. c)
Remaining instancesare interpolated, taking into account the geometry given by this initial placement,
projecting the whole dataset.

by a visual exploration of textual documents. These aspects aredetailed in Section 3.4.

In summary, themain contributions of thischapter are:

∙ Technique: LAMPisamultidimensional projection technique that derives from orthogonal

mapping theory to build accurate local transformations (Section 3.2). LAMP can be tuned to

be both a local and a global method, projecting data with high accuracy into the visual space

(Section 3.3). Thus, LAMPcan be suitable for interactiveapplications due to the reduced

number of control points.

∙ Data Correlation Application: A new visualization-based on data correlation showsLAMP’s

flexibility and effectiveness. In Section 3.4 this correlation is demonstrated by an applica-

tion that relates data from distinct data sets by only manipulating control points, creating

multimediacontent such as slideshowswith sounds.

To the best of our knowledge about multidimensional projections context, neither has the

orthogonal mapping theory ever been used to this end, nor have such projection techniques ever

been employed to interactively correlate instances from unrelated datasets.

Asoutlined in Sec. 2.4.3, multidimensional projection methodsaim at mapping instances,

also called observations, from ahigh dimensional space to a low-dimensional space (typically,

the2D screen space) so as to preservedistancesbetween pairsof observations as much as possi-

ble. At ahigh level, projection methods arechallenged by two main issues: (a) computational

complexity (typically O(n3) for n instances), and (b) the difficulty of locally controlling the

distribution of points in the resulting projection. To cover those issues, we present next our

proposal.

Our proposal: In thecontext of multidimensional projections stateof theart and their inherent

issues (Sec.2.4.3), our proposed LAMP method offers a unique combination of desirable

properties: In contrast to global approaches, LAMPcan beset to behave as a local projection
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Figure16 – Dataflow-like pipeline presenting the componentsof LAMP.

method, thus avoiding most of the problems inherent to global techniques. Its computational

complexity isO(kn), as discussed further on in Sec. 3.2. Besides being cost-effectiveand highly

precise, LAMPdoesnot rely on neighborhood graphs. Furthermore, itsmathematical formulation

admits it to useavery small set of sample instancesas input, which makes its use in interactive

contexts very effective, as shown later on by theapplications presented in Sec. 3.4.

3.2 Technique Descript ion

LAMPbuilds upon the insight provided by earlier representative-based projection meth-

ods, to propose a two-step projection process based on placement of such representatives,

followed by placement of the remaining pointsaround the representatives. To follow the termi-

nology in (JOIA et al., 2011b), we will further call these representative points control points.

This is further motivated by the fact that, unlikeother methods, weallow users of LAMPto (in-

teractively) move these control points in the projection space in order to control the projection’s

shape.

Key to LAMP’s control of the projection isusing information from the control points to

build aset of orthogonal affinemappingswhich follow thecontrol points’ layout. As such, we

can next use these mappings to interactively steer theprojection by simply moving thecontrol

points, asoutlined in Figure16. If, as wewill see, thenumber of control pointscan beset to a

small fraction of the total point count, and the motion of a control point has only local effect

(with respect to instances that areclose to that point), this offers an easy-to-use and predictable

way to steer theprojection’sshape.

This section describes next the technical details of LAMP 3.2.1. Next, Section 3.2.2

discusses how control points can beselected for optimal results in practice, and also presents

an analysis of stability and robustness of theLAMPmethod when thenumber of control points

changes.
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3.2.1 A ne M apping Computat ion from Cont rol Points

Let our input dataset that wewish to project denoted by X , with elementsx∈Rm. From

this input dataset, wenext select aset of k control points, which wenext call X S⊂ X ;X S =

{ x1;x2; : : : ;xk} . In thefollowing, weassumethat k, thenumber of control points, ismuch smaller

than the total number of data points |X |. Denote the ith element, or control point, of X S, by xi.

Finally, let YS = { y1;y2; : : : ;yk} be theprojection (placement) of the control point set X S. Since

weare interested in 2D projections, X S⊂ R2.

To project a data point x∈X , LAMP aims to find an affine transformation fx(p) =

pM + t that minimizes

Â
i

aiǁ fx(xi) − yiǁ
2; subject to MTM = I (3.1)

where the matrix M and vector t are the unknowns to find via optimization, I is the identity

matrix, and ai arescalar blending weights defined as:

ai =
1

ǁxi − xǁ2 (3.2)

Intuitively, wecan explain Equations3.1 and 3.2 as follows: The functionfx(xi) tells the

effect of acontrol point on an instancex; thesquared distanceǁ fx(xi) − yiǁ2 captureshow well

the projection of a regular (non-control) point ‘matches’ the projectionsyi of control points; and

the weights ai diminish thebias of control pointsxi which are far away from instancesx, so that

thecontrol points havea localized effect (with respect to data instanceswhich areclose, in the

high-dimensional space, to their own locations in thesame high-dimensional space).

It is important to node that the minimization problem (Equation 3.1) is related to

other optimization applications, such as the “as-rigid-as-possible” image deformation (SCHAE-

FER; MCPHAIL; WARREN, 2006). A main difference, however, is that, while (SCHAEFER;

MCPHAIL; WARREN, 2006) aimed to createamapping from R2 to R2, wenow need to address

the morecomplex problem of creating amapping from Rm to R2, where typically m≫ 2. This

hastwo effects: First, from atechnical viewpoint, wecannot reusethesameexplicit minimization

formulas proposed by (SCHAEFER; MCPHAIL; WARREN, 2006), but need to develop amore

general minimization process. Secondly, from apractical viewpoint, our minimization is more

complex, since thereare (obviously) moreways to map points from Rm to R2 than from R2 to

R2, even when constrained by thesameusageof affinemappings.

To get more insight in the above challenges, wenext outline several important technical

aspects involved in our minimization.

First, note that the constraint MTM = I implies that the resulting affine mapping fx
behaves like a rigid (isometric) transform – that is, it will only rotate and/or translate points,

but not introducescaling and shearing. This reflectsour desire to preserveEuclidean distances

during the projection.
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Secondly, note that if no such constraint is used when minimizing Eqn. 3.1, we can solve

thisproblem by standard least-squarefitting techniques. Yet, if wedid so, potential errors that

occur due to an improper placement of the control points xi will trickle down via the affine

mappings to the placement of the regular points x, leading to lower-quality projections. In

contrast, if weuse theorthogonality constraint MTM = I, such control-point placement errors

propagate less. It is important to note that projection errors (with respect to the preservation

of Euclidean distance ratiosbetween Rm and R2 are, in general, unavoidable, in thecase of a

general high-dimensional dataset and a freeplacement of control points in R2. Theorthogonality

constraint aims to keep these errors as small as possible, but cannot eliminate them completely.

For a deeper insight into the use of orthogonal constraints in minimization problems alike to

Eqn. 3.1, we refer further to thebook by Gower and Dijksterhuis (GOWER; DIJKSTERHUIS,

2004),

Thirdly, weshould note that theweightsai of thecontrol pointsxi depend also on the

instance to project x. In other words, aseparateaffinemapping isgenerated for each instancex

assubjected by thek control pointsxi (rather than generating k mappings for thecontrol pointsxi

which would beused to place the instancesx). Intuitively, we can say that the regular instances x

‘pull’ their position information from thecontrol pointsxi, rather than having the control points

xi ‘push’ their influences to the regular instances x.

Finally, in contrast to (SCHAEFER; MCPHAIL; WARREN, 2006), wedo not want (or

need) to ensurespatial continuity constraints for the overall mapping (projection). Rather the

contrary: We want to allow discontinuities in the projection to take place. These allow more

freedom in placing highly-dissimilar data points in R2 so that we have more leeway to place

highly-similar datapoints close to each other. To achieve this, wewill restrict the summation

in Eqn. 3.1 only to control pointsxi located in close to thecurrent point to project x. Note that

this effect is also present in the definition of ai. Intuitively, this makes the projection behave

in a local fashion –thereby the L in LAMP. Note also that locality is affected not only by the

size of the neighborhoods around control points, but also by the total number k of control points.

Indeed: The larger thenumber of control points xi (with non-vanishing weights ai) we use in the

summation in Eqn. 3.1, the less local will theprojection of x be. Hence, if we increasethenumber

of control points (keeping all other parametersfixed), agiven instancex will be influenced by

morecontrol points, since the likelihood moresuch control points fall near it increases. Wewill

refine theseobservations next in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.

Let us now focus on the minimization procedure for Eqn. 3.1. For aminimum point, we

havethepartial derivatives of fx with respect to t equal to zero. Thisallowsus to rewritet as a

function of M as

t = ỹ− x̃M; x̃ =
Âi aixi

a
; ỹ =

Âi aiyi

a
(3.3)

wherea = Âi ai and x̂i = xi − x̃ and ŷi = yi − ỹ.
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Using the above, wecan rewrite theminimzation of Eqn. 3.1) as

Â
i

aiǁx̂iM − ŷiǁ
2; subject to MTM = I (3.4)

which can next be represented in matrix form as

ǁAM − BǁF; subject to MTM = I (3.5)

where ǁ ·ǁF denotes theFrobenius norm, and matricesA and B aregiven by

A =

2

6
6
6
6
4

√
a1x̂1

√
a2x̂2
...

√
akx̂k

3

7
7
7
7
5

; B =

2

6
6
6
6
4

√
a1ŷ1

√
a2ŷ2
...

√
akŷk

3

7
7
7
7
5

(3.6)

Minimizing the function in Eqn. 3.5) with respect to M is a known example of the

orthogonal ProcrustesProblem (GOWER; DIJKSTERHUIS, 2004). Thesolution of this problem

isknown, and given by

M = UV; ATB = UDV (3.7)

whereUDV is thesingular valuedecomposition (SVD) of ATB.

Having M delivered by the SVD process, wenow can compute the desired projection

y of a regular point x simply by substituting the expression of M (from Eqn. 3.7) and t (from

Eqn. 3.3), to obtain

y = fx(x) = (x− x̃)M + ỹ (3.8)

The reader may, at thispoint, object that computing aSVD decomposition for each data

point x from adataset having potentially tens of thousands (or more) of such instances is simply

computationally prohibitive, especially in thecontext of an interactiveapplication. Yet, thematrix

ATB which weneed to decomposeby SVD to computeM (Eqn. 5.1) isan m× 2 matrix (hasonly

two columns). As such, computing an SVD for this matrix can be done extremely efficiently

using high-quality numerical packagessuch as (BLACKFORD et al., 2002). Specifically, such

adecomposition, and therefore theprojection of an instancex, isO(k) for k control points. As

such, the entire LAMP projection is O(kn) for n regular points. Formally speaking, to keep a

good local control of a projection, we need to have more control points when the number of

regular points increases, or k = f n, where f can beasmall percentage. As such, the complexity

of LAMP is O(n2). However, in practice, since f is very small, LAMP’s actual run-times are

far below quadratic in the number of regular points. We detail the implications of the LAMP

minimization scheme described above further in terms of accuracy and computational speed in

Section 3.3.
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Figure 17 – The stress quality metric of LAMP as a function of the number of control points. These range from 1%
to 25% of the total point count. Experiments doneon five dataset (described separately in Table1 for
details about the data sets).

3.2.2 Cont rol Point Analysis

As outlined previously, the quality and flexibility (degreeof local control) of LAMP are

both influenced by thechoice of control points. This choice is further discussed below.

Number of control points: The first aspect we study is how many control points we chose

from the total number of points to project, or the value of f = |X S|=|X |. Let us note here

that existing control-point-based methods such as PLMP (PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO,

2010), Pekalska’s (PEKALSKA et al., 1999) and PLP(PAULOVICH et al., 2011) havestrong

limitations on the minimum number of control points they need to use. In detail, PLMP and

Pekalska requirea number of control points (at least) equal to thedimensionality mof the data;

and PLPrequires a minimum number of control points in each local neighborhood graph (which,

in practice, means that f has to bea quite large fraction of |X |). In practice, the above methods

adviseusing k =
p

|X | control points, which makes f = 1=
p

X |.

In contrast, LAMPhas far such limitations with respect to f . To show this, weran the

method on fivedatasets, using valuesof f ranging between 1% and 25% of |X |. Figure17 shows

the results. To evaluate the quality of the projection, we compute the aggregated normalized

stress function Âi j (di j− di j )2

Âi j d2
i j

(d and d are the distancebetween instances pi and pj in Rm and R2

respectively). Thekey observation here is that thestressmetric does not increase considerably

when thenumber of control points decreases, which tells us that LAMP can creategood-quality

projections (from adistancepreservation perspective) even with a fraction f of control points

much smaller than the f = 1=
p

X | advertised by PLMP, PLP, and Pekalska.
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Choiceof control points: A second aspect iswhich of theregular pointsX should oneselect to

useascontrol points. This isamuch harder problem to answer in general, as it depends on which

particular aspectsof thedataset X doesone want to preservebetter (in favor of other aspects) in

the projection. For instance, if one knowsa priori that certain neighborhoods in Rm are more

important, for the problem at hand, than others, one should sample them with more control

points. Alternatively, if one desires to next manipulate specific neighborhoods on Rm in thefinal

interactive projection, theseneighborhoods should also be sampled by sufficiently many control

points. Without any information on thenature of thedata and type of problem to solve, a simple

strategy is to select k control points in Rm based on a clustering or data-density-analysis process

(e.g., using mean shift (COMANICIU; MEER, 2002)), so as to ensure that every neighborhood

in Rm is fairly in thevicinity of acontrol point. As this issue is, as explained, strongly dataand

task dependent, wewill not explore it further to provide ageneric solution.

Placement of control points: A third aspect relates to how control points are placed in R2. Two

sub-issues exist here. First, some initial placement is required. For this, we use an accurate

force-based scheme(TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003) to placerandomly selected control

points in R2. The use of the force-based scheme is here computationally motivated because,

as explained, weuseaquitesmall number of control points. As such, thisstep doesnot affect

LAMP’sperformance. Secondly, given such an initial placement, users can next manipulatede-

sired control points to re-organizetheprojection. This issueisdiscussed separately in Section 3.4.

Influenceof control points: A final issue to discuss ishow strongly do control points influence

the regular points in the projection. As outlined already, thenumber of terms in the summation

in Eqn. 3.4 can be varied to modify theprojection’sbehavior. Using more terms createsa ‘stiffer’

projection which haslessdiscontinuities(thus, lesspoints that exhibit largeprojection errors), but

is harder to locally adapt next in terms moving thecontrol points. Conversely, using less terms

creates a ‘ looser’ projection which offersmoreflexibility in local adaptation, but can exhibit a

large number of discontinuities. Both above scenarioshave their advantages and disadvantages,

depending on thespecific application at hand. These issues are discussed in thenext section.

3.3 Result s and Comparisons

The following results were generated by running LAMP on an Intel Core i7 CPU at

2.66GHz with an NVIDIA R○ Quadro FX 3800 video card with 8GB of RAM memory. LAMP

was coded in Java using thenumerical library JBlas (BRAUN et al., 2011) to compute theSVD

decomposition.

To demonstrate and confirm theproposed projection’s quality, wepresent two different
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Table1 – Datasets used in thecomparisons.

Name Size (number of instances) Dimensions Source

Wdbc 569 30 (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010)
Diabetes 768 8 (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010)
Segmentation 2,100 19 (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010)
US counties 3,028 14 (HCI Laboratory, Univ. Maryland, 2013)
Isolet 6,238 617 (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010)
Letter rcn 20,000 16 (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010)
Mammals 50,000 72 (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010)
Viscontest 200,000 10 (WHALEN; NORMAN, 2008)

Figure18 – Boxplots comparing stress of ten techniques, including LAMP.

Figure 19 – Boxplots comparing computational times of ten techniques, including LAMP.
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Figure 20 – Scatterplots original-distance× projected-distance of ten techniques, including LAMP.

analysisand comparisons. The first aims to evaluate the performance in termsof accuracy and

computation time, while in thesecond weusequantitativemeasures applied after control point

manipulation.

To assess the first case, we compare nine existing multidimensional projection (MP)

techniques against LAMP employing eight data sets with comprehensive variation of size

(number of instances) and dimensionality (Tab. 1). Weuse the following criteria to choose the

MP techniques employed in thecomparisons:

Cr iter ion a): They haveagood performanceby meansof stressand/or computation time, which

allows thecomparison of LAMPagainst efficient techniques, and

Cr iter ion b): They integrate user intervention and manipulation when building theprojection,

which is doneby using asubset of samples (control points) to carry out themapping.

The selected techniques we chose for the comparison that handle both criteria are:

LSP(PAULOVICH et al., 2008), PLP(PAULOVICH et al., 2011), PLMP(PAULOVICH; SILVA;

NONATO, 2010), Hybrid (JOURDAN; MELANCON, 2004), L-MDS(SILVA; TENENBAUM,

2004), Pekalska (PEKALSKA et al., 1999) and L-Isomap (SILVA; TENENBAUM, 2002) since

all have good stressand computational time results, and they also usea subset of samples in the
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construction of theMP. Moreover, we also selected Glimmer (INGRAM; MUNZNER; OLANO,

2009) due to itsgood stress performanceand Fastmap (FALOUTSOS; LIN, 1995), known as a

fast projection method.

Regarding theaccuracy comparison, theboxplots in Figure18 show that LAMPisoneof

themost accurate techniques, being comparable to Pekalska, which is ahighly precise method.

In terms of computational time, Figure 19 shows that LAMP is only slower than PLMP and

Fastmap, which both are techniques well known for their very low computational cost. However,

LAMPisquitecompetitivewhen comparing to state-of-art methods such as PLP.

Another visual tool to assess LAMP’s accuracy are the scatterplots that map original-

distance× projected-distance, illustrated in Figure20, where top-left numbers correspond to

normalized stressand computational time(seconds). Wecan noticethat LAMPyieldsscatterplots

that look very close to thin bands oriented at 45 degrees in almost all test cases – with the ideal

representation being a diagonal line. This means that original distances arewell preserved when

projected in thevisual space. This did not occur for other MPtechniques such asL-Isomap and

Hybrid, which show a morespread distribution of points in thescatterplots, clearly visible in

mammals dataset, for example.

The first set of comparisons discussed above correspond confirms the accuracy and

computational efficiency of LAMP. However, as LAMPlets dynamically interfere in the pro-

jection viacontrol points, it isdesirable to analyze theLAMP’s effectiveness when producing

such mappings. For this second round of comparisons, weoutlined two quantitativemeasures

that evaluate themappingsafter interactivecontrol points manipulation, namely, neighborhood

preservation and silhouettecoefficient (described previously in Sec. 2.4.3).

Figure 21 presentstheeffectsof user manipulation of control pointsfor theSegmentation

dataset. WhileFigure21apresents theforce-based control pointsmapping, Figure21b showsthe

result of abetter grouping of control pointsin thevisual spaceafter user manipulation. TheLAMP,

LSP, Pekalska and PLMP methods produce, respectively, the mapping of Figures 21c to 21f,

with all of them using the control-points layout in Figure 21b. To calculate the affine map fx
for each instance x, LAMP used all control points. Regarding the Silh coefficient, LAMP is

better than PLMPbut as not as good as theones produced by Pekalskaand LSP. However, in

Figures22a to 22d wecan clearly see that thesituation changeswhen LAMP makes use of the

nearest control points. When LAMP used 75%, 50%, 25%, and 5% of the nearest control points

to build themappings, theSilh coefficient increases consistently and reachesa higher silhouette

value than theglobal methods LSP, PLMPand Pekalska.

Measures involving neighborhoodscan also be defined from information computed in

the visual (2D) space. An example is the PLPmethod that is based on distances computed in

thevisual space to build neighborhood graphswhich derive theprojection maps. Paulovich et

al. (PAULOVICH et al., 2011) demonstrate theuseof neighborhoods information leverages the

capability of steering the projection considering to the control point positions. Those results
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(a) Force-based layout (b) User provided layout (c) LAMPSilh = 0:4003

(d) LSP Silh = 0:4584 (e) Pekalska Silh = 0:5083 (f) PLMP Silh = 0:2475

Figure 21 – LAMP, LSP, Pekalska and PLMP projections when the user manipulated thecontrol points.

(a) 75%
Silh = 0:4166

(b) 50%
Silh = 0:4365

(c) 25%
Silh = 0:4682

(d) 5%
Silh = 0:5235

Figure 22 – LAMP projection when varying the percentage of nearest control points.
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(a) 75%
Silh = 0:4590

(b) 50%
Silh = 0:5496

(c) 25%
Silh = 0:5570

(d) 5%
Silh = 0:5644

Figure 23 – LAMPprojections from neighborhoods computed in thevisual space. From left to right, the result of
using 75% to 5% percent of the nearest control points.

encouraged us to adapt LAMP, taking into account 2D information when constructing the affine

mappings. If weconsider an instancex in Rm, wherexi is thecontrol point nearest to x, wecan

modify LAMP to use control points xj whose imagesyj are closer to the image yi of xi in the

visual space, instead of usecontrol points in theneighborhood of x. As aresult, themappings

that use2D neighborhood information push the projection of x toward thecontrol points used in

thecomputation of fx(x), meaning that they may not necessarily beneighbors of x in theoriginal

space.

LAMPbecomes highly sensitive to the control points’ positions in thevisual spacedue

to theuseof 2D information. Thisproduces mappings that follow the (2D) layout of thecontrol

points very closely. Figures 23a to 23d confirm this statement by showing mapped instances

that becomesprogressively moregrouped when the percentage of nearest neighbors ranges from

75% to 5% and neighbors aredefined based on the visual space. Another advantage to use2D

information can measured by thesilhouettecoefficient that confirmsagood group-preservation

of LAMP, better than PLP(Figure24). Figure25 also showsLAMP’ssuperiority considering

neighborhood-preservation graphs, preserving more than fifty percent of neighbors, on average.

Finally, we show LAMP’s robustness when dealing with a reduced number of control

points. This isan important property, asour applicationsdiscussed next in Sec. 3.4 all require

manipulating a limited number of such points. Three control points were randomly selected

for each one of the seven classes that composes the Segmentation data set (Figure 26a), and

interactively placed in thevisual space to keep theclassesas much separated aspossible. The

resulting mapping of LAMPwith areduced set of control points isshown in Figure26b, with

neighborhoods defined from the visual space. It is important to notice two important aspects:

i) even with a reduced control points (21 in total), LAMP projected the data set consistently,

obtaining asilhouette coefficient valuecomparable to theoneproduce by PLP with much more

control points (see Figure24); ii) Pekalska, PLMP and PLPcannot build mappingsusing such a

small amount of control points; iii) Pekalskaand PLMP cannot project astrong separation such

as theoneproduced by LAMP in Figure23d, due to their global nature.
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Figure24 – PLP projection using 2D distances (visual space) with thecontrol points’ layout shown in Figure 21b
(Silh = 0:4411).

Figure 25 – LAMPand PLP neighborhood preservation.

3.4 Applicat ions

Incorporating user knowledge into the mapping process by interacting with projected

data is auseful property in thesense that can beexplored in many visualization problems. As

an example, we next present two applications that take advantage of LAMP’s flexibility and

robustness.
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(a) 3 control points for each class. (b) LAMP Projection (Silh = 0:4361)

Figure 26 – LAMPProjection (neighborhood in R2) using only 3 control pointsper class (21 in total, against 137
needed to execute PLP).

3.4.1 Applicat ion 1: Correlat ing images and audio data

Dealing with heterogeneousdatasets is not an easy task, especially if they arederived

from different sources. In such cases, it is quiteuseful to work with user-assisted datacorrelation

applications that aim to relate instances from datasets that do not haveany connection. Thekey

idea here is to start with a reduced number of control points selected from the unrelated data

sets, and let theuser freely manipulate thesecontrol points in thevisual space, bringing closer

instances that the user wants to correlate. Once all control points from distinct data sets have

been correlated, meaning that they aregrouped as desired in the visual space, theLAMP method

can be used to project all the remaining instances from each dataset. AsLAMP buildsmappings

that follow the layout of the control points, instances from thedistinct datasets that are projected

closer to each other in thevisual spaceareexpected to becorrelated

Figure 27 – Description of an interactive system that usesLAMP to correlatedifferent data sets that do not have
explicit relation among instances.

Based on thevisual data-correlation framework described above, wedeveloped a system

that correlates imagesand music. Themain ideaisto automatically createslide-showswith sound
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by associating certain genres of music to specific kinds of pictures. A step-by-step illustration of

our framework is presented in Figure27. Thereby, the framework applied to correlate music and

images extracted from videosoperates as follows:

1. Theuser starts by choosing music from different genres, such as acouple of classic music

and a few rock-n-roll tracks.

2. Next, theuser selects a few pictures belonging to distinct classes, such as picturesof cars,

aircrafts, and houses from aset of images. Theuser can also explicitly select images and

music from other classes to represent instances that should not becorrelated.

3. An initial projection is created using a few instances of music and images for the user,

who next interacts by selecting them in order to bring them as close as possible in the

visual space. For example, onecan group houses and classic music in thefirst group; and

cars and aircrafts images, and rock-n-roll tracks, in the second group. This step creates the

explicit correlation between theunrelated instances.

4. Finally, LAMP considers the above manipulation to map the remaining pictures close

to their best-fitting tracks. For instance, housepictureswill beplaced in thesameneigh-

borhood whereclassic music hitsareprojected. Next, images and dataare fused: In our

example, house picturesare used to form aslideshow whosesoundtrack is automatically

composed of classic music mapped in their neighborhood. In other words, theproduced

slideshowscontain images and music playing in asynchronized manner.

Wehavedeveloped aprototypesystem to accomplish the tasksof corresponding image

and music mentioned before (see Figure 28). The accompanying video (JOIA et al., 2011a)

shows how image and sound can beeasy correlated using that system, providing abetter idea of

how LAMP works and its effectivenesswhen integrated in theproposed application.

Next, we explain in detail each interaction step of the prototype framework shown in

Figure28.

1. First, a reduced number of instances representing thecontrol points are selected for both

music and pictures datasets (top left).

2. Thesecontrol pointsare placed/projected in thevisual space (top middle). Image thumb-

nails represent the pictures, while purple circles labeled with singer/group band names

represent themusic songs.

3. Next, user can freely interact by selecting and picking both samples of pictures and music,

grouping the ones that must be correlated (top right). In our framework scenario was

created 3 groups. At this step, we can choosebetween generating apreview of thefinal
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Figure 28 – Prototypesystem correlating image and music.

projection (step 4) or directly select thegroups to composetheslideshow with sound (step

5).

4. In caseof first option is chosen above, the framework allows the user to check if the final

projection has agood layout, by mapping the remaining instancesbased on theprevious

interaction (bottom right). In caseof not having an acceptable layout, the user can redo the

interaction process (step 3).

5. Theuser can brush multiple regions of control points in thevisual space(bottom middle),

selecting groups of elements to compose sub-lists, illustrated by the two groups in the

bottom middle figure: 1) cars and aircrafts pictures associated with rock music, and 2)

motorcycles and houses pictures associated with classical music.

6. In the final step (bottom left), is generated the final projection with the complete lists,

mapping all the remaining picturesand music, making up oneslideshow with sound for

each brushed group (or lists).

To develop and test our multimodal framework, we haveproceeded as follows. For the

image part we used the Caltech database that contains 3;100 pictures (FERGUS; PERONA;

ZISSERMAN, 2003). A total of 150 image features were extracted by employing the bag-of-

visual features (BoVF) (YANG et al., 2007) technique. Regarding the audio media, together with

adatabasewith 3;857 music tracks weused theJAudio Tool (FUINAGA; MCENNIS, 2006) to
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obtain the low-level features from mp3 files. To compound the result vector with 78 dimensions,

weextracted featuressuch as beat points, statistical summaries, and so on.

Thesystem mentioned above that correlatesdifferent mediasources isonly aproof-of-

concept of a new visualization-based paradigm for correlating distinct data sets. In fact, very

little has been done in thedirection of developing visual mechanisms to correlatedistinct data

sets. Thus, LAMP and its good properties contribute to bring out new perspectives to this typeof

application.

3.4.2 Applicat ion 2: Document analysis

Document analysis isanother type of application whereLAMPcan play an important

role. Usually, textual documents form ahigh dimensional space, making distancemetrics like

Euclidean and cosine lessable to discriminate text documents. Hence, user knowledge and user

interaction are very important to organize and group documents according to their similarity.

However, this isnot a trivial task for the user because theonehas to i) study thesummary (set

of key words), which is responsible to describe each document, and also ii) to group theones

whosekey wordsmatch closely. Besides, MPmethodssuch as PLPand PLMPrequirea large

amount of control points in theprojection process, which is unfeasible in thiscontext.

In contrast, LAMP can produce projections with a reduced number of control points,

allowing users to manipulate few documents to get good projection results. Figure 29 illustrates

an application of document collection projected by using LAMP, that contains 675 scientific

papers from four distinct areas: Information Retrieval (IR), InductiveLogic Programming (ILP),

Sonification (SON), and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR).

Considering each document a high-dimensional set of attributes, we apply the vector-

space-model approach (SALTON, 1991) to extract the frequency of relevant terms from abstract,

title, references, and authorsof each document. Then, theattributesof each document correspond

to the most-frequently encountered termsover theentire document set under study, describing

precisely the frequenciesof theabove terms. In our scenario, we got 390 attributesper document,

or in other words, a390-dimensional dataset.

The text documents application scenario is shown in Figure 29. We picked out from

the document dataset 3 control points from each document class, totaling 12 (Fig. 29a). We

next placed these12 control points in thevisual spaceusing a force-based scheme(TEJADA;

MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003). In theprojection of Figure29b, we can see that documents from

thesameclassarenot properly grouped together, resulting in a tangled mapping. OnceLAMP

supports a small number of control points to manipulate, it is an easy task to identify similar

textual instances by grouping them in thevisual space (Fig. 29c). The last step, a final projection

iscreated by using LAMPwith thepreviouscontrol points, ensuringagood preservation provided

by theuser layout, as can beseen by the silhouette coefficient in Figure29d). We can also notice
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in thisfigure that colors areused to highlight documentsbelonging to the sameclass, while this

class information is not used by thesystem.

(a) (b) Silh = 0:0925

(c) (d) Silh = 0:4207

Figure 29 – Application exploration of text documents.

3.5 Discussion

Thequalitativeand quantitativecomparisonspresented in Section 3.3 clearly show the

effectivenessof theLAMPtechnique, which outperformsstate-of-art methodswith respect to

properties such as accuracy, robustness, flexibility, and ease of use. The solid mathematical

foundation of LAMP ensures a better performanceand distancepreservation, while in the same

time it allows us to incorporate user knowledge in the projection process. Another advantage

of LAMP is themethod’ssimplicity – webasically only require an implementation of aSVD

matrix-decomposition.

Many application scenarios can take advantage of the fact that LAMP uses few con-

trol points to accurately map instances and lets the user freely interact with the position of

control points in the visual space. Wehave shown that LAMP can beeasily applied in applica-
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tion scenariossuch as visual exploration of text documents as well as the novel visualization-

based multimedia-data correlation tool described in the previous section. We believe that the

multimedia-datacorrelation framework hasa high potential, being easily adapted to work with

datasets from other domains such associal networks and scientific data.

“Pleasant” layoutswereobtained when 1) control pointsxi and their imageyi are in the

same scale, or 2) when we normalize data in the original space as well as the control points

position in the visual space. The exact amount of neighbors to create a good layout that keep

similar instancesgrouped together isan aspect that requires further studying. An alternative to

the k-nearest neighbors technique used in our approach would be to use a so-called range search.

However, theexact radius (range) setting used for each control point needs further study.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, wehaveproposed aprojection techniquecalled Local AffineMultidimen-

sional Projection (LAMP) for the creation of two-dimensional projections of high-dimensional

datasets. In comparison to existing multidimensional projection techniques, LAMPcombines a

number of important advantages: (a) it has a solid mathematical foundation, ensuring robustness

and versatility; (b) it is very computationally efficient, allowing it to createprojections of large

datasets at interactiverates; (c) it allows thedetailed control of the resulting two-dimensional

layout by the interactive manipulation of a small number of data instances. The quantitative

and qualitativecomparisonsshows that LAMP outperforms existing state-of-the-art projection

techniques, not only in terms of stress minimization but also in terms of very competitive

computational time.

The combination of above features allows LAMP to support theconstruction of inter-

active techniques that support thevisual correlation of several high-dimensional datasets. We

have shown how this feature is instrumental in constructing applications that enable the easy

exploration and organization of multimedia-related datasetssuch as imagesand music and text

document collections, in ways which could not be efficiently addressed until now. Given the

above, LAMPwill bethe favored projection technique to beused in thenext chapters, both for

studying and evaluating novel explanatory tools for multidimensional projections, and also for

exploring multidimensional multimediadata.
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CHAPTER

4
VISUAL ANALYSIS OF DIMENSIONALITY

REDUCTION QUALITY FOR

PARAM ETERIZED PROJECTIONS

Abstract: Many dimensionality reduction (DR) algorithmshavebeen proposed for visual analysis

of multidimensional data. Given aset of n-dimensional datapoints, such methods createa low-

dimensional projection that preserves relative distances and/or neighborhoods. However, the

overall quality and usability of theprojections being produced depends on many factors, like the

DR techniques used and their several parameters. Assuch, usersarechallenged in assessing the

suitability of aprojection for specific tasks, in finding how they can tune theprojection method’s

parameters to obtain desired results, and also in comparing different projections. We propose

several interactivevisualizations to assist theabove tasks. These visualizations depict thequality

of a projection and also show how this quality related to parameter choices of the projection

algorithms. Quality is modeled in terms of distance preservation, by emphasizing false and

missing point-neighbors. Parameter settings areexplored by showing how theprojection quality

depends on these parameters. Our visualizations arescalable to largeand denseprojectionsby

using several image-based techniques. Wedemonstrateour techniques using several recent DR

techniques and several multidimensional datasets, and show how insight in projection quality

and related parameter settings can be easily obtained, without burdening userswith the internal

details of the DR algorithms being used1.

1 This chapter is based on the paper Visual Analysis of Dimensionality Reduction Quality for Parameterized
Projections (R. Martins, D. Coimbra, R. Minghim, A. Telea), Computers and Graphics, vol. 41, pp. 26-42, 2014.
Thefirst two authorshad equal, and major, contributions to this paper,. and should as such beseen as joint first
authors. Specific contributions of D. Coimbra involve: theproposal of thevarious error-encoding techniques
(Sec. 4.4); theproposal of the visual analytics workflow (Sec. 4.4.8); the proposal of the projection comparison
view; and the selection of datasets, projections, and projection parameters, and the corresponding comparison
and interpretation of projection techniques in Sec. 4.5.
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4.1 Int roduct ion

Thepreviouschapter hasdescribed LAMP, anew technique for dimensionality reduction

(DR) that exhibitsattractive properties in terms of scalability, ease of use, level of local control,

robustness, and accuracy. As we have seen, LAMP achieves better global stress values than

other comparablestate-of-the-art techniques. However, asany other projection technique, LAMP

will inherently cause various formsof projection error. Depending on the application context

(problem at hand, datasets, types of end users involved), these errors may be essential to be

discovered, or alternatively they may not influence theoverall usageand interpretation of the

projection results. Additionally, asLAMP allows local control of theprojection (by its control

points), additional degrees of freedom exist by which users can influence the final projection

outcome, and thus its quality. As such, a central question emerges: How can wepresent existing

projection errors, or more generally how can we present thequality of aprojection, to its end

users, so they can immediately seewherepotential problems occur, and how thesemay influence

their interpretation and usageof theprojection?

In this chapter, wepresent aset of visualization techniques that help userswith exploring

the link between DR algorithm parameter settings and thequality of theresulting projections.

Our visualizations target the following questions:

∙ How does the projection error affect different regionsof a2D projection?

∙ How to find so-called missing neighbors (points which are projected too far apart with

respect to their nD distance)?

∙ How to find so-called false neighbors (points which areprojected too close with respect to

their nD distance)?

∙ How do theabovequality aspectscompare for different DR methodsand their parameter

settings?

For this, weproposeseveral space-filling techniques that visually scale to largedatasets, offer

a multiscale (or level-of-detail) view on the projection behavior, and do not require users to

understand theinternal formulation of DR algorithm. Weillustrateour visualizationsby exploring

theparameters of fivestate-of-the-art DR techniques for several real-world datasets.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents related work on DR algorithm

quality analysis. Section 4.3 presents our analysis goals. Section 4.4 describes our proposed

visualizations. Section 4.5 uses these methods to explore thequality, as function of DR method

parameters, of several DR techniques. Section 4.6 discussesour results. Section 4.7 concludes

thechapter.
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4.2 Related Work

Asoutlined in Sec. 2.4.3, alargeclassof multidimensional projectionmethodsaim tomap

high-dimensional data to an m-dimensional visual space, where m=∈ { 2;3} , so as to preserve

distancesasmuch aspossible. Implicitly, if distancesarewell preserved, soareneighborhoodstoo.

Other projectionmethodsaim to optimizeneighborhood preservation explicitly, with lessconcern

for a faithful preservation of distances (MAATEN; HINTON, 2008; MAATEN; POSTMA;

HERIK, 2009). Our focushere ismainly on projectionswhich achieveneighborhood preservation

mainly by preserving distances, such as e.g. LAMP, discussed in Chapter 3.

Considering adataset Dn = { pi ∈Rn} 1≤ i≤ N of N n-dimensional points, dimensionality

reduction (DR) can beseen as a function

f : Rn × P → Rm (4.1)

which mapseach point pi ∈Dn to apoint qi ∈Dm. Here, n is typically large(tensup to thousands

of dimensions), and m is typically 2 or 3. P denotes theparameter spaceof f , i.e. thevarious

settings that control theprojection algorithm, including thealgorithm type itself. f is designed

to keep theso-called structureof thedataas similar as possible in Rn and Rm. In our case, as

explained earlier, we focushereon preserving thedatastructure implied in termsof distances

between points.

Among particularities of several multidimensional projection methods, a very important

topic ishow good/bad theprojection reflects theoriginal data. Asdiscussed in Sec. 2.4.3, there

are several quantitative measures to assess the quality of projection. However, how does the

literature discuss these projection quality?Several techniques are present in the literature to this

end, as follows.

Although projection quality is acknowledged as important, most DR literature considers

mainly aggregated quality metricssuch as the stress function (Eqn. 2.6), correlation (X; ZHAN;

ZHOU, 2005), neighborhood preservation averageplots(PAULOVICH et al., 2008), and distance

scatterplots (JOIA et al., 2011b), which aredistanceand neighborhood based metrics, and cluster

segregation metrics (SEDLMAIR et al., 2012). 2D scatterplotscan show thecorrelation of Dn

with Dm (JOIA et al., 2011b). Such metrics capture theoverall quality of aprojection, but do not

help finding local quality variations. In other words, they do not show projection problems for

any point i vs all points j ≠ i in the input dataset. Such fine-grained insight is useful in cases

where users want to reason about specific small-scale errors in a projection, e.g., find out if

specific subsets of the projected points are indeed placed correctly with respect to other specific

subsets of points.

Local metrics can beused to highlight where (in a projection) errors happen. For this,

Schreck et al. compute, for each p ∈Dn, the projection precision score (pps) defined as the
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normalized distancebetween two k-dimensional vectors having ascomponents theEuclidean

distances between p and itsk nearest neighbors in Dn, respectively D2 (SCHRECK; LANDES-

BERGER; BREMM, 2010). Visualizing pps asacolor map showsareaswhereneighborhoods

arenot preserved. However, aneighborhood can not bepreserved for two distinct reasons: true

neighbors (in Dn) are missing (in D2), or neighbors (in D2) are actually false neighbors (in

Dn). The pps metric does not differentiate between such situations, and can also besensitive to

permutations of points that do not changedistances.

Recognizing that DR methods can createdistanceapproximation errors, Van der Maaten

et al. extend the t-SNE technique (MAATEN; HINTON, 2008) to output a set { Mi} of 2D

projections rather than a single one (MAATEN; HINTON, 2012). All points appear in all

projections Mi, with potentially different weightsand at different locations. This allowsbetter

modeling non-metric similarities. Yet, correlating points over the several Mi isdonemanually by

theuser, and can bechallenging for largedatasetsand many projectionsMi.

Several quality metricsfor continuousDR techniquesareproposed by Aupetit (AUPETIT,

2007). Point-based stretching and compression metricsmeasure, for each pi ∈Dn, theaggregated

increase, respectively decrease, of the distancesof its projection qi ∈D2 to all other projections

q j≠ i vs thedistancesof pi to all other pointsp j≠ i . Segment stretching and compression measures

the variation of distances of close point pairs (i; j) between Rn and R2. For a selected pi, the

proximity metric mapsdistancesin Rn from pi to all other pointsp j≠ i to thecorresponding points

qi ∈R2 and thereby helps understanding how (and where) the projection may have distorted

the structure of the data. These metrics are visualized with piecewise-constant interpolation

of the point, respectively segment, data using Voronoi diagrams. Our proposed techniques in

Secs. 4.4.2, 4.4.3, and 4.4.4 adapt and extend thesevisualizations in several directions.

Still using colored Voronoi cells, Lespinats and Aupetit show, at thesame time, point

stretching and compression by using a 2D color map (LESPINATS; AUPETIT, 2011). The

proposed color map encodes stretching as green, compression as purple, low-error points as

white, and pointswith high stretching (also called tearing) and compression asblack, respectively.

While this color map can show local error types (or the absence thereof), it cannot explicitly

show the point-pairswhich causestretching and compression. Besides, as theauthors also note,

Voronoi cells can lead to visualization bias due to the cells’ sizes and shapes being heavily

dependent on theD2 point density, and the fact that cells cover theentireR2 space, even in areas

whereno projected points exist.

To assist the task of navigating projections while also considering distortions, Heulot

et al. present an interactive semantic lens that filters points projected too closely to a user-

selected focus point in R2 (HEULOT; AUPETIT; FEKETE, 2013). Such points, also called

false neighbors, are pushed towards the lensborder, so they do not attract theuser’s attention.

Separately, points are colored by the distance in Dn to the focus point, to help users navigate

to the so-called missing neighbors of the focus point. Instead of Voronoi cells of (AUPETIT,
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2007; LESPINATS; AUPETIT, 2011), points are colored using Shepard interpolation, which

yields a smoother, and arguably less distracting, image. However, in contrast to (AUPETIT,

2007; LESPINATS; AUPETIT, 2011), this method can only show errors related to a selected

focus point.

4.3 Explanat ion goals

In general, aprojection technique f should preserve thestructureof theoriginal space

Rn. Asoutlined earlier, this can beseen as a mix of distance and neighborhood preservations

taking placeat different scales– for instance, k-nearest neighborhoods can bepreserved up to

somegiven value of k; or distances can be preserved up to some given valuedmax. For users, the

projection’s precision (SCHRECK; LANDESBERGER; BREMM, 2010) is not clear unless they

can interpret projected neighborhoods adequately (AUPETIT, 2007). Thus, given any DR algo-

rithm (Eqn. 4.1), weaim to show how distancepreservation is affected by choices of parameter

values in P, highlighting aspects that can adversely affect the interpretation of theprojected point

set in Dm. To simplify thediscourse, wenext consider m= 2, and that projections are drawn as

scatterplots (themost common option for DR visualization). We identify the following aspects

of interest:

A. False neighbors: Consider a point pi ∈Dn and itscounterpart in theprojection qi = f (pi).

Neighborhood preservation implies that all points q j which are close to qi (in 2D) should be

projections of pointsp j which areclose to pi (in Dn). When this does not happen, i.e. wehavea

q j close to qi for which pj is not close to pi, one can erroneously deduce from the projection

that p j is close to pi. Wecall such apoint j a falseneighbor of i.

B. Missing neighbors: Apart from the above, neighborhood preservation implies that all p j

which are close to pi (in Dn) project to pointsq j which are close to qi (in 2D). When thisdoes

not happen, i.e. wehaveap j close to pi for which qj is not close to qi, onewill not beable to

visually find thecomplete set of points similar to point i. Points j that aremissed in this search

arecalled missing neighbors of i.

C. Groups: Projections are frequently used to visually find groups of similar points, e.g. topics

in adocument collection (JOIA et al., 2011b; PAULOVICH et al., 2008) or classes of strongly-

similar images in an imagedatabase (FALOUTSOS; LIN, 1995). Assuch, thenotions of false

and missing point-neighbors can be extrapolated, for groups, to false members and missing

members respectively. That is, given a group Gof closely-projected points, pointsvisually lo-

cated in Gthat do not truly belong therearecalled falsemembers; and pointsvisually located

outsideGthat actually arestrongly similar to pointsin Garecalledmissing members, respectively.
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D. Completeness: As explained earlier, aggregated local metrics such as those in (SCHRECK;

LANDESBERGER; BREMM, 2010; AUPETIT, 2007; LESPINATS; AUPETIT, 2011; HEULOT;

AUPETIT; FEKETE, 2013) show, up to variousextents, wheremissing or falseneighborsoccur.

However, they do not fully and explicitly highlight the identities of all thoseneighbors for each

projected point; and also do not cover thecaseof false and missing group members.

4.4 Proposed visualizat ions

We next introduceseveral visualization techniques that target theanalysis goals stated in

Sec. 4.3. As a running example, we use LAMP as projection method, with the default parameter

settings given in (JOIA et al., 2011b) and discussed separately in Chapter 3. As test dataset, we

use the well-known 19-dimensional Segmentation dataset with 2300 observation, which was

previously used in several dimensionality-reduction works (FRANK; ASUNCION, 2010; JOIA

et al., 2011b; PAULOVICH et al., 2011; PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2010). Herein, each

point describes a randomly drawn 3x3 pixel-block from aset of 7 manually segmented outdoor

images, by means of 19 statistical image attributes, such as color mean, standard deviation, and

horizontal and vertical contrast.

4.4.1 Distance preservat ion error

As outlined in Sec. 4.3, our projection errors are implicitly caused by wrong realizations

of distances in the projected dataset – that is, distances between points in 2D which are not

proportional to their nD counterparts. To measuresuch errors, wecompute the projection error

of point i vs apoint j ≠ i as

ei j =
dm(qi;q j)

maxi; jdm(qi;q j )
−

dn(pi;p j )
maxi; jdn(pi;p j )

: (4.2)

By definition, ei j ∈ [− 1;1]. In detail, valuesei j < 0 show projected pointswhich are too close

with respect to their nD counterparts – i.e., falseneighbors. Values ei j > 0 show projected points

which are too far apart with respect to their nD counterparts – thus, missing neighbors. Zero

values indicatepointswhich areprojected optimally with respect to preserving their nD distances.

4.4.2 Visualizing aggregated error

Our first step to understanding projection errors implied by Eqn. 4.2 is to summarize the

values ei j by reducing them to asingle valueper projected points. For this, wecompute for each

point i aso-called aggregateerror

eaggr
i = Â

j≠ i

|ei j |: (4.3)

Intuitively, eaggr
i capturesthewrong placement, or projection error, of point i with respect

to all other points j ≠ i. Interpreting this metric is simple: Low eaggr values correspond to
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pointswhoseprojections can be reliably compared with most other projected points in termsof

assessing similarity as captured by their inter-point distance. Such well-placed points aregood

candidates for representativepoints used by multilevel projection methods such as (FALOUT-

SOS; LIN, 1995; PEKALSKA et al., 1999; CHALMERS, 1996; PAULOVICH et al., 2008).

In contrast, points having large values of eaggr are badly placed with respect to most other

points. Such points are good candidates for being replaced, e.g., by local projection-optimization

techniques (PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2012; PAULOVICH et al., 2011).

a) b) c)

high eaggr

low eaggr

A1..A3

A4

A5

A6

A4

Figure30 – Aggregateerror view showing threedetail levels: (a) a = 1;b = 1. (b) a = 5;b = 5. (c) a = 20;b = 20
pixels (see Sec. 4.4.2).

A first, simple, way to visualizeeaggr is to color-code it onto the2D projection, e.g. using

ablue-yellow-red diverging colormap (BREWER; HARROWER, 2014) (seeFig. 30 (a)). This

imageallows locating hot-spots having either very low or very high projection errors. However,

finding zones of points having specific error ranges can behard using acolor-coded scatterplot,

as pointsareeither too small to beeasily visible, or, if drawn larger, they may causeclutter by

overlaps. Morespecifically, wearenot interested in viewing this information at point level, but to

(a) find compact zones in theprojection having similar eaggr values, and (b) find outliers, in terms

of eaggr values (if any). To this end, we propose a space-filling visualization, as follows. Let

DT(x∈R2) = minq∈Dmǁq− xǁ be thedistance transform of the2D point cloud Dm. Formally

speaking, DT(x gives, for any pixel x, its distance to the closest point in theprojection Dm. We

then extrapolateeaggr at every screen pixel x from itsvalues recorded at theprojected pointsq as

eaggr(x) =
Âq∈Ne(x) exp − ǁx− qǁ2

e2 eaggr
q

Âq∈Ne(x) exp − ǁx− qǁ2

e2

(4.4)

with

e = DT(x) + a : (4.5)

In the above, Ne(x) denotes the neighborhood containing all point projections in Dm found

within a radiuse from thepixel x. Wevisualizeeaggr(x) as an RGBA texture, where the RGB

color components encodeeaggr(x) mapped viaauser-chosen color map, and the transparency A
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is defined as

Aaggr(x) =

8
<

:

1− DT(x)
a ; if DT(x) < b

0; otherwise
(4.6)

This design allows us to obtain a continuous range of simplified visualizations of the

aggregated error by changing the parametersa and b, as follows: For a = 1;b = 1, weget the

basic colored scatterplot shown in Fig. 30 (a). For a = 1;b > 1, thespace between theprojected

points isfilled, up to adistanceb , by thevalueeaggr
i of theclosest projected point i to thecurrent

pixel. For a = 1;b = • , weobtain essentially a Voronoi diagram of the projected points, whose

cells are colored by their eaggr values. This simply extrapolates the eaggr datavalues to larger

spatial extents than individual pixels, thus making them easier to see, especially in caseof outlier

error values. Note that theobtained visualizations are (conceptually) similar to those wewould

obtain by drawing a scatterplot with points drawn as disks with radii equal to b, but avoids

having the issues created by overlapping points in case b is larger than inter-point distances.

For a > 1;b > 1, weobtain a result similar to Shepard interpolation of thevalueseaggr
i , where

the interpolation kernel size e is given by the local point density. The parameter a ≥ 0 controls

theglobal level-of-detail at which we visualizeeaggr : Small valuesshow moredetail in dense

point zones, but also emphasize small-scalesignal variations which are less interesting. Larger a

values createasmoother signal wherecoarse-scaleerror patternsaremoreeasily visible.

Figs. 30 (b,c) illustrates theaggregateerror visualization for theSegmentation dataset

for two values of theparametersa and b. For this dataset, ei j ∈ [− 0:67;0:35]. This error range

tellsus that wehavepoorly projected points, but does not tell where theseare. Using low values

for both a and b, Fig. 30 (b) shows us that eaggr is relatively evenly distributed over thewhole

projection. We also see three small red spots A1::A3. These indicate high-error outlier zones,

which contain points badly placed with respect to most other points. Wealso noticea relatively

high error largezone A4. Larger values of both a and b simplify this visualization by removing

small-scale spatial variations (Fig. 30 (c)). In contrast, larger b values fill in the whitespace

between points. Larger a valuessmooth out outlier regions whosesize issmaller than a , like

the three small outlier areas A1::A3 discussed earlier. In contrast, A4 remains visible, as it is

larger than a . Wenow also notice, better than in Fig. 30 (b), two dark-bluezones (A5;A6) in the

projection. Thesehave asignificantly lower error than the rest of theprojection.

It is interesting to compare our visualizations with the dense pps maps of Schreck et

al. (SCHRECK; LANDESBERGER; BREMM, 2010) (see Sec. 4.2). While theaim of the two

techniques is related (showing local projection errors), several differences exist: (1) Our eaggr
i is

aglobal metric, that tellshow point i isplaced with respect to all other points; in contrast, the

ppsmetric characterizes local neighborhoods. (2) Our technique, for a = 1;b = • , yields the

same Voronoi diagram asSchreck et al., which is also found in (AUPETIT, 2007; LESPINATS;

AUPETIT, 2011). However, we show different error values: Our eaggr shows the sum of distance

compression and stretching metrics introduced in (AUPETIT, 2007; LESPINATS; AUPETIT,
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2011), whereas (AUPETIT, 2007; LESPINATS; AUPETIT, 2011) show these two quantities

separately. (3) Both Schreck et al. and our method usesmoothing to removesmall-scale details.

However, Schreck et al. uses a constant-radius smoothing kernel which blurs the resulting

visualization equally strong everywhere. In contrast, we use, as explained, a variable-radius

kernel controlled by the local point density, which is more suitable for preserving detail in

non-uniform-density scatterplots.

4.4.3 Visualizing false neighbors

However useful to assess the error distribution and find badly vs well-projected point

groups, theaggregate error view doesnot tell us how this error occurs, i.e., whether it is caused

by false neighbors, missing neighbors, or a mix of both. To refine insights, we next consider

falseneighbors (caseA, Sec. 4.3). Weshow theseby building aDelaunay triangulation of the

projected point cloud. By construction, this givesus theclosest neighbors, in all directions, of

each projected point, i.e., themost important potential false-neighbors for that point. To each

edgeEk;1 ≤ k ≤ 3 of each triangleT of this triangulation, with vertices being the pointsqi and

q j of Dm, we assign a weight ef alse
k = |min(ei j ;0)|. This essentially maps the false-neighbor

errorsbetween the central point of a triangle fan and thepoints on theperiphery of the fan. Next,

we interpolateef alse over all pixels x of each triangleT by using

ef alse(x ∈T) =
Â1≤ k≤ 3

1
d(x;Ek) ǁEkǁ efalse

k

Â1≤ k≤ 3
1

d(x;Ek) ǁEkǁ

(4.7)

whered(x;E) is thedistance from x to the edge E and ǁEǁ is the length of the edge. We next

render an image-based view for ef alse as an RGBA texture, similarly to the approach used

for showing the aggregated error. However, we now use a heated body colormap (BREWER;

HARROWER, 2014), where light hues map low ef alse values and dark hues map high ef alse

values respectively. This way, the user’s attention of attracted to high efalse values, which are

arguably more interesting. The transparency A is given by

Afalse(x) = Aaggr(x) 1−
1
2

min
DTT(x)
DTC(x)

;1 +

max 1−
DTC(x)
DTT(x)

;0 (4.8)

where DTT(x) = min(d(x;E1);d(x;E2);d(x;E3)) is the distance transform of T at x, DTC(x)

is the distance from x to T’s barycenter, and Aaggr is given by Eqn. 4.6. Note that Eqn. 4.8

was originally proposed in adifferent context to smoothly interpolatebetween two 2D nested

contours (RUMPF; TELEA, 2002), and further adapted to interpolate between two nested

shapes (TELEA; ERSOY, 2010). Werefer to theabove two papers for implementation details.

The combined effect of Eqns. 4.7 and 4.8 is to slightly thicken, or smooth out, the Delaunay

triangulation drawing. Similar to theeffect of b in Eqn. 4.6, thismakestheDelaunay visualization
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easier to perceive in terms of edges connecting closepoints. Note that this interpolation does not

change theactual valuesefalse
k rendered on the triangulation edges. Additionally, the distance-

dependent transparency ensures that data is shown only close to theprojection points.

high efalse

low efalse

Figure31 – Falseneighbors view (see Sec. 4.4.3).

Fig. 31 illustrates the false neighbors view for the Segmentation dataset. We notice

several aspects: First, as explained, wesee a ‘blurred’ rendering of the Delaunay triangulation of

the2D projectionscolored by efalse, which depicts for each point which are its immediateclosest

neighbors. Light-colored edges show true neighbors, while dark edges show false neighbors.

Since edges are individually visible, we can see both the true and false neighbors of a point

separately. The smooth transition between opaque points (on the Delaunay edges) and fully

transparent points (at the triangles’ barycenters) ensures that the resulting image is continuous

and easier to follow than a Delaunay triangulation drawn with pixel-thin edges, as our edges

appear slightly thicker, thus more visible. However, as for the interpolation proposed for the

aggregate error, no clutter iscreated (in terms of overlapping thick Delaunay edges).

Figure 31 outlines two additional error-related insights. First, we see an overall trend

from light to dark colors aswego further from theprojection’sborder towards its center. This

is in line with the known fact that DR methods tend to have a lower error (in terms of false

neighbors) on their borders, as there ismorespace to placepoints there. In contrast, for points

deeply embedded in the projection, there is less freedom to arrange them in terms of their

neighbors, so these get a higher chance of having false neighbors (or being false neighbors

of other points, the false-neighbor relation being symmetric). Intuitively, wecan think of this

phenomenon as a ‘pressure’ which buildsup within theprojected point-cloud from its border

inwards. Section 4.5 shows several additional examples of thissituation. Secondly, we see a few

small-scale dark outliers in Figure31. Zooming in, wediscover that theseare points connected
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by dark edges to most of their closest neighbors in astar-like pattern. Clearly somepointsare

wrongly placed here. These can beeither the star ‘center’ or the tips of its branches. We also see

that these tipshave only one dark edge– the one going to the star center. Hence, they are too

closely positioned to thestar center only, and not to their other neighbors. In contrast, the star

center iswrongly placed with respect to all its surrounding points (the tips). Hence, we conclude

that too littlespacewasoffered in the projection to thecenter point, or in other words that the

center point isabadly placed point with respect of itssurrounding points (and not conversely).

Our false neighbors visualization is related to Aupetit’s segment-compression view,

which shows the reduction of inter-point distances due to projection (AUPETIT, 2007). The

underlying metrics used to capturedistance-preservation errors, i.e. our ei j (Eqn. 4.2) and mdistor
i j

((AUPETIT, 2007), Sec. 3.2) are similar, up to different normalizations. The visualizations used

for thesemetrics are, however, different: Aupetit uses so-called ‘segment Voronoi cells’ (SVCs).

SVCs essentially achievepiecewise-constant interpolation of the valuesef alse
k , defined on the

edgesEk of each Delaunay triangleT, over T’sarea, by splitting T in threesub-trianglesusing its

barycenter. In contrast, our interpolation (Eqn. 4.7) isC• -continuousover T. Also, our triangles

are increasingly transparent far away from their edges (Eqn. 4.8). Comparing our results (e.g.

Figs. 31, 38 (a,d,g)) with SVCs(e.g. Figs. 7 (d), 12 (c) in (AUPETIT, 2007)), wesee that SVCs

show spurious elongated Voronoi cells that do not convey any information. Such cells do not

exist in our visualization due to the transparency blending. Also, we argue that the artificial

SVC edges linking projected pointswith Delaunay triangulation barycentersdo not convey any

information, but only make thevisualization morecomplex. A similar problem and discussion

thereof is present in adifferent context whereVoronoi cellswereused to visualizescatterplot

dataobtained from multidimensional projections (BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013).

Such edges do not exist in our visualization due to our continuous interpolation.

4.4.4 Visualizing missing neighbors

As explained earlier, projection errors also encompass missing neighbors (case B,

Sec. 4.3). Showing these by aspace-filling method like for the aggregate error or false neighbors

is, however, less easy. The missing neighbors of a projected point q can be anywhere in the

projection, and areactually, by definition, far away from q. Visualizing these, thus, implies some

way to show correspondencesbetween far-away points in a projection.

One way to avoid this complication, and still use space-filling methods, is to restrain

the aim of the visualization: Given a single point qi , show which of the other points Dm∖qi

are its missing neighbors. Thepoint qi can be selected by direct brushing in thevisualization.

Next, we compute the error emissing
i = max j≠ i (ei j ;0), i.e., the degree to which q j is a missing

neighbor for qi, and show emissing by thesame image-based techniqueused for theaggregated

error (Sec. 4.4.2).

We use again the Segmentation dataset to illustrate the missing neighbors for asingle
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a) b)

c) d)

color
discontinuities

low emissing high emissing

Figure 32 – Missing neighbors view for four selected points (indicated by markers). See Sec. 4.4.4.

selected point (Fig. 32). Here, we color map emissing
i via thesame heat colormap as in Fig. 31.

In Figs 32 (a,b), we selected two points deep inside the central, respectively the lower-right

point groups in theprojection. SinceFigs. 32 (a,b) arenearly entirely light-colored, it means that

these two selected points have few missing neighbors. Hence, the 2D neighborsof theselected

pointsare truly all theneighbors that thesepointshave in nD. In Figs. 32 (c,d), wenext select

two points close to the upper border of the large central group and the left border of the left

group in theprojection, respectively. In contrast to Figs. 32 (a,b), weseenow an increasingly

darker color gradient aswego further from the selected points. Thisshows that points far away

from theseselectionsareactually projected too far, and they areactually moresimilar than the

projection suggests. This is a known (but, to our knowledge, never visualized as such) challenge

of many DR methods when embedding high-dimensional manifolds in 2D: pointsclose to the

embedding’s border are too far away from other points in theprojection. Intuitively, this can be

seen as the projection method (LAMP) trying to ‘spread’ the projected points more than strictly

necessary, likely in order to better reduce false neighbor issues (discussed earlier). Since, as

explained earlier too, there is more room to arrangepoints at theborder of a projection, missing

neighbors likely appear in these border areas too.

Another interesting insight is that Figs. 32 (c,d) do not show a smooth color gradient

as we go further from the selected point: Especially in Fig. 32 (c), we see that colors appear
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grouped in several ‘bands’ , separated by discontinuities. In other words, theprojection method

(LAMP) increases theerror non-uniformly with the distance.

Our missing neighbors visualization is related to the proximity view of Aupetit (AU-

PETIT, 2007), as follows: Both viewsallow selecting a point i and next compute ascalar error

metric (related to theselected point) and next draw it on all points j ̸= i. For Aupetit, this error

metric is the distancemprox
j = dn(pi − p j ) (normalized by its maximum). For us, this is the error

emissing
j . Both mprox and emissing tend to besmall at points j close in 2D to theselected point i, and

increase farther off from point i. Yet, the two metricsaredifferent and servedifferent purposes.

Visualizing mprox helps locating points found within somedistance to the selection i. Finding

projection errors is only implicitly supported, as these appear as non-monotonic variations in

themprox signal. In contrast, emissing specifically emphasizespoints projected too far, rather than

showing theabsolutedn distance. Hence, our visualization helps locating projection errors rather

than assessing proximity.

4.4.5 M issing neighbors nder

Thevisualization in Sec. 4.4.4 cannot show missing neighbors for an entiredataset, but

only for asingleselected point. This hampers aquick and easy understanding missing neighbors,

as, in theory to find all these, onewould need to iteratively select all points in aprojection and

retrieve (and remember) all their missing neighbors.

To address this, weproceed as follows. Consider all values ei j > 0. These giveall point-

pairs which are projected too far away, i.e., which are mutual missing neighbors. We sort the

set containing these values decreasingly, and select the top f percent of them, where f is a

user-provided parameter. The selected values give the point-pair-set MN = { (qi;q j)} which

are the worst mutual missing neighbors. We next construct a graph G = (V;E) whose nodes

V are the projected points q ∈MN, and edges E indicate the pairs (qi;q j ), with ei j mapped

to edge weights. Next, we draw a simplified version of G using the KDEEB edge bundling

technique (HURTER; ERSOY; TELEA, 2012), which isa robust, easy to use, real-time bundling

technique for graphswith tens of thousands of edges. Finally, we color thebundled edges based

on their weightsei j viaa grayscalecolormap (with white mapping low and black mapping high

weights respectively), and draw them sorted back-to-front on ei j and with an opacity proportional

to ei j . Themost important edges thus appear atop and opaque, and the least important onesare

at thebottom and transparent. This visualization iscalled further themissing neighbors finder.

Wecan use themissing neighbors finder in two different modes, as follows.

First, wecan restrict theconstruction of thegraph G to include only edgesthat have, at

oneend, aselected point qi. This point is selected precisely asdescribed in Sec. 4.4.4. As such,

the bundled version of G will contain only edges that start, or end, at the location qi. Fig. 33

shows this for the same four selected points discussed earlier in Fig. 32. For comparison, the
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a) b)

c) d)
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low emissing
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Background

high emissing

high emissing
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of selected point

selected point
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Figure 33 – Missing neighbors finder view for four selected points. Selections are indicated by markers (see
Sec. 4.4.5).

background in Fig. 33 shows emissing (Sec. 4.4.4). Dark bundle edges attract attention to the

most important missing neighbors. For the selected points in images (a) and (b), we see that

there are only very few and unimportant missing neighbors (few half-transparent edges). For

the selected points in images (c) and (d), the situation is different, as the bundles are thicker

and darker. Bundle fanning shows thespread of missing neighbors for theselected points: In

image (c), these are found mainly in the left point group, with a few also present in the lower

part of the central group. In contrast, all missing neighbors of the point selected in image (d)

are at the top of the central group. Compared to the earlier technique for showing missing

neighbors (of aselected point) by means of color mapping (Fig. 32), bundles have the added

valueof focusing theattention of theuser to the most important missing neighbors (shown as

dark edges); highlighting explicitly thefact that thesearemissing neighborsof theselected point;

and allowing one to better assess the2D distances between the selected point and its missing

neighbors, and the spread of the latter over theprojection.

The second mode of the missing neighbors finder extends to showing many-to-many

missing-neighbor relations between all projected points. For this, we use theaforementioned

procedure of constructing G without restricting its edges to start or end at the same single
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a) φ=1% b) φ=3% c) φ=20%

high emissinglow emissing

high eaggrlow eaggr

Bundles

Background

Figure 34 – Missing neighbors finder view, all point pairs, for different f values (seeSec. 4.4.5).

selected point. Fig. 34 shows this result for threevaluesof f for theSegmentation dataset. The

background shows now the aggregated error (eaggr , Sec. 4.4.2). We now color bundles from

black for largest error ei j to white for largest error above theuser-provided parameter f . Image

(a) shows the f = 1% worst missing-neighbor point-pairs. These link the top-right areaof the

central group with the left border of the left group. Adding more missing neighbor pairs to

the view, by increasing f , (image (b), f = 3%) strengthens this finding. Adding even more

missing neighbor-pairs (image (c), f = 20%) reveals additional such pairs between the two

zones indicated above (light gray parts of thick top bundle), and also brings in a few missing

neighbors between these areas and the lower-right point group (light gray thin bundle going

to this group). Nearly all bundles appear to connect point pairs located on the borders of the

projection. This strengthens our earlier hypothesis that such point pairsarechallenging for the

LAMPprojection, which wealready noticed when using themissing neighborsview (Sec. 4.4.4).

However, as compared to that view, the bundled view showsall such point pairs in asinglego,

without requiring user interaction.

Several technical observationsareduehere. First, theusageof edgebundling ismotivated

by the aim to decrease clutter that would be formed when drawing a straight-line node-link

view of the graph G – which is typically unavoidable, sincemissing neighbor-pairs are located,

by definition, far away from each other in the projection. Secondly, edge bundling creates a

simplified view that highlights thecoarse-scalemissing-neighbor connectivity patterns occuring

over groups of closely-placed points in the projection. Thirdly, typical settings of theparameter

f rangebetween 1% and 10% of the total amount of point-pairs in aprojection. Showing more

point-pairs can be technically done with no problems, since the bundling algorithm used is

highly scalable to graphs of hundredsof thousands of edges(HURTER; ERSOY; TELEA, 2012).

However, theadded-valueof doing this is limited, sinceonly asmall fraction of thepoint-pairs in

atypical projection arebadly placed with respect to each other (at least, thisistruefor projections

generated by high-quality algorithms, such as LAMP). Fourthly, an alternative way to show the

most important missing neighbor-pairs is to threshold thevalue-set ei j > 0 by an absoluteerror
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value rather than a percentage. This easily allows us to e.g. compare different projections in

terms of theamount, and distribution, of their missing neighbors.

4.4.6 Group analysis

Thefalseand missing neighbors issues for individual points become, at group level, the

problems of false and missing group members respectively (Sec. 4.3). To address these issuesat

group level, we introdude two subsequent visualizations, as follows.

First, we must clarify the concept of a point group: A group G⊂ Dm is a set of projected

points which form avisually well-separated entity. That is, agroup is visually separated, in a

projection, by significantly largeamountsof white space from other groups. Assuming that the

underlying projection technique reasonably preserves distances and/or neighborhoods, visual

groups indicatepoints that sharesomesimilarities, and are in thesame time different from other

visual groups.

To illustrate this, consider the LAMP projection of our Segmentation dataset. We see

here threesuch groups (Figs. 30-34).

To further reason about such groups, weneed away to let users select them. For this, we

provide several mechanisms: direct interactive selection, mean-shift clustering (COMANICIU;

MEER, 2002), and upper thresholding of the point density (ESTER et al., 1996). The first

method is basically the most flexible but also the most time-consuming, as it requires user

interaction to delineate points that theuser perceives asbelonging together. Thesecond method

is a (well known) clustering method that employs the variations in point density to segregate

areas of high-density points separated by areas of low-density points. The third method is

basically acheaper, but less accurate, automatic clustering version of the second method. Other

user-controlled methods can be used if desired, e.g., K-means or hierarchical agglomerative

clustering e.g. (JAIN; MURTHY; FLYNN, 1999; JAIN, 2010). The actual group selection

mechanism is further of no importance to our visualization method. Theonly requirement here is

that weusea method to separate theprojected points into distinct groups. A separatecomment is

due here: Onecould argue that clustering points into groups using theprojection is sub-optimal

with respect of doing the same using the original high-dimensional points. From a pure data

analysisviewpoint, aiming at finding groups of related observations, this is true. However, our

entirescope(in thischapter) isnot to partition the high-dimensional observations into similar

sets, but to explain the projection of these observations. As such, when talking about groups, we

consider those formed in the projection, and not those implied by the high-dimensional data.

This is also themain reason why, when talking about groups, we refer to visual groups.

To better reason about visual groups, we next render each obtained group G= { qi}

by theshaded cushion technique in (TELEA; ERSOY, 2010), as follows. First, wecomputea

density map r (x) = Âq∈GK(x − y), where K is an Epanechnikov kernel of width equal to the
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average inter-point distanced in G, following (COMANICIU; MEER, 2002; HURTER; ERSOY;

TELEA, 2012). Next, wecomputea threshold-set Gd of r at level d, and its distance transform

DTGd
. Finally, werender an RGBA textureover Gd, whereweset thecolor afixed hue(light blue

in our case) and the transparency A to
p

DTGd
. The global effect is to create a dark-to-bright

border cushion-like profile over agroup, that has constant thickness, and thus better emphasizes

the containment of points in agroup than when drawing a simple isocontour of r at level d.

With groupsbeing now modeled as adatastructure (Gd) and also visually rendered, we

modify the missing neighbors and finder techniques (Secs. 4.4.4, 4.4.5) to show missing group

members. In detail, wecomputeavalue

emissing
G (qi) =

8
<

:

minqj∈G(ei j ) if qi =∈G

0 otherwise
(4.9)

at each projected point qi, and visualize emissing
G using thesametechnique as for missing neigh-

bors.

Fig. 35 (a,b) show two missing group members views for our Segmentation dataset. The

shaded cushionsshow the threegroups identified by the method presented earlier (using here

the thresholding of the density r ; using mean-shift clustering gives similar results). Wesee that

several points fall outside of these three groups. This is expected, and indicates points which

are too far away from other densely-packed points to be easily assigned to a visual group. In

image (a), we select the bottom group Gbottom. The underlying color map shows now emissing
Gbottom

,

(Eqn. 4.9). All points appear here light yellow. Thismeans that, no pointsareprojected too far

from Gbottom, i.e., Gbottom has no missing members. In image (b), we do the same for the left

group Glef t . The imagenow appearsoverall light yellow, except for asmall dark-red spot in the

upper-right corner of Gcenter . Herearea few pointswhich areplaced too far from any point in

Glef t . Thesearehighly likely to bemissing membersof Glef t . To obtain more insight, wenow

use the bundle view introduced in Sec. 4.4.5, with two changes. First, we build only bundles that

havean endpoint in theselected group. Secondly, we consider all edges rather than showing only

themost important ones (so that we do not miss any potential group members). Image (c) shows

the bundleview for Gbottom. We see only a few bundled edges, ending at asmall subset of the

points in Gbottom. Thisstrengthens our hypothesis that thereareno pointsoutsideGbottom which

should have been placed closer to any point in Gbottom – hence, Gbottom has no missing members.

Image (d) shows thebundled view for Glef t . The bundlestructure tells us that the top-right part

of Gcenter contains many missing neighbors of Glef t . In particular, we see dark bundle edges

that connect to dark-red points. This is a strong sign that these points can indeed be missing

members of Glef t . To refine this insight, we let theuser interactively query the discovered points’

details (attributevalues) and, depending on these, finally decide if thesepoints are missing group

members or not.
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a) b)

d)c)
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Figure 35 – Missing members for two groups Gbottom and Glef t . Points in thesegroups aremarked by blue dots (see

Sec. 4.4.6). Top imagesshow the error metric emissing
G . Bottom images add edgebundles to indicate the

most important missing point-pairs.

4.4.7 Comparing project ions

When constructing a projection, users have the choice between using different DR

methods, or thesame method with different parameters. The question is: Which of the resulting

projections is better, in terms of quality?The refinement of this question is: How to compare

different projections?

To answer such questions, weproposeaprojection comparison visualization. Theview

getsas input two projectionsDm
1 and Dm

2 of thesame input dataset Dn, both based on thesame

control points to ensurethat theprojectionsmatch, even in their orientation, in casetherespective

projections use control points. In other case, simple rigid alignment of the projections can be

done, to bring them as closeaspossiblewith respect to rotations, scalings, and translations.

For each point-pair (q1
i ∈Dm

1 ;q2
i ∈Dm

2 ), we next compute adisplacement

edisp
i =

ǁq1
i − q2

i ǁ

maxi ǁq1
i − q2

i ǁ
: (4.10)
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We next build a graph G whose vertices are points in Dm
1 ∪Dm

2 . Edges connect point-pairs

(q1
i ∈Dm

1 ;q2
i ∈Dm

2 ), weighted by the values edisp, i.e., highlight points representing the same

observations which are placed, in 2D, far away from each other in the two projections. We

visualize G using edgebundling, as for themissing neighbors finder (Sec. 4.4.5).

Fig. 36 (a) theuseof this technique to compare theSegmentation dataset projected via

LAMP(red points, Dm
1 ) and LSP (green points, Dm

2 ). The two projections are, at first sight, quite

similar, since red and green points are in general placed close to each other. Yet, this image does

not tell if the two projectionscreate thesamegroupsof points, sincewedo not know how red

points correspond to thegreen ones. In other words, wedo not know if closely-placed red and

green points correspond to thesameobservations. Fig. 36 (b) shows theprojection comparison

view, where corresponding points are linked by edgebundles. We hereseea thin dark bundle

in the center: This links corresponding points which differ the most in the two projections.

Correlating this with image (a), we see that LSP decided to place the respective points at the

bottom (ALSP) of the central group, whileLAMPmoved and also spread out thesepoints to the

top (ALAMP). However, pointsaround the locations ALSP and ALAMP do not move much between

the two projections, as we see only light-colored bundles around these zones, apart from the

already-discussed dark bundle. So, themotion of these points indicates aneighborhood problem

in oneor both of theprojections. Indeed, if e.g. thepoints in A were correctly placed by LAMP

(when creating ALAMP), then thechoiceof LSP to move thepoint-group A all theway up in the

image (to ALSP) should also have moved the neighbors of ALAMP. Since this does not happen,

ALSP cannot be close to the same points that ALAMP was. A similar reasoning applies if we

consider that ALSP is correct – it then follows that ALAMP cannot becorrectly placed with respect

to itsneighbors.

a) b)

ALSP ALSP

ALAMPALAMP

BLAMPBLSP BLAMPBLSP

Bundles

high edisplow edisp
Points in LSP
Points in LAMP

Figure36 – Comparing projections. (a) LAMP(blue) and LSP (red) points. (b) Bundles show corresponding point
groups in the two projections (seeSec. 4.4.7).
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Apart from this salient dark-colored bundle, we see many shorter and light-colored

bundles. These show smaller-scale displacements between the two projections. For instance,

weseehow the red pointsat the right of the left group (BLAMP) aremoved to the left (BLSP) of

thesamegroup. As thesebundles fan out relatively little, do not havemany crossings, and they

areshort, it means that BLSP isalmost a translation to the left of BLAMP, so the two projections

depict the same structure of the left group. Also, we do not see any bundle exiting this left

group. This means that both LAMP and LSPkeep all points in this group together. Finally, in the

bottom-right group wesee just avery few short light-colored bundles. Most points in this group

do not haveany bundles connected to them. This means that edisp for these points is very small

(yielding thus very short, nearly transparent, bundles). From this, we infer that LAMPand LSP

produce very similar layouts for this group. If users are interested only to spot themost salient

differencesbetween two projections, and want to ignoresuch small-scalechanges, thiscan be

easily obtained by mapping edisp
i to bundle-edge transparency.

4.4.8 Proposed work ow

So far, we havepresented several viewsfor analyzing projection errors. Each such view

has itsspecific focus(on aseparateclass of errors, related to separate analysisgoals). Assuch,

the question arises of how to combine all these views into a coherent usage scenario for an

analysis task?Below we proposesuch a usagescenario.

4.4.8.1 Step 1

Start with theAggregated Error view. This way, one getsa global ideaof theerror at all

points, without adistinction between falseor missing neighbors. Next, find if (a) thereareany

regionswith large errors or (b) the overall error is low. If wesee (b), theprojection is quitegood

(low error) and thusnothing elseneeds to be improved prior to using the projection for analysis

purposes. In case (a), continuewith steps2, 3, and 4.

4.4.8.2 Step 2

Using the Missing Neighbors Finder, onenet finds the most important missing neighbor

point-pairs. If this view shows bundles having high error values (i.e., dark-colored), thereare

important missing neighbors in theprojection. Thesepoint-groupsconnected by such bundles

must be further analyzed with the Group Analysis Views. If no such groups exist, i.e. the bundles

are (light) gray, this tells that the projection isgood and, although therearemissing neighbors,

they are in a minority, and thus do not affect theprojection interpretation.

4.4.8.3 Step 3

Problematic points or groups found in steps 1 and 2 should now be analyzed in more

detail using theFalseNeighborsand Missing Neighborsviews. For groups found in step 1, we
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should find out exactly what kind of error occurs: Are these groups (a) wrongly placed with

respect to each other and other close points (falseneighbors) or (b) in relation to far-away points

that should be closer (missing neighbors)? For groups detected in step 2, the error is already

found from thebeginning: They havemany missing neighbors. Thus, thequestion to beanswered

hereis: Which pointsaretheproblematic onesinsidethedetected groups, or whereexactly do the

relations(bundled edges) with thehighest errorsstart and end from?By using the false-neighbors

and missing-neighbors views, theuser can find exactly which are themoreproblematic points

(or groups), and what kind of errors thesehave.

4.4.8.4 Step 4

Knowing now where exactly errors occur, weconsider thenext questions: (1) Aresuch

errors really problematic for the projection interpretation? (2) Do they show unexpected results

with respect to how the projection should depict its input data? (3) Are these problematic points

important for the use-case at hand? If questions (1-3) areall answered by ‘no’ , wehavea good

projection for our dataand use-case, so our error investigation ends. If any question (1-3) answers

yes, then theuser must improve the projection of problematic points: If theuser is aprojection-

designer testing theaccuracy of a new algorithm, (s)heshould go back to thealgorithm and use

the new insight gotten from this analysis to improve that algorithm. If the user has no access

to theprojection implementation, or is not interested and/or able to understand and modify the

respective algorithm, the way forward is to redo the error analysis from step 1 with either (i)

a new projection algorithm that might better fit the specific data and task; or (ii) a new set of

parameters for the samealgorithm. Thenew resultsshould benext compared with theold ones

to find if errors have decreased or if they moved into anew projection-region where they are not

as important for the task at hand. For the second task above, theProjection Comparison View is

the tool of choice to use.

4.5 Applicat ions

Let us next demonstrate the way of working and added-value of the proposed error

visualizations to analyze several projections and their corresponding parameter settings – in

other words, to explore thespace P that controls thecreation of aDR projection. To thisend, we

first overview the datasets and projection methods used in this study (Sec. 4.5.1), the studied

projection algorithms(Sec. 4.5.2), and their parameters (Sec. 4.5.3). Next, we useour views to

explore theparameter settingsof the involved projections (Secs. 4.5.4, 4.5.5).

4.5.1 Descript ion of Datasets

Wenext consider the following datasets (in addition to theSegmentation dataset used for

our running example):
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Freefoto: isadataset of 3462 imagesgrouped into 9 classes (Freefoto, 2013). For each image,

we extract 130 BIC (Border-Interior pixel Classification) features. Such features are widely used

in imageclassification tasks (STEHLING; NASCIMENTO; aO, 2002).

Corel: is a dataset composed of 1000 photographs that cover 10 specific topics. Similarly to the

Freefoto dataset, we extract for each image a vector of 150 SIFT image descriptors (LI; WANG,

2003). The underlying task here is to use thesedescriptors for automatic imageclassification

purposes.

News: isadataset containing 1771 RSSnews feeds from BBC, CNN, Reuters and Associated

Press, collected between June and July 2011. The 3731 dimensions of each news-feed were

created by analyzing the text of the feed to removestopwords, employ stemming, and use term-

frequency-inverse-document-frequency counts. Wemanually classified theobservations based

on theperceived main topic of thenews feed. This resulted in 23 classes. Given the imprecision

of the manual classification and the restriction to have one class (topic) per observation, the

classesareunbalanced. Moreover, wecannot guarantee that classeshaving different labelsdo

not haveahighly similar content.

Sourceforge: This dataset contains24 software quality metrics computed on 6773 open-source

C++ softwareprojects from the sourceforge.net portal (CCSL/IME-USP, 2013). Metrics include

classical objet-oriented quality indicators such as coupling, cohesion, inheritance depth, size,

complexity, and comment density (LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006), averaged for all source code

files within a project. A separatemetric records thenumber of downloads of aproject. Theaim

of this collection is to see whether themeasured quality metricscorrelate, in any way, with the

objectively measured download count.

4.5.2 Project ion Techniques

For our study, weconsidered several projection techniques, based on theavailability of

documented parameters, scalability, genericity, presence in the literature, and last but not least,

open availability of agood and easy-to-use implementation.

LSP: TheLeast SquaresProjection (PAULOVICH et al., 2008) usesa force-based schemeto

first position asubset of so-called control points. Theremaining pointsarepositioned using a

local Laplace-like operator. Overall, LSP creates a large linear system that is strong in local

featuredefinition. LSP is very precise in preserving neighborhoods from the nD space to the 2D

projection space.
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PLMP: ThePart-Linear Multidimensional Projection (PLMP) (PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO,

2010) addressescomputational scalability for largedatasetsby first constructing alinear mapping

of control points using a force-based method. Next, this linear mapping is used to place the

remaining points, by a simpleand fast matrix multiplication of the featurematrix with a linear

mapping matrix.

LAMP: Aiming to allow more user control over the final layout, the Local Affine Multidi-

mensional Projection (LAMP) (JOIA et al., 2011b) (described also in Chapter 3) provides a

user-controlled redefinition of the mapping matrix over an initial mapping of control points.

LAMPuses control points to build a family of orthogonal affinemappings, one for each point

to project. LAMP cannot directly work with distance relations, i.e., it needs to access the nD

point coordinates. Yet, LAMP is very fast, without compromising the precision reached, for

instance, by LSP. Both LSPand LAMP can becontrolled by anumber of parameters, such as the

control-point set.

Pekalska: A separateclassof projection techniquesemploysvariousoptimization strategies (see

Chapter 2). Such techniquesare, in general, quitecomputationally demanding. To improvespeed,

Pekalskaet al. (PEKALSKA et al., 1999) first embed asubset of points in 2D by optimizing a

stress function. Remaining pointsareplaced using aglobal linear mapping, much likeLAMP

and LSP.

ISOMAP: The well-known ISOMAP technique(TENENBAUM; SILVA; LANGFORD, 2000)

is an extension of classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). ISOMAP replaces the input

distancebetween point-pairs by an approximation of thegeodesic distancegiven by the shortest

path on agraph created connecting neighbor points in theoriginal spacewith theoriginal distance

as weight. The final 2D coordinates are computed via a conventional MDS embedding with

calculations of eigenvaluesover thedistance relationsof thepreviousstep.

4.5.3 Project ion parameters

Most projection techniques that work with control points use an iterative force-based

algorithm, such as the one of Tejada et al. (TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003) or, more

generally speaking, such as used when embedding (laying out) graphs (Di Battistaet al., 1999).

Thenumber of iterationsof force-based placement influences thecontrol points’ positions, being

thus, an important parameter. LSPcontrol points are typically the centroids of clusters obtained

from aclustering of the input dataset. Thenumber of control points is, hence, asecond important

parameter for LSP. To position pointsaround agiven control point, LSPsolvesa linear system for

that neighborhood. Theneighborhood size (number of neighbors) isa third important parameter.

LAMPbuilds its affine mappings from a neighborhood of control points. The size of the
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control point-set used to build thismapping, expressed as apercentageof thesize of thetotal

point-count in the input dataset, is thekey parameter here. Thechoiceof control pointsand the

choice of the initial projection of the control pointsarealso parameterizable, like for LSP, PLMP,

and Pekalska. Yet, in LAMP, theseparameters are interactively controlled by theuser according

to application-specific preferences, and thus of a lesser interest for us in our current analysis.

ISOMAP, just as the previously mentioned techniques, also requires the definition of

point neighborhoods. The main, and frequently only, exposed parameter of ISOMAP is the

number of nearest neighbors that defines aneighborhood.

4.5.4 Overview comparison

Westart our comparison of projections (and their parameters) top-down, with aglobal

comparison of theconsidered projection techniques– LAMP, LSP, PLMP, and Pekalska.

For this, we consider the false neighbors, aggregated error, and most important f =

5% missing neighbors for the Segmentation dataset, as projected by theaforementioned four

algorithms (Figure37). To enablean easy comparison, color mapping isnormalized so that the

same colors show the same absolute values across different views. The aggregate error (top

row) is quite similar in both absolutevaluesand spread for all projections, i.e., lower at theplot

borders and higher inside, with a few dark (maximum) spots showing the worse-projected points.

Hence, all studied projections are quite similar in terms of distance preservation quality, at a

global level. The false neighbors views (middle row) show a similar finding: Frontier points

have few falseneighbors (light colors), and thedensity of falseneighbors increasesgradually

towards theprojections’ centers. While local variations exist between projections, they arequite

small, meaning that all four studied projections areglobally equally good from the viewpoint

of not creating false neighbors. The missing neighbors view (bottom row) is quite different:

Seeing the size and color of the shown bundles, we infer that LSPand Pekalska havemuch more

missing neighbors than PLMP, and LAMP has the fewest missing neighbors. In all cases, we see

that bundles link borders of the projected point-set. This tells that all four studied projections

optimize placement of close points in the detriment of far-away points. We also see that the

missing neighborsarespread differently from the four studied projections: For LAMP, there are

no bundles going to the bottom-right point cluster, showing that this cluster is well separated

in the LAMPprojection. In contrast, LSP, PLMP, and Pekalskaall have bundles going to this

cluster, telling that they place these points too closely to theother projected points.

4.5.5 Parameter analysis

Wenext zoom in on theanalysisof parameters of projection methods. To this end, we

study two of the four aforementioned projection algorithms: LAMPand LSP. The restriction to

these algorithms is justified by thecomparatively largeeffort required to study all parameters of
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four algorithms, and separately, our interest in LAMP (part of our work, see Chapter 3), and the

fact that LSP is better known in the literature than PLMP and Pekalska.

To study LAMPvsLSP, wenext vary several of their parameters, and assess theresulting

projections’ quality with respect to thisvariation.
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Figure 38 – LAMP algorithm, Freefoto dataset, different neighbor percentages per row (seealso Fig. 39).

LAMP - Different control point percentages: Fig. 38 shows the results of LAMP for the

Freefoto dataset with threedifferent values for LAMP’s percentageparameter: 10%, 30% and

50%. Theerror has been normalized on each column in thefigure.

A first finding is that thefinal layout of theproduced projection does not changedrasti-

cally when varying thepercentageparameter – indeed, themain changewesee isa90 degree

clockwiserotation for thepercentagevalue30%. In the falseneighborsview, wealso see that,

while the light brown areas are large – telling us that a moderate amount of error is globally

present – thedark-colored spotsare found nearer to the center. This tells that LAMPpositions

the most problematic points in the center. By focusing on the dark spots (having the highest

false-neighbor errors) throughout theparameter variation, wecan see that the largest error values
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remain quitesimilar – all viewshave roughly thesamepercentageof dark-colored areas.

Next, in the missing neighbors’ view, we select a point near the upper border of the

projection (marked by across in Figs. 38 (b), (e) and (h)). Wedo thissincemissing neighbors

occur mainly on thebordersof the projection, as we have discussed in Sec. 4.4.4. The dark spot

in Fig. 38 (h) shows the area where the largest error occurs over these three views. While in

Fig. 38 (b) therearea few orangespotsshowing moderateerror, in Fig. 38 (e) theerror visibly

decreases, while increasing again in Fig. 38 (h). This tells that using roughly 30% of neighbors is

a good parameter setting to avoid missing neighbors. Weconfirmed thisfinding on several other

datasets projected via LAMP (not shown here for brevity). Finally, the aggregated error view

shows insights which are quite similar to the false neighbors view: More problematic points,

error-wise (dark spots), are present in the projection center, whileamoderate amount of error is

spread evenly over the entire projection. This tells that LAMP gets most its projection errors

from false neighbors rather than from missing neighbors.

LSP - Different numbers of control points: Figure 39 shows the Freefoto dataset projected

with LSP. Thevarying parameter under study isnow thenumber of control pointsof LSP. Weuse

here thesame views as in Fig. 38, and normalize theerror in each column. The false neighbors

views show aspatial mix of light-yellow and orange-brown colored areas in the projection. This

contrasts with LAMP(Fig. 38) where the larger missing neighbor errors are consistently located

far away from theprojection border. When thenumber of control points increases, the large-error

areas get morecompact and closer to theprojection center. However, wespot no increase in error

severity – theamount of theorangeand dark-red spots stays thesame. In the missing neighbors

views, thedark-colored areas in Fig. 39 (b) vanish largely in images (e) and (h). This means that

the severity of the missing neighbors diminishes when thenumber of control points increases. If

wecompare this with LAMP(Fig. 38 b,e,h), wesee thus that LAMPand LSPbehave in opposite

wayswhen dealing with missing neighbors. Finally, like for LAMP, theaggregate error views

show theworst errors (dark spots) are to be found in theprojection center: In other words, the

most problematic points arepushed inside in theprojection by thepoints which surround them,

creating amix of both falseneighborsand missing neighbors. Theseverity of theerrors, however,

doesnot changevisibly between the threestudied parameter values.

LSP - Different numbersof neighbors: Let us next study theeffect of asecond parameter of

LSP: number of neighbors. For theFreefoto dataset, wefix the number of control points to 250,

and next vary thenumber of neighborsto 10, 50 and 100, respectively. Fig. 40 showstheresulting

projections with themissing neighborsfinder view. We seehere that themost significant errors

are initially located between groups A, B and C, with group C showing itself to beplaced too

far from both A and B. Increasing our number-of-neighbors parameter has a positive impact

on solving the missing neighbors problem between groups A and C, bringing them together
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Figure 39 – LSPtechnique, Freefoto dataset, different numbers of control points per row (compare with Fig. 38)

into thegroup marked AC. Themost important missing neighbors arenow between groups AC

and B. This ‘concentration’ of error given by the number-of-neighbors parameter increase is,

upon further analysis, explainable if we consider how LSP works: Given a neighborhood N,

LSP’s Laplacian smoothing places all points in N close to each other in thefinal layout. Yet, the

position of theneighborhoodsNi themselves isconditioned only by the control points, which are

determined by the initial force-based layout. If this force-based layout suboptimally places two

control points i and j too far away from each other, then all pointswithin the neighborhoodsNi

and Nj end up being too far away from each other, sinceLaplacian smoothing has only a local

effect. Thus, as the neighborhood size increases, the likelihood to see fewer thick high-error

bundles increases. This insight is interesting since it wasnot reported in the LSPpapersweare

awareof.
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Figure40 – Applications – LSPtechnique, Freefoto dataset, different numbersof neighbors. Bundlesshow most
important missing neighbors.

LAMP - Different datasets: Wenext analyze the LAMP projection method over threedifferent

datasets: Corel (1000 elements), Freefoto (3462 elements), and Sourceforge (6773 elements).

Thevarying parameter isnow the input dataset itself, rather than parametersof theprojection

method. By this, wewant to see whether (and how) errors are influenced by the nature of the

input data, e.g. distribution of point-distances, number of dimensions, and number of points.

Figure 41 (top-row) shows the falseneighborsviews for the threeconsidered dataets. While for

thefirst two datasets thebehavior of falseneighbors issimilar to earlier results, for the largest

dataset (Sourceforge) weseeconsiderably fewer falseneighbors. Theseare found close to the

intersection areaof the two apparent visual groups in the image, and also on theborders of these

groups. This, and the low errors (light colors) inside the groups indicate that both groups are

highly cohesive. Thelargeerrorson closeto the intersection areasand borders indicateselements

that could be in either group, respectively very different from all other elements. Figure41 (a)

shows a similar insight: Most false neighbors are found at the ‘star’ shape’s center, while the

armsof thestar contain morecohesive(similar) elements. This indicates that thedataset contains

anumber of cohesivegroupsequal to thenumber of star arms, and that elements in thecenter

belong equally to all groups.

Analyzing the missing neighbors for several points selected on the border of projections,

we see that errors aresmaller for Figs. 41 (d) and (e), and quite larger for Fig. 41 (f). For the last

image, we selected apoint close to the intersection area of the perceived visual groups. Image(f)

shows that this point isequally too far-placed from most points in both visual groups. The size

and speed of increaseof the error (as weget further from this point in the2D projection space)

suggests that theselected point stronger belongs to both visual groups than theprojection tells.

This strengthens our initial hypothesis that the area separating the two groups belongs equally to

these groups.

ISOMAP - Different numbers of neighbors: Figure42 shows the effect of changing the num-
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Figure41 – Onealgorithm (LAMP), different datasets. Top row: false neighbors. Bottom row: missing neighbors.

ber of neighbors in ISOMAP on missing group members. Our group of interest G, shown first on

Fig. 42 (a), is outlined in images (b-d) by ashaded cushion. Besides the fact that Gmoves from

the left to theright of theprojection, which is less interesting, images (b-d) show how itsmissing

members behaveaswechange our number-of-neighbors parameter. First, Fig. 42 (b) shows that

themost important missing neighborsare located in two other areasA1 and A2 on the far side

of the layout. Wealso seemany black edges, telling that points in A1 and A2 are indeed too far

away from all points in theselected group. Thequite large fan-out of thebundlesshow that the

group misses many members, which get widely scattered over theprojection. As theparameter

increases, image(c) shows that themissing membersspread out even more, but the severity of

theerrorsdrops (see the lighter colorsof emissing
G in thebackground). The inner fanning of the

edges in Gis still large, telling that many group membersmiss neighbors. Finally, in Fig. 42 (d),

error-related problems decrease markedly: We see thinner bundles, which mean less error; the

bundle fanning in Gisquitesmall, meaning that most of G’spointsdo not missneighbors; and

the fan-out of the bundles is smaller, showing that the missing group members are now more

concentrated than for the first two parameter values. This leads to theconclusion that, for the

analyzed group, the increase of the number of neighbors parameter positively influences the

projection quality.
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Figure42 – ISOMAP projection, Corel dataset, finding missing group members for different numbers of neighbors.

LSP - Different numbersof iterations: Our last analysiscompares two different LSPprojec-

tions of the same dataset (News), created using values of 50, respectively 100 for thenumber of

iterationsparameter of thecontrol-point force-driven placement.

a) 50 iterations b) 100 iterations c) full di erence

d) shift of group A e) shift of group B f ) split of group C

A

B
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C
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Figure 43 – Shift between two LSP projections, News dataset, for different numbers of force-directed iterations.

Figures 43 (a) and (b) show the two LSPprojections for the two above-mentioned values

of thenumber-of-iterations parameter. Both projections show several high-density groups. These

are strongly related news feeds, i.e., which likely share the same topic (see Sec. 4.5.1). Yet,

without extra analysis, wecannot relate the two projections, e.g., find out (a) if points markedly

changeplaces due to our parameter change; (b) which groups in oneprojection map to groups in
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theother projection; and (c) if points in agroup in one projection also belong to agroup in the

other projection.

We answer question (a) by the projection comparison view (Sec. 4.4.7). The result

(Fig. 43 (c)) shows that there are many quite large point-shifts between the two projections;

thebundles’ iuntersectionsalso show that groupschange locations in the projection. This is a

first hint that LSP is not visually stable concerning its number-of-iterations parameter. Next,

we manually select three of the most salient visual point-groups in one projection, shown in

Fig. 43 (a) by the shaded cushions A,B,C. We analyze these in turn. In Fig. 43 (d), we show

how points in group A shifted, in the second projection, to a group A1. Virtually all bundled

edgesexiting A end in A1, so theparameter changepreserves thecohesion of group A (though

not its place in theprojection). Thesamehappensfor group B (Fig. 43 (e)). Yet, theparameter

change spreadsB more than A – in image(e), wesee that B maps to threegroups, B1::B3. These

views thus answer question (b). Group C behaves differently (Fig. 43 (f)): when we change

our parameter, C splits into two smaller groupsC1 and C2. For question (c), thus, the answer

ispartially negative: not all groupsarepreserved in terms of spatial coherenceupon parameter

change.

4.6 Discussion

Our visualization techniques are implemented in C++ using OpenGL 1.1, and tested

on Linux, Windows, and OSX. Next we discussseveral aspects of our proposed visualization

techniques.

Computational scalability: Overall, weachieveinteractivequerying and rendering of our views

for projections up to 10K points on acommodity PC. In detail: For Delaunay triangulation and

nearest-neighbor searches, we use the Triangle (SHEWCHUK, 2002) and ANN (MOUNT;

ARYA, 2011) libraries, respectively, which arewell-known high-quality tools for the respective

tasks. Both libraries can handle triangulations, respective nearest-neighbor searches, in over

100K points in subsecond time on a commodity PC. We accelerate imaging operations using

GPU techniques: For distance transforms, we use (CAO et al., 2010), which is linear in the

number of sites and imagepixels too. On an NvidiaGT 330M, this computesshaded cushions

and performs our Shepard interpolation at interactive frame rates for views of 10242 pixels.

For edge bundling, we re-implemented KDEEB (HURTER; ERSOY; TELEA, 2012) fully on

NVIDIA’s CUDA platform. This yieldsa speed-up of over 30 times (on average) as compared to

theC# implementation in (HURTER; ERSOY; TELEA, 2012), and allows bundling graphsof

tens of thousandsof edges in roughly onesecond.

Visual scalability: Our image-based visualizationscan handle thousands of data points, even

when littlescreen space is available. Clutter, as caused by overlapsof primitives being drawn
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for theprojected points, is reduced by construction, as explained earlier in Sec. 4.4. Apart from

that, our proposed techniqueshaveamultiscaleproperty: Theparameters a and b (Eqns. 4.5,

4.6) specify the visual scale at which we want to see false neighbors, missing neighbors, and

the aggregateerror. Increasing thesevalues eliminatesspatial outliers smaller than agiven size,

thereby emphasizing only coarse-scalepatterns (see e.g. Fig. 30). The bundled views(Sec. 4.4.5)

also work in a multiscale fashion, given the inherent property of bundled edge layouts to empha-

sizecoarse-scaleconnectivity patterns in agraph.

Gener icity: Our visualizationscan beapplied to any DR method, as long as onecan compute

an error distance matrix telling how much 2D distances deviate from their nD counterparts

(Eqn. 2.6). No internal knowledge of, or access to, the DR algorithms is needed – thesecan be

employed as black boxes. Thisallows us to easily comparewidely different DR algorithms, e.g.

based on representatives, based on distancematrices, or based on direct useof thenD coordinates.

Easeof use: Our viewsuse threeparameters: a sets thescaleof the visual outliers wewant to

show; b setshow far around apoint we want to show information, i.e., controls the degreeof

space-filling of the resulting visualizations; f sets the percentage of most important missing

neighbors we want to show. These parameters, as well as the interaction for selecting point

groups (Sec. 4.4.6) are freely controllable by users by means of sliders and point-and-click

operations. Moreover, their behavior iscontinuous: Small changesin any of theabove-mentioned

parameters causes small changes in the resulting visualization. This isadesirableoutcome that

allowsusers to fine-tune the respectiveparameters in an easier way.

Compar ison: LikeVan der Maaten et al. (MAATEN; HINTON, 2012), weuse multipleviews

to show thesamedata points to explain a projection, e.g., the false neighbors, missing neighbors

view, missing neighborsfinder, and group-related maps. However, adifferenceisthat themultiple

views in (MAATEN; HINTON, 2012) areused to actually convey theprojection, so thesame

point can havedifferent locations and/or weights in different maps. In contrast, we use multiple

views to convey different quality metricsatop of thesame2D projection. Separately, our views

do not need to besimultaneously present (and linked) on thescreen – rather, we use these views

consecutively, to explore the errors, and their causes, in a top-down fashion (see Sec. 4.4.8).

Arguably, this is an easier-to-usedesign, as asingleview is to bestudied at a timeby itsusers.

Similar to Aupetit (AUPETIT, 2007), our error metricsencodedifferences in distances in Rn vs

R2. Yet, our error metricsaredifferent. More importantly, our visualizations arealso different:

Our false neighbors view does not show (a) spurious Voronoi cell edges far away from data

points or (b) cell subdivision edges whose locations does not convey any information, since

we (a) use distance-based blending and (b) continuous C• rather than constant C− 1 per-cell

interpolation (Sec. 4.4.3). Secondly, our missing neighborsfinder (Sec. 4.4.5) showsone-to-many

and many-to-many error relationships, whereasall other methods that weareaware in the same
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class can only show one-to-one relationships. Finally, wealso show errors at visual-group level,

whereas theother studied techniquesconfine themselves to showing errorsat point-level only.

Let us also note that our projection comparison view (Sec. 4.4.7) is technically related to

themethod of Turkay et al., which connects two 2D scatterplots to each other by lines linking

their corresponding points (TURKAY; FILZMOSER; HAUSER, 2011). Yet, and important

difference is that Turkay et al. note that linecorrespondencesonly work for asmall number of

points. In contrast, we use bundles to (a) show up to (tens of) thousands of correspondences,

colored and blended to encodecorrespondence importance. Assuch, weargue that our method

is technically more scalable, and producing lessclutter, than Turkay et al.

Discover ies: One potential drawback to mention is that our findings are, from an end-user

perspective, limited, as wecould not so far tell which of thestudied DR algorithmsareoptimal.

Yet, it should be stressed that this was not the aim of our work: Our goal was to introduce a

set of visualizations that help analyze the effect of parameters on projection quality for several

DR techniques. Deciding whether a certain degreeof quality, e.g. in termsof false neighbors,

missing neighbors, grouping problems, or projection stability, isa highly context-, dataset-, and

application-dependent task. When such a concrete context is given, our tools can be used to

assess(a) which arethequality problems, (b) how parameter settingsaffect them, and (c) whether

theseproblems areacceptable for the task at hand. Thesameremarks apply to thedatasets we

used. Our analyzes involving theseshould beseen purely as test cases for assessing thequality

problems of DR projections, and not asfindings that solve theunderlying goals related to these

datasets. As such, globally speaking, our work here is technique-driven, in termsof providing a

set of generic tools to beused with carewithing specific application contexts, rather than a set of

pre-canned solutions for a (very) specific problem.

L imitations: Our views can show (a) which projection areas suffer from low quality; and (b)

how two projectionsdiffer in termsof neighborhood preservation. Yet, wecannot directly explain

(c) why a certain DR method decided to place a certain point in some position; and (d) how

the user should tune (if at all possible) the algorithm’s parameters to avoid errors in a given

area. That is, we can explain the function f : P (Eqn. 4.1) and its first derivatives over P, but

not the inverse f − 1. Doing the latter is a much more challenging task – currently not solved

by any techniqueweknow of. Explaining such second-order effects to help users locally fine-

tune a projection is subject to future work –and, arguably, a highly application-specific work.

Separately, theparameter spaceP of many DR algorithms (or hyper-parameter space, to usea

machine-learning terminology) is high-dimensional. So far, we can only analyze the variation of

oneor two parameters at a time. Extending this to several parameters, and showing theresults

thereof in an easy-to-comprehend manner, is asecond challenging next topic.
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4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a set of visualization techniques for the analysis of

quality of dimensionality-reduction (DR) algorithms, in termsof exploring theparameter settings

of a generalized projection function. In detail, by generically modeling such techniques as

functions from nD to 2D in termsof their distance-preservation error, we proposed several views

that help understanding thedistribution of falseneighbors, missing neighbors, and aggregated

projection-errors at both individual point and point-group level. We use several dense-pixel,

image-based, visually scalable, techniques such as scattered point interpolation and bundled

edges to make our methods visually and computationally scalable to large datasets and also

work in amultiscale fashion, in order to emphasizedetailsat auser-chosen level of detail. We

demonstrated our techniques by analyzing the errors caused by thechange of variousparameters

of fivestate-of-the-art DR techniques.

In contrast to existing assessments of DR projections by aggregate figures, that can

only infer overall precision in a lumped way, we propose more local tools to examine how

neighborhoodsand groups are mapped in a 2D projection. The usage of our techniques is simple

and, most importantly, allows users of DR techniques to study their quality without needing

to understand complex internal projection details or the exact role of each parameter in the

projections.

Futurework can target several directions. First, weplan to support ‘what if ’ scenarios, i.e.,

help users to decidehow they could correct local projection problems by shifting wrongly-placed

points whiledynamically assessing theensuing overall projection errors. Secondly, we plan to

explicitly visualize thereasons that determinepoint placement, i.e., depict thenD variablevalues

which causepoints to beplaced close to, or far away from, each other. Additionally, we intend to

provide tools for local evaluation of projectionscustomized for specific target audiences. By this,

wehopeto make theoperation of DR algorithms more transparent and understandable for users

ranging from algorithm designers to end-users.
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CHAPTER

5
EXPLAINING 3D DIM ENSIONALITY

REDUCTION PLOTS

Abstract: 2D projections are well-known representations to show dimensionality reduction

results in the literature, but few works have been donetowards the interpretation of the3D visual

representation. Understanding 3D projectionscreated by dimensionality reduction (DR) from

high-variate datasets is very challenging. In particular, classical 3D scatterplots used to display

such projections do not explicitly show the relations between the projected points, theviewpoint

used to visualize the projection, and the original data variables. To explore and explain such

relations, weproposeaset of interactivevisualization techniques. First, weadapt and enhance

biplots to show the datavariables in the projected 3D space. Next, we use a set of interactive

bar chart legends to show variables which are visible from a given viewpoint, and also assist

users to select an optimal viewpoint to examineadesired set of variables. Finally, wepropose

an interactiveviewpoint legend that providesan overview of the information visible in a given

3D projection from all possibleviewpoints. Our techniques aresimple to implement, and can

be applied to any DR technique. Wedemonstrateour techniques on theexploration of several

real-world high-dimensional datasets1.

5.1 Int roduct ion

Aswehaveseen in Chapter 3, projectionscan beused to effectively map a largehigh-

dimensional dataset into a lower dimension (2D), whilesimilarities and/or neighborhoods of the

1 The text of thischapter is based on the paper Explaining three-dimensional dimensionality reduction plots (D.
Coimbra, R. Martins, T. A. T. Neves, A. C. Telea, F. V. Paulovich), Information Visualization Journal, SAGE
Publ., DOI:10.1177/ 1473871615600010, 2015. The first two co-authorshavehad equal major contributions
to the publication, and should be seen as joint first authors. Specific parts of this work can beassigned to D.
Coimbra, as follows: Thekey idea of explaining 3D projections (as opposed to 2D projections); thedesign of
thedynamic axis legends and curved biplot axes; the design of theviewpoint widget; the selection and analysis
of thesegmentation and multifield datasets; and the analysis of view-dependent projection quality (Sec. 5.4.5).
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observations are preserved. This, in turn, enables reasoning about groups of related observations,

even in datasetswhere they do not haveany connection, such as theassociation of certain genres

of music to specific kindsof pictures, automatically creating slidesshows with sound (Chapter

3). Additionally, such 2D plotscan beeffectively used asa visual support for mapping the local

projection quality, encoded by various projection metrics (Chapter 4).

However useful for the above types of analyses, 2D projections suffer from the main

problem related to the fact that they do not preserve all the original information when the

observations are projected. We may see which observations are similar (or different), which

groups areof related observations, where theprojection has created errors, and how large these

errors are. However, we do not know why projected points are similar, i.e., which variables from

theoriginal space that was projected contributemost to bringing pointsclose (or far away) from

each other in theprojection. This isan important hurdle in making projections understandable

and usable for the grand public. For instance, typical end users are accustomed to graphs or

scatterplotswhoseaxesarelabeled to describethequantities they map. Theseoffer essential cues

for reading thegraphs. Projectionsdo not come, by default, with such annotations. Assuch, users

will arguably encounter difficulties in explaining thevisual patterns they see in theprojection

(e.g., clustersof densely packed pointsor outlier points). When thesedifficultiesbecometoo large,

they may even block the adoption of projection as a visualization technique (BROEKSEMA,

2014).

The abovechallenges arepresent even more so for 3D projections, i.e. projections which

reduce theoriginal high-dimensional dataset to a 3D scatterplot rather than a2D one. For the

3D case, the additional degree of freedom in the projection space allows a lower projection

error (as we will see). In thesametime, interpreting a3D scatterplot whoseaxes do not havea

clear meaning isconsiderably morechallenging than doing thesamefor a2D scatterplot. For

instance, in the 2D scatterplot case, brushing techniques can provide required insight into the

dimension values of pointsof interest, up to theextent wherepointsdo not overlap. Using the

samemechanism for explaining 3D scatterplots isconsiderably harder, asselecting 3D points for

brushing is much harder. Separately, using 3D scatterplots involves choosing a viewpoint, which

may positively or negatively influence the interpretation of thescatterplot.

We proposeaset of interactive explanatory visualization techniques to help users answer

theabovequestions and assertions for 3D DR projectionsby aiding in coursecorrelations. Our

techniques work as add-ons to any DR technique, i.e., do not depend on technical aspects of

theDR algorithm being used. Wekeep their visual design simple, so that learning to use them

requires limited effort. Weintegrateour techniqueswith classical 3D scatterplot views, so that

they can be readily used to assist typical projection-exploration scenarios, or in other words,

explain the projection. We illustrate our visualization techniques by applying them to several

data exploration scenarios involving real-world multidimensional datasetsand aset of recent DR

projection algorithms.
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Thestructureof thischapter isas follows. Section5.2 presentsrelated work in computing

and interactiveexploring DR projections. Section5.3 introducesour explanatory visualizations

viaasimpledataset. Section5.4 illustrateshow our visualizationscan answer several questionson

3D scatterplots created by several DR techniques from real-world datasets. Section5.5 discusses

our techniques. Finally, Section5.6 concludes thechapter.

5.2 Related Work

As outlined in Sec. 2.4.3, multidimensional projection methods aim to map high-

dimensional space into a low-dimensional (visual) space, so as to preserve the original in-

formation as much as possible. Understanding and/or explaining such projections generally raise

somequestions, which arenext discussed.

5.2.1 Explaining project ions

Interpreting DR scatterplots is not easy. Refining the questions in Sec.5.1, we aim to

address the following goals:

1. assign ameaning to themdimensionsof themD projection spacein relation to theoriginal

n variables;

2. assign a meaning to the inter-point distances in Rm in relation to the corresponding

distances in Rn;

3. find asuitable viewpoint (for 3D projections) that best supportsanswering specific ques-

tions;

4. compare the quality of projections for dimensions m∈ { 2;3} from the perspective of

several given tasks.

Goal 1 can beaddressed by biplotsand their variations(GREENACRE, 2010; GOWER; LUBBE;

ROUX, 2011). Biplots are themultivariateanalogueof scatterplots. Instead of using thescatter-

plot ideaof plotting observations along two orthogonal (Cartesian) axes mapping two variables,

biplotsapproximate themultivariatedistribution of ahigh-dimensional dataset in a few dimen-

sions, typically 2 or 3, by superimposing representationsof variablevalueson representations

of the observations themselves. As such, they offer the possibility to easily see relationships

between (1) individual observations and (2) observations and their variable values(GOWER;

HAND, 1995). Graphically, biplotscan be seen asascatterplot generalization, in thesense that

they have as many axes as there are variables, and these axes can take any orientation in the

display (Figure44). Biplot axessupport goal (2) aboveby showing which are the directionsof

maximal variation of theoriginal n variables in them-dimensional projection space.
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(a) (b)

Figure 44 – Scatterplot (a) and biplot (b) comparison. Green dots represent the instances, or observations, and axes
represent variables (GREENACRE, 2010).

Biplots and their axes are usually constructed as follows. Consider the N × n matrix

D = (pi)1≤ i≤ N. If D has rank r, it can be rewritten by singular valuedecomposition (SVD) as

D = UDVT (5.1)

where U is a N × r matrix, D is a r × r diagonal matrix of eigenvalues a1 > : : : > ar > 0, and

V is a n× r matrix. Here, UTU = VTV = I , where I is the identity matrix. Denoting F = UD,

we have D = FVT. The columns of VT define the biplot axes. The rows of the left matrix F

define theprojections of our datapoints pi onto theseaxes. If r ≤ 3, we can directly visualize the

biplot by drawing projections as a point cloud and biplot axes as vector glyphs (oriented straight

lines) respectively. If r > 3, we can approximate D by using in Eqn. 5.1 only the first m< r

columns of U and V. Then F gives them-dimensional projections qi of pi along theeigenvectors

corresponding to them largest eigenvaluesa1; : : : ;am of D. Using eigenvectorsas biplot axes,

however, does not convey much insight, as eigenvectors usually do not relateone-to-one to the

original variables in Dn. A better solution is to construct n biplot axesby projecting, via Eqn. 5.1,

then unit vectors in Rn. Thesevectorsshow the direction of maximal variation in the resulting

m-dimensional projection of our n variables(GREENACRE, 2010; ABDI; VALENTIN, 2007).

A different approach to goal 1 is given in(BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013).

Here, anD categorical dataset is projected to m= 2 dimensionsby SVD. Instead of drawing n

biplot axes, the contributions to the screen x and y axes of all original n dimensionsareshown.

Thesecontributions, also called loadings(GREENACRE, 2010; ABDI; VALENTIN, 2007), are

theprojections of thenD unit vectors (viaEqn.5.1) on the two eigenvectors that determine the

projection. Thex and y axesareannotated with two n-element bar-charts, where theheight of

each bar shows thecontribution of agiven variable to the respectiveaxis. A third bar chart shows

thecontributions of all n variables to all eigenvectorsnot used to construct theDR projection.

Thisshowstheamount of datavariancenot captured by the2D projection. A similar visualization

of loadings isshown in(OELTZE et al., 2007).

Goal 2, i.e. assigning ameaning to theinter-point distancesin Rm in relation to thecorresponding

distances in Rn, isaddressed by aggregated quality metrics like stress (Eqn. 2.6), correlation(X;
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ZHAN; ZHOU, 2005), neighborhood-preservation plots(PAULOVICH et al., 2008), shape-

based metrics(ANAND; L.WILKINSON; DANG, 2012), and perceptual user studies(LEWIS;

MAATEN; SA, 2012). While showing the overall quality of a projection, aggregate metrics

do not show local projection errors. 2D distance scatterplots can show the correlation of Dn

with Dm (JOIA et al., 2011b), but do not show projection problems for any point i vs all

points j ̸= i. To improve this, Schreck et al. compute, for each data point pi , the projection

precision score (pps) defined as thenormalized distance between the two k-dimensional vectors

containing the Euclidean distances between pi and its k nearest neighbors in Rn, respectively

R2 (SCHRECK; LANDESBERGER; BREMM, 2010). Showing pps via a color map helps

finding areas where neighborhoods are not preserved. Aupetit proposed several projection-

quality metrics for DR techniques(AUPETIT, 2007): Segment stretching and compression show

thevariation of distancesof closepoint-pairs (i; j) between Rn and R2. For a selected point i, the

proximity metric maps distances in Rn from pi to all other pointsp j≠ i to corresponding points

qi ∈R2, and thereby showshow (and where) theprojection may havedistorted thedatastructure.

An overview of quality metrics for multivariate data visualization is given in (BERTINI; TATU;

KEIM, 2011).

Goals1 and 2 arealso addressed jointly by other tools. Theearly VIBE system allows

users to freely place in 2D spaceseveral so-called points of interest (POIs), each representing

a sample of the nD space under study (OLSEN et al., 1993). Points in this space represent

documents along n dimensions encoding term frequencies. Actual documents are placed in

the same 2D space so as to reflect their relative similarities with the given POIs. Conceptu-

ally, thiscan beseen as projecting both documentsand POIs (variablevalues) from nD to 2D.

However, thisapproach requires theuser to manually create relevant POIs (samplesof the nD

space) and also place them suitably in 2D. ForceSPIRE, adocument-exploration system, uses

a force-based layout to construct a 2D projection of a set of documents represented as n-D

term vectors(ENDERT; FLAUX; NORTH, 2012). By dragging, pinning, and annotating docu-

ments, users can incrementally assign higher-level semantics to 2D inter-document distances.

The ‘dust & magnets’ technique extends the exploration power of ForceSPIRE and VIBE by

allowing users to interactively drag magnets to discover how data points (dust) are attracted

towards them in an animated fashion(YI et al., 2005). While wealso use interaction to explain a

projection, like(ENDERT; FLAUX; NORTH, 2012; YI et al., 2005; OLSEN et al., 1993), our

focus is to explain projection-spacedistances in termsof theoriginal nD variables, rather than

showing similaritiesof projected points with auser-selected set of variablevaluesor extracting

higher-level semantics from variablevalues. Assuch, wewill not modify theprojection, as we

consider it to beour ‘ground truth’ , and also giveakey roleto thenD variablesin our explanation.

Goal 3, i.e. finding asuitableviewpoint (for 3D projections) that best supportsanswering spe-

cific questions, can be addressed by multiple views, such as three 2D views linked with a 3D

scatterplot by interactive selection(PIRINGER; KOSARA; HAUSER, 2004), or interaction and
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animation, e.g. the scatterplot matrix. ‘Rolling thedice’ adds interactivity to improve navigation,

3D animated transitions to explore the visual space, and swapping thescatterplot-matrix axes to

show variablecorrelationsand disparities(ELMQVIST; DRAGICEVIC; FEKETE, 2008). This

idea was extended in(SANFTMANN; WEISKOPF, 2012) by linking a 3D scatterplot with a 3D

scatterplot matrix, improving navigation by using threeaxes and using oneor two axes during vi-

sual transitions. A similar ideawasused by Hurter et al. to link 3D and 2D scatterplots(HURTER

et al., 2014a). Claessen et al. (CLAESSEN; WIJK, 2011) extend axismovement for scatterplot

navigation, to allow users to interactively draw, place, and link axeson acanvas, thereby creating

a continuous combination-spaceof 2D scatterplots, scatterplot matrices, and parallel coordinates.

Although themethod isvery flexible, it can createvisualizationswith redundant (replicated) axes.

Goal 4, i.e. comparing 2D vs3D DR projections, to find which ismoresuitable for aspecific con-

text (and why), isstill an open subject (TAVANTI; LIND, 2001). Several authorsargue that 2D

DR plots are better for visualizing text documents(NEWBY, 2002; WESTERMAN; COLLINS;

CRIBBIN, 2005), and that 2D navigation is easier than its 3D counterpart (WESTERMAN;

COLLINS; CRIBBIN, 2005). For thespecific task of cluster separation, Sedlmair et al. argue

that 2D DR plots are found to beas good as (interactive) 3D DR plots(SEDLMAIR; MUNZER;

TORY, 2013). 2D DR plots werealso found better for search tasks(WESTERMAN; CRIBBIN,

2000) and for tasks involving distance assessment and spatial arrangements(FABRIKANT,

2000). On theother hand, Jolliffeargues that 3D projectionsareneeded to “encodearealistic

pictureof what the data look like” when the intrinsic datadimension is3 or higher (JOLLIFFE,

2002). Danget al. show how 3D glyph stacking can overcome color coding problems in 2D

plots(DANG; WILKINSON; ANAND, 2010). Additional cuessuch as illumination and depth

are proposed in support of using 3D scatterplots(SANFTMANN; WEISKOPF, 2009). San-

ftmannet al. argue that high-point densities in scatterplots are better handled by 3D scatter-

plots(SANFTMANN; WEISKOPF, 2012). Chanet al. argue that 3D projections decrease in-

formation loss by allowing better discrimination between data elements(CHAN; CORREA;

MA, 2014). A discussion of contexts where 3D DR projections are preferable to 2D ones

is given in (SANFTMANN, 2014). Poco et al. compared 2D and 3D DR projections using

LSP(PAULOVICH et al., 2008) both quantitatively (by stress metrics) and qualitatively (by

controlled user studies) (POCO et al., 2011). The quantitative comparisons showed a higher

accuracy of 3D projections; theuser studiesshowed that, when augmented by suitable interaction

tools, 3D projectionsweresuperior to 2D projections in termsof both confidenceand satisfaction,

and argued for the further development of 3D interactiveexploration tools.

Summarizing theabove, with needed brevity, weargue that (a) 2D DR plotsaregenerally

found more effective for thespecific tasksof cluster separation and searching, and require less

interaction; while 3D DR plots preserve distances better, but loose appeal due to navigation,

orientation, and occlusion problems. As such, we argue that our goal of designing effective

interactiveexploration tools for 3D DR projections, that keep thebenefit of higher 3D projec-
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tion accuracy as compared to 2D projections, but decrease 3D interpretation costs, is worth

investigating.

5.3 Explanatory visualizat ions

We next detail our interactive visualizations that support the explanatory goals in

Sec.5.2.1. As running example, we use a dataset containing 2814 points, each representing

the abstract of a scientific paper (dataset ALL in(PAIVA et al., 2012)). From the abstracts, a

9-dimensional featurespacewas created by removing stop-words and using stemming. Feature

coordinateswerecomputed by the term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency count (SALTON,

1986). From this dataset, a 3D projection was created using LAMP(JOIA et al., 2011b). A tenth

attribute, not used in theprojection, indicates theclassof each document, established manually

based on theperceived topic of each document.

Figure 45 – Document dataset shown by a3D scatterplot.

Figure45 shows the 3D projection using a scatterplot, with points colored by their class

attribute. Apart from seeing a few separated point clusters, which seem to capture the class

attribute, this imagedoes not tell usmore: Wedo not know how variable valuesvary along the

3D space; or whether they correlatewith theclustersor with each other; or how to chooseagood

viewpoint to examine thedataset. Wenext show how to answer such questions.

5.3.1 Enhanced biplot axes

Standard biplotsproject then variables into biplot axes in the low-dimensional mD space

using SVD (Eqn.5.1). This has several problems. First, this assumes that DR is done using a
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uniform and linear transformation. This isnot true for nonlinear DR techniques or techniques

based on different local projection schemes (Sec.5.2). Secondly, this assumesthat weknow the

internals of the DR method, such as the SVD matricesU, D, and V (Sec. 5.2.1). Finally, such

biplots cannot show the direction and (nonlinear) scaling of the n variables.

We address these issues as follows. For each nD variable i, we create aset of S= 100

samplepointspi
1≤ j≤ S, spread uniformly between theminimum and maximum of variable i in

Dn; for theother variables k ̸= i, pk
j takevalues equal to the averageof variablek in Dn. Next,

weuse the DR projection f (Eqn.4.1) as a black box to project the points pi
j to qi

j ∈Rm, and

draw acurve(biplot axis) ci = { qi
j } to connect all projected points. Figure46ashows this. We

see how and where the nD axes get mapped in the 3D space. The lengths and bends of the

curves ci tell us about the spread, respectively non-linearity, of the projection. Straight long

3D curves, e.g. axes 6 and 8, show variables which are dominant (in terms of data variation)

and well preserved (in terms of linearity) by the projection. Curved axes, e.g. 3 and 1, show

(local) non-linearities of theprojection. Short axes show dimensionsalong which data has less

variation. Axes intersect in the projection centroid. Figure46b shows the samedataset, projected

with the FBDR force-based scheme in(TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003). Theextent and

overall shape of the resulting 3D point cloud is very similar to theLAMPprojection in Fig. 46a.

Yet, axesarenow significantly morecurved and entangled. This tellsusdirectly that FBDR is

less good than LAMPif wewant to beable to ‘ read’ our nD variablesalong clearly-separated

directions in theprojection space.
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Figure 46 – Adding curved biplot axes to the3D projection in Fig.45.

Besides showing the spatial deformation caused by the projection, we can adapt our

biplot axes to show the (non)linear nature of the projection. For this, we add labels and ticks

to equal-value intervals (in the high dimensional space) to the biplot axes. By looking at the

distribution of these labelsand ticks along an axis, wecan get an ideaof the local compression

and/or stretching that may havebeen caused by theprojection (seeFig 47).
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Figure47 – FBDR projection with labels and ticks.

5.3.2 Enhanced axis legends

Users can view 3D projections from any viewpoint, using a virtual trackball to rotate,

translate, and zoom thecamera. For such aviewpoint, wedenote thescreen axesx and y by x1

and x2, and theview direction by x3. Given such aviewpoint, a key user question is “what can I

see from here?” This question can be rephrased as: thevariations of which original nD variables

can weseebest along screen axesx1 and x2?And which variables cannot that viewpoint show,

because they get mapped along theview direction x3?Consider theanalogy with thedisplay of a

simple2D scatterplot of two variables, something that arguably most users are familiar with: The

meaning of the screen x and y axes is clear – each such axis mapsoneof the two input variables.

This is not so for our context, since (a) DR projects map many (n≫ 2) variables to 3 axes, so an

axis will represent a ‘mix’ of several variables; and (b) wecan freely chooseany 3D viewpoint

to look at the3D DR projection. Wepropose to jointly addressboth (a) and (b), as follows.

Construction: To explain thescreen axes, we use three bar charts, or axis legends (Fig. 48), one

for each of the axes x j , each having n bars for then input variables. Theheight of the ith bar in

the legend of x j tellshow much axisx j shows thevariation of the ith variable, and is given by

the absolute valueof

hj
i = (qi

S− qi
1) ·x j 1−

|ǁciǁ − ǁqi
S− qi

1ǁ|

ǁciǁ
: (5.2)

Here, ǁciǁ is the length of the (curved) biplot axis ci, computed as in Sec. 5.3.1. The first term in

Eqn.5.2 is the projected length of ci on screen axis x j . High values hereof tell that we can easily

see the spread of variable i along axisx j . The second term in Eqn. 5.2 encodes the linearity of ci.

High values hereof tell that theprojection maps variable i to astraight line in the 3D projection

space. Low values tell that variable i maps to a curved axis – so reading this variable along

the straight screen-axis x j will be difficult. High values of h1
i or h2

i , i.e. long bars in the x1 or
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x2 charts, aredesirable, as they tell that thex or y screen axes can be used to directly read the

variation of variable i. High values of h3
i are undesirable, as they tell that variable i spreads

mostly along theview direction, thus it isnot observable from the current viewpoint. Hence, we

call thex3 chart: theobservability legend. Wealso orient thebars of the x and y legends upwards,

and the bars of the observability legend downwards respectively (see Fig. 48). This way, the

upwards-pointing direction of bars uniformly represents observability (of avariable) in all three

legends.

Thesign of hj
i tells if variable i is mapped in thepositiveor negative direction of screen

axis x j . We show this by a green (hj
i > 0), red (hj

i < 0), respectively gray (hj
i = 0) box under

each bar in theaxis legends x1 and x2. Thisshows how a variable increases or decreasesalong

a screen axis. For the view-direction axis x3, we do not show this sign, since data variations

along thisaxis are, by definition, not visible from thecurrent viewpoint. Bars in all three charts

are colored to show the identity of the variables by a categorical colormap created with Col-

orBrewer (BREWER; HARROWER, 2014) and labeled by variablenames(moreabout thisnext).
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Figure 48 – Axis legends. Two clicks in the left view will align variables 0 and 6 with the screen x and y axes
respectively, leading to the right view.

Sor ting legends: Weprovide two modes to sort legend bars left-to-right. Thefirst modesorts

bars alphabetically on their variablenames, so bars for thesame variable i appear at thesame

position in all three legends. This allows one to quickly visually scan and correlate the three

legends to seehow agiven variable of interest is visible from the current viewpoint, i.e., answer

thequestion “Along which screen axis (x or y) can I best see thisvariable?” Thesecond mode

sorts bars in decreasing order of their |hj
i | values. This allows one to quickly see which are

the best-visible variables along a given screen axis, or answer the question “What does this

screen axis show?”. In this mode (seeFig. 48), bars for thesamevariable i may not appear at the

sameposition in the three legends, but still have thesamecolor and labels, to help correlation.

This mode also addresses the case when we have a high-dimensional dataset, i.e., n is large

(tens or hundreds). Since legends are sorted, themost-visible variables along the x and y screen

axes are always the leftmost (and longest) bars of the x and y legends. If n exceeds a fixed
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preset nmax = 20, we only draw the first nmax longest bars. This ensures (a) that the x1 and x1

legends always show the nmax most-visible variables from the current viewpoint, and (b) that

bars are wide enough for their color and label annotations to be readable. For thex3 legend, the

drawn bars tell us which are theworst visiblevariables from thecurrent viewpoint. This helps

answering the question “Which variablesshould I not try to analyzefrom the current viewpoint?”

Summarizing, even when n > nmax, our three legends can tell uswhich are thebest and worst

visiblenmax variables from any viewpoint. Apart from color coding, bars in all three legendsare

linked, in both sorting modes, by brushing, similarly to the design proposed in (BROEKSEMA;

TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013): Whenever one moves themouse pointer in abar in a legend, this bar

and the two other corresponding bars in theother two legends are highlighted. This way, onecan

quickly seehow important agiven variableof interest is along both x and y axes, and also how

much of the variation of this variablecannot be observed from thecurrent viewpoint, since it

occurs along theview direction.

L inked views: Wenext useinteractivity to support several exploration tasks. As theuser changes

the viewpoint, e.g. by rotating the virtual trackball, axis legends dynamically change, so that

one interactively seeshow the viewpoint change affectswhat ismapped along thescreen axes.

Separately, weset the transparenciesof thebiplot axesci to thevalues |h3
i |. Axes for variables

with low |h3
i | values get emphasized (opaque), telling that their variables can bewell read from

thecurrent viewpoint – seee.g. axes7,6,2 in Fig.48a. Conversely, axes for variables with high

|h3
i | values are more transparent, telling that these variables are hard to read from the current

viewpoint – seee.g. axis5 in Fig. 48b.

Viewpoint selection: We further assist users to choose a good viewpoint by interactive-and-

iterativeaxis alignment, as follows. Clicking any bar i in thex1 or x2 legendssmoothly rotates

theviewpoint to anew onewhere thebiplot axisci for theclicked variable isbest aligned, i.e.

has a maximal hj
i value, with the clicked screen axis x1 or x2. Shift-clicking a second bar i′

in the other legend (say, x2, if x1 was the first click) aligns variable i′ with x2, but constrains

viewpoint rotation around x1. This way, we get a viewpoint which best encodes the variation

of two user-chosen variables – i.e., creates the best-possible scatterplot i vs i′ allowed by the

given DR projection – with only two clicks. Figure48 illustrates this by showing how we align

variables 0 and 6 with the screen x and y axes (Fig.48a). The resulting alignment (Fig. 48b) also

shows that axes 0 and 6 (marked red) are slightly curved, so that the projection is non-linear.

They legend shows that the vertical dataspread is mainly explained by variable6. Thex legend

shows that the x spread is mainly explained by a mix of variables 0, 2, and 7, since the three

longest bars in this legend havequitesimilar sizes. Since variable0 is best aligned with the x

axis, by thealignment procedure, it means that variables2 and 7 must also be well aligned with

x too. It thus follows that variables 0, 2, and 7 project to (near) parallel axes in 3D, i.e., they are

strongly correlated. To check this, webrush the respectivebars in thex plot, which highlights
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their biplot axes in 3D (apart from highlighting thecorresponding bars in the three legends, as

explained earlier). Asshown in Fig. 48b, these are indeed correlated (the respectivebiplot axes

arenearly parallel). Note that our x or y alignment tool is crucial for discovering correlations.

Indeed, for the arbitrary viewpoint in Fig.48a, the y bars for e.g. variables 7 and 6 are quite

similar in length; yet, after alignment, we clearly see that variable6 isorthogonal to variable7.

Our approach is related to the legends in(BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013),

which show thevariation of thenD variables along thescreen x and y axes, and thevariation in

theview direction (thus, not visible from a given viewpoint). Yet, important differences exist.

First, the legends in (BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013) are static, as their 2D projection

is predefined by theSVD’s two largest eigenvectors. Our dynamic legendshelp reading thenD

variables from a interactively user-chosen viewpoint in 3D. For example, thex and y legends in

Fig.48ashow that that viewpoint does not clearly let us read individual variablesalong thex and

y screen axes, many bars are long in these legends. After alignment, the legends significantly

change (Fig.48b), telling us that x mapsmainly amix of variables0, 2, 7; and y mapsmainly

variable 6. Wealso see this in theobservability legend (Fig.48b, top right): Bars for variables6,

0, 2 and 7 are shortest (in this order), telling that these variables are indeed almost fully captured

by thexy screen-space. In contrast, bars for variables 1, 3 and 8 are longest; this indicates that

these variables are poorly observable in the xy screen space for the current viewpoint, since

they spread mainly in the z direction. Secondly, while (BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL,

2013) orient bars in all three legends upwards, wechose to orient theobservability legend bars

downwards. This is in line with the fact that long bars in the observability legend areundesirable

(they indicate variables we cannot see), while long bars in the x and y legends are desirable

(they indicatevariables wecan see). Thirdly, thecomputation of our bar heights isdifferent. In

(BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013), these are the so-called ‘ loadings’ of the input n

variablesvs the two eigenvectors used for 2D projection. Computing loadingsrequires explicit

knowledgeof theDR method f used (SVD, in(BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013)). In

contrast, we treat the DR method as a black box when creating our biplot axes (Sec. 5.3.1), and

computeour bar heightsseparately asa function of thebiplot axes’ positionsgiven by thecurrent

viewpoint (Eqn. 5.2). Hence, our biplot axescan bestraight linesor curves, depending on the

(non)linearity of f . In contrast, (BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013), which use thebiplot

set-up in(ABDI; VALENTIN, 2007), assume a linear projection.

5.3.3 Viewpoint legend

Dynamic axis-legends help seeing which variablesarevisible along thescreen axes from

agiven viewpoint, and also chooseagood viewpoint to examineagiven variablepair. Our next

question is: Given a3D DR projection, which relations (between all variable pairs) can we see

well if wehad time to go through all viewpoints?

Weanswer thisquestion by anew interactive widget: theviewpoint legend (Fig. 49). The
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Figure49 – Legend for viewpoint shown in Fig. 48 right.(a) Viewpoint sphere; (b) Matrix-plot view; (c) Transfer
functions for color and luminanceof the viewpoint sphere.

widget uses a sphere S(Fig.49a); each point v ∈Smaps theviewpoint for the view direction

c− v, wherec is thecenter of S. Thus, Scapturesall possibleviewpoints wecan examineour

3D DR projection from. Thecentral crossshows the current viewpoint. Weuniformly sample S,

in polar coordinates, by 400× 400 viewpoints, and define thequality of each sample-viewpoint

v in terms of showing thevariable-pair (i; j ̸= i) as

q(v; i; j) = ǁ(h1
i ;h2

i ) × (h1
j ;h

2
j )

Tǁ: (5.3)

Intuitively, q tellshow well wecan see from v thevariation of variable i vs j, modulo all possible

rotations of x1 and x2 in the view plane around the screen-normal axisx3 = c− v. This depends

on how well theDR from Rn to R3, and the3D-to-2D (screen) projection given by v, capture

this variation. Large q(v; i; j) values tell that the two biplot axes i, j are largeand form a large

angle (maximally, 90∘) on theview plane. Such viewpoints are interesting to explore, as they

show existing independent variable-pairs which also have largespreads.

For each sampleviewpoint v, wecompute themaximal valueof q for all variable-pairs

(i; j)

Q(v) = max
1≤ i≤ n;1≤ j≠ i≤ n

q(v; i; j ): (5.4)

For all v, wealso compute thenormalized maximal quality Q̄(v) ∈ [0;1] = Q(v)=maxu∈SQ(u)

and the variable-pair p(v) = (i; j) which maximizes q at v. Here, (i; j) are the variables that

definethe2D scatterplot-like view wecan best see from viewpoint v. Next, weselect the set P of

C = 8 distinct variable-pairs that have the largest values of q over all viewpoints v ∈S. P gives

theC variable-pairs wecan best visualize from all possible viewpoints. Weassign to each pair

p∈P, thus to all C best-visiblevariable-pairs, adistinct color c(p), using acategorical colormap,

and color the sphere pointsv as follows: If p(v) ∈P, weuse for v thecolor c(p), else weuse the
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color gray. Next, wemodulate thesaturation Sand brightnessV of theassigned color at v by the

quality Q̄(v) using the transfer functionsshown in Fig.49c. Thiseffectively mapsQ̄(v) to the

shading of the sphere: Low values aredark; mid-rangevaluesaresaturated; and high values are

white. Finally, we render this sphereusing standard bilinear color interpolation over aquad mesh

defined by our samplepoints v.

To help interpreting the shaded sphere, we add a separate matrix plot view (Fig.49b).

Each variable-pair (i; j ) mapsto a cell in thisplot. Cells are colored using a two-color scheme,

as follows. The first color isc(p) for cells of pairs p∈P, and is gray for other cells. Thesecond

color maps thevaluemaxv∈Sq(v; i; j) to agray value between black and white. Cells arecolored

by linearly interpolating between the first color, assigned to the cell-border, and the second

color, assigned to the cell-center. The matrix plot thus shows both theC best visible variable-

pairs, encoded by their respectivecolors, and also the relative quality of different variable-pairs,

encoded by the brightness of their respectivecell-centers.
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Figure50 – Selected viewpoint best showing scatterplot of variables 2 and 6.

Figure50 shows theadded-valueof our viewpoint-legend and matrix-plot for our doc-

uments dataset. Weexplore the viewpoint space interactively, as follows. Rotating thesphere

changes thecurrent viewpoint, which in turn dynamically updates the axis bar-charts (Sec. 5.3.2).

Conversely, rotating the 3D scatterplot (either manually or by axis-alignment animation, see

Sec.5.3.2) turns the sphere in sync to show the newly selected viewpoint. The cell for the

current viewpoint ishighlighted on thematrix plot, so wecan directly seewhich variable-pair is

best visible from that viewpoint, e.g. (2;6) in Fig. 50. Clicking any cell (i; j) in thematrix plot

smoothly rotates the viewpoint to onewhere thevariable-pair (i; j ) isbest visible, i.e. goes to the

viewpoint v whereq(v; i; j) ismaximal. Thisallows quickly navigating to such aviewpoint for

any given variable-pair – i.e., constructs thebest scatterplot (i; j);∀i ≠ j by one click.
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The viewpoint legend helps answering several questions, all related to choosing informa-

tiveviewpoints for 3D DR projections, as follows:

Where from should I examinepair (i; j)? Largesame-huespherezones, e.g. the green one in

Fig.50, show view-space areas from which the variable-pair (i; j) is best visible. Looking up

green in thematrix plot shows that this zonemaps thevariable-pair (2;6).

Is there any good viewpoint for (i; j)? Small color-zones show that some variable-pairs are

hard to see, sinceonly few viewpointsallow that. This tells users not to expect to ‘create’ such

scatterplots from thisDR projection, as this isvery hard or even not possible. In other words, if

understanding the correlation of such variable-pairs is important, one should first change the DR

projection.

How easy isit to examine(i; j)? Largebright highlights in spherezonesshow that therespective

variable-pair is easy to examine from many close viewpoints. Given our quality definition

(Eqn. 5.3), this means that the spread of values for these variables is large compared to other

variables, and that thebiplot axes’ angles for thesevariablesare large. This tells that creating

scatterplots for the respective two variables is very easy – just moveanywhere in the respective

highlight and you’ ll get thedesired scatterplot. Moreover, thematrix-plot cell brightnesses tell

us how easy is it to examine their respective variable-pairs from all possibleviewpoints: Bright

cells tell that there is at least one viewpoint from where the respective pairs can be examined

well (selectableby clicking that cell); dark cells tell that no such viewpoints exist.

What can I see from a given viewpoint? Highlights show viewpoints from where the variable-

pair given by thecolor around thehighlight is best visible. Dark zoneson the viewpoint sphere,

liketheones just outsidethegreen zonein Figure50, tell that thereisno easy-to-seevariable-pair

when looking at theplot from thecorresponding viewpoints. This isso since thepair which is

best visible from such viewpoints has a low quality, as indicated by the dark colors. Hence, such

zones tell that their respective viewpointsarearguably not useful for any visualization task.

How to relate more than 2 var iables? Color-zone borders show viewpoints where the best

visible variable-pair changesfor small viewpoint rotations. These are typically bad viewpoints to

examine asinglevariable-pair. However, as we shall see in Sec. 5.4.2, these aregood viewpoints

to examinegroupsof threeor morevariables.

5.4 Applicat ions

Wenext useour explanatory visualization techniques (enhanced biplot axes, axis legends,

viewpoint legend) to explore 3D DR projections and aid in coarse correlations. They were

constructed by threedifferent DR methods, for four different datasets. By showing moredatasets,

wecan easily explain how weaddress different kinds of questions with our tools, since each one
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hasdifferent dataand, consequently, different questions related to it.

5.4.1 Wine dataset : Finding good DR project ions

Thisn = 12D dataset has4898 points, each being adifferent sampleof vinho verdewhite

wine(CORTEZ et al., 2009). Variables includechemical properties, e.g. acidity, sugar and sulfur

contents, chlorides, density, pH, and alcohol percentage. The last attribute is a user-assigned

quality level. Tasks for thisdataset involvefinding correlations of the first 11 variables on the

one hand, and the quality on the other hand, over specific subsets of points; if found, such

correlationscould benext used to design automatic quality predictors(CORTEZ et al., 2009). To

useDR for such tasks, wefirst must decidewhich DR method isbest suited. Oneway for this

is to select the DR method that minimizesaggregated projection errors, also called aggregated

stress(MARTINSet al., 2014). Yet, many state-of-the-art DR techniques will yield quite similar

error values, so such aggregateerrorsarenot discriminatory enough.

Weconsider here threeDR methods: FBDR(TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003),

ISOMAP(TENENBAUM; SILVA; LANGFORD, 2000), and LAMP(JOIA et al., 2011b) to

project our dataset to 3D (other DR methods can beequally easily used). Figure51 shows the

obtained projections. For this dataset, these three projectionsyield very similar values for the

normalized stress metric (Eqn. 2.6): 0.75 (ISOMAP), 0.81 (FBDR), and 0.83 (LAMP). Hence,

how to say which DR method is best for discovering variable correlations?Showing our biplot

axes helps us here (Fig. 51). Wesee that FBDR and ISOMAP create, overall, quite twisted axes,

unlike LAMP. Reading data values and/or finding if such axes are highly correlated (nearly

parallel) or independent (nearly orthogonal) is clearly much easier if our axes arestraight lines

rather than curves. Our first finding is, thus, that LAMP is better for variable exploration in

general.

However, theabove does not imply that LAMPwould be thebest projection for more

specific tasks, likeexploring correlations of just two specific variables. Consider, for example,

alcohol and acidity. We see that thealcohol axis iscomparably straight for FBDR and LAMP –

hence, wecannot yet ruleout FBDR asauseful projection for this task. To study correlations

against alcohol, wefirst click on thealcohol bar in they legend to align it with thescreen y axis,

in all threeplots. Next, weuse thesameprocedureto align acidity with thescreen x axis (one

click on the acidity bar, x legend). For extra insight, wealso color points by acidity values, using

a blue-yellow-red divergent colormap. We now get several extra insights: First, we see that thex

legend for FBDR hasmany barsof nearly equal size to acidity. Hence, either FBDR doesnot

succeed in separating these variables during projection (which is bad), or we just discovered

that thesevariablesarehighly correlated (which isagood finding). Yet, LAMP shows a clear

exponential drop-off of the same bar-lengths. Since LAMP’s projection-error is roughly equal to

FBDR’s, it means that the respectivevariablesarenot correlated, hence the lack of separation

in FBDR is a limitation of FBDR. Separately, we see that ISOMAP creates a twisted acidity
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axis, and also shows asimilar artificial correlation of variable-projectionsalong thex screen axis.

Hence, we decide that LAMP is better than ISOMAP. Summarizing all above, weconclude that

LAMP is the best of the three projections (LAMP, ISOMAP, FBDR): It has a similar normalized

stress metric, but succeeds best in creating straight, and well-separated, variable-axes in 3D

projection space.

5.4.2 Mult i eld dataset : Explaining project ion shapes

Thisn= 10D dataset, from theIEEE Vis2008 contest, encodesa timestep of amultifield

simulation dataset describing the formation of theearly Universe(NORMAN; WHALEN, 2013).

Variablesencode matter density, temperature, and concentrations of 8 chemical species at 200K

samplepoints. By freely rotating the3D DR projection of this dataset (Figure 52), doneusing

LAMP, wenoticethat theprojection appears to be locally a2D saddle-likemanifold (point-cloud

surface). Wenext want to better understand the shape of this surface, and find the variables that

determine it.

To do this, we turn on our biplot axes. We immediately notice that axis 7 is by far the

longest – so variable 7 is important for explaining the projection’s shape. Aligning variable 7

with they screen axis shows that theprojection appears to havea ‘saddle’ shape (Fig. 52a). We

also see that axis 7 is nearly orthogonal to all other 9 biplot axes. Hence, the y spread of the

projection is mainly due to variable7.

Theviewpoint legend in Fig. 52ashows next that variable 5 hasa largevariation which

is largely independent on variable7 (bright green zoneon sphere; bright green cell in thematrix

plot). To better explore the shape variation due to variables 5 and 7, we next color points by

variable5, via thesamecolormap as in Fig.51. The result (Fig.52a) shows that the x stretch of

our saddleshapeiswell explained by variable5, which is high to the left and low to the right,

asshown by both the colormap and the red cell under thevariable-5 bar in thex legend. In this

figure, wealso noticean interesting ‘spike’ line-likeoutlier in the top-left area. Wecan explain

how thisspike, as an specific internal substructure, align with specific axes by looking at them

and see that the spike aligns best with axes 5 and 6. Iteratively aligning the x axis (click on

variable-5 bar in x legend, then click on variable-6 bar) shows that thespikebest alignswith axis

6, as the x bar for variable 6 is largest. Figure52b shows thisviewpoint, with points colored by

variable6. We can now easily explain thespike as the locus of pointshaving large variable-6

values (yellow..red). Indeed, all other points (on the saddle shape, not on the spike) have low

variable-6 values (blue).

The viewpoint legend in Fig.52b shows that there are many viewpoints from which

variables 6 and 7 project as independent axes (large brown areawith bright highlight on sphere;

bright highlight in the selected matrix-plot cell). Hence, variable 6 is indeed independent on

variable 7, which was found the most important for explaining the saddle shape. Aligning

variables 6 and 7 with the x and y axes respectively (two clicks in the x and y legends) shows
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both the spikeoutlier and the saddle shape in asingle view (Fig.52c). This view also shows that

axes5 and 6 arealmost parallel, so variables5 and 6 arehighly correlated. Wesee this also in

theviewpoint legend: Thecurrent viewpoint, which best shows variables 6 and 7, is very close

to thebrown-green zone border on thesphere. Also, both brown and green zoneshavevery large

bright highlights, and thebrown-green border is also bright. Hence, most viewpoints which best

show variables6 and 7 also best show variables5 and 7. Wethus refineour earlier explanation

of thesaddle: This shape isbest explained by variable 7 (in onedirection) and variables5 or 6

(in an orthogonal direction).

To explore variable6 further, we look at its row in the matrix plot, and click the purple

cell, to show its variation against variable 2. This aligns variables 2 and 6 with the x and y

axes respectively, yielding theview in Fig. 52d. The x and y axis legendsshow now clearly that

variables 5 and 6, respectively 2 and 3, arehighly correlated, since they havenearly equal and

almost maximal bars.

As a final point, let us consider theeffort required to explain the spike and saddle shapes

present in the3D scatterplot when using only classical projection exploration tools such as the

virtual trackball for rotation and theability to color all projection pointsby thevaluesof achosen

variable. Rotating thescatterplot so that webest see thespikeoutlier, i.e. with thespike nicely

aligned with the y axis, can take anything between 10 seconds (for an expert user) and 2 to

3 minutes (for someone not familiar with the virtual trackball being used), based on our own

observationswhen using the tool. In contrast, this takes just two clickson thex and y legends,

as explained earlier. Finding that the spike is best explained by variable 6, while thesaddle’s

spread in orthogonal direction to thespike isbest explained by variable2, requires, with standard

tools, iteratively selecting each of the 10 variables to color map theprojection, detecting visually

which is thestrongest color gradient aligned with the spike, respectively saddle, and memorizing

this value. Using our tools, the color cycling is not required; we can directly see which variables

align with specific scatterplot structures in terms of both biplot axes and axis legends.

5.4.3 Segmentat ion dataset : Comparing 2D and 3D project ions

Our third dataset has2300 pointswith n = 19 variables. Each point describesarandomly

chosen 3× 3 pixel-block from 7 manually segmented outdoor images, using 19 statistical image

attributes, such as color mean, standard deviation, and horizontal/vertical contrast (FRANK;

ASUNCION, 2010). An extramanually-set label attribute, not used in theDR projection, encodes

the image type for each point (JOIA et al., 2011b; PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2010).

Tasks for this dataset relate to designing automated image classifiers (using the 19 attributes) to

match the manual classification (label attribute) (PAULOVICH et al., 2011).

Figure53 shows this dataset using a 3D DR projection created by LAMP. By freely

rotating thisprojection, with points colored by label values, wesee that the longest biplot axis

maps variable0 (region-centroid-col). Aligning this axis with they screen axis (click on region-
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centroid-col bar in they legend) bringstheviewpoint into alargeredareaon theviewpoint-legend

sphere. In thematrix plot, wesee that red maps thevariable-pair (0;3). Wenext click this cell

to go to thebest viewpoint from which wecan examinevariables 0 and 3 (Fig.53a). The axis

legends tell now that y explains almost only variable 0, while x explains mainly variable 3

(short-line-density). This viewpoint gives us two other interesting insights. First, we see that

variable0 hasalmost no correlation with the label-ID, i.e., variable0 takesvirtually all values

in its range for any single label-ID value. Next, by slightly rotating the viewpoint around the

y axis (variable 0), we see that axes 1-18 are located roughly in a plane orthogonal to axis 0.

Together, the above tell us that variable 0 is not useful for classification, even though it is the

most important in termsof variation; and that theemerging clusterscan beexplained by variables

1-18.

To better understand the correlation of variables 1-18 with the label-ID, and thus get

more insight into developing a classifier, we could next (a) remove variable 0 from the input

dataset and redo the 3D DR projection (since we decided that this variable is not interesting); (b)

view thecurrent 3D projection from asuitableangle (to ignore thespread along axis 0); or (c)

usea2D DR projection rather than a 3D one (sinceFig.53asuggests us that all interesting data

variation occurs in a plane).

Weexaminenext option (b). In thematrix plot in Fig.53a, weseethat all brightly-colored

cells are in columns 0 and 3, i.e., the best viewpoints showing independent variable-pairs always

involvevariables 0 and 3. Thebest such viewpoint (brightest red cell) maps variable-pair (0;3)

we just studied. We thus now choose to align biplot axis 3 with the y screen axis, and biplot

axis 0 (which we are not interested in) with the viewing direction z (Fig.53b). We now see a

much clearer segregation of points by label-IDs into separatesame-color clusters. Thisshows

that thereexist, indeed, correlationsof the label-ID with attributes1-18 – thus, attributes 1-18

hold enough information to design a classifier. The biplot axes in Fig.53b help refining this

insight. For instance, weseeseveral strongly-correlated variables: Thegroup of axespointing

downwards (short-line-density-2, hedge-sd, hedge-mean, and vedge-mean) all describe image

edgefeatures. Thegroup of axespointing to theleft (raw-red-mean raw-green-mean, value-mean,

and intensity-mean) all capturemeans of the imagecolors. Correlating next these variables with

the label variable (point colors) is a first step into explaining the clusters – for instance, we

can now easily explain the isolated orange cluster as containing image-blocks having highly

saturated colors.

Wenext examineoption (c). For this, wecomputea2D projection using again LAMP.

Figure53c shows the result, with points colored again by label-ID. The overall placement of

clusters isquitesimilar, but not identical, to those in the3D projection in Fig.53b. To see which

of these two images isa more faithful projection, wecompute, for each point i, theaggregate
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normalized projection error em
i ∈ [0;1]

em
i = Â

j≠ i

dm(qi;q j)
maxi; j dm(qi;q j)

−
dn(pi;p j )

maxi; j dn(pi;p j )
: (5.5)

Here, dn, dm, p, and q have the same meaning as in Eqn.2.6. The error em
i , m∈ { 2;3} , tells

how well themD projection of apoint i approximates itsplacement in Rn from theperspective

of its distances to all other points j ≠ i. More details on this metric are given in Chapter 4

and(MARTINSet al., 2014).

Figures53d and 53eshow theerrorse3
i and e2

i for the3D and 2D projectionsin Figs.53b,c

respectively, color mapped as in Fig. 52. Whileboth projections ‘spread’ errorsquiteuniformly

over all points, and do not create any extreme errors, we see that e3
i is overall lower than e2

i .

So, the3D LAMPprojection preserves theoriginal nD distances better than 2D LAMP. Hence,

for this dataset, using a 3D DR projection, with a suitably chosen viewpoint provided by our

exploratory tools (Fig.53b) isbetter than using a2D DR projection generated by the sameDR

technique. This is not entirely surprising, once weunderstand Fig. 53a: The2D projection has to

accommodate the large variation of variable 0 in the same (limited) 2D space used to project

all other 18 variables. In contrast, the 3D projection can freely spread all this variation along

a separate spatial dimension. Thus, examining the 3D projection from the single viewpoint

shown in Fig53b – which is roughly equivalent to a2D projection of variables1-18 – isbetter,

error-wise, than using a 2D projection of the entiredataset.

Note that the useof our explanatory tools isvery different in thisuse-casethan in theone

discussed in Sec. 5.4.2. Indeed, in Sec. 5.4.2 we used our tools to select a variety of viewpoints,

which next helped us explain theprojection’sshape in termsof variables. In theexamplehere,

we used our tools to decide that wecan best explore theprojection from a single viewpoint, and

next to choose this viewpoint.

5.4.4 Software dataset : Finding meaningful clusters

Our fourth and final example uses a set of 6733 open-source software projects writ-

ten in C. The source code of each project was downloaded to compute 11 code quality met-

rics as averages over the project’s code files. A 12th metric gives the number of downloads

of each project (MEIRELLES et al., 2012). This yields a n = 12D dataset with 6733 points.

While(MEIRELLES et al., 2012) explored the statistical correlation of project quality with

download count, wewant to get finer-grained insights of the types of projects involved in the

studied code-basecollection.

For this, weusea3D LAMPprojection of our 12D dataset (Figs.54a-c). Wefirst find

the best-visible variable-pair from any 3D viewpoint, by clicking the bright green cell in the

matrix-plot in Fig.54a. This gives us variables 2 (ln-cof, or average coupling-factor, i.e. the

number of function-calls between files(LANZA; MARINESCU, 2006)) and 7 (ln-sum-tloc,
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or total number of lines-of-code). Next, we align axis 2, the longest of these two biplot axes,

with screen x axis (Fig. 54a). Wenotice two well-separated point clusters (A, B), which spread

orthogonally to biplot axis2 (ln-cof ). To understand what thesemean, wecolor pointsby variable

2. This shows that clustersA and B contain points having two different ranges of ln-cof values:

A contains low-coupling systems (such as libraries), whileB contains medium-coupling systems

(such as full applications). We also seehere a third cluster (C) formed by very high ln-cof points.

These pointsarealso orthogonal to axis 7 (ln-sum-tloc). Hence, to check if variable7 explains

cluster C, wenext color points by variable7 (Fig.54c): We now indeed see that nearly all points

in C have low values of variable 7, and all points in A and B have high values for variable

7. Thus, cluster C contains highly-coupled, small-scale software systems(small applications).

Summarizing, wefound that our 3D DR projection groupsour 6733 softwareprojectsin 3 classes:

large software projects (high values for ln-sum-tloc), further split by project type into libraries

(A) and full applications (B); andC, containing small applications (low values for ln-sum-tloc).

Theentire3D analysis requires just three clicks: one to align the screen x and y axes with the

best-separated variables ln-cof and ln-sum-tloc; and two further clicks to color points by values

of thesevariables respectively.

As for thesegmentation dataset (Sec.5.4.3), wewant next to see if a2D DR projection

could give us the same insight given by our 3D DR projection, i.e. that our 6733 software

projects can begrouped in 3 distinct classes. For this, we first color our 3D-projection pointsby

their aggregated projection error e3
i (Eqn.5.5). Figure54c shows this. Next, wedo anD-to-2D

projection (also by LAMP), and color it by itsprojection error e2
i (Fig. 54d). Comparing Figs. 54c

and d, wesee that, like for our segmentation dataset, both e3
i and e2

i areuniformly spread over

their respectiveprojections, with e3
i < e2

i on average. However, in contrast to thesegmentation

dataset, wesee that the3D DR projection creates threeclusters (explained by variables ln-cof

and ln-sum-tloc, asdiscussed); the2D projection creates only two clustersA′ and B′ (Fig. 54d).

By manual brushing of thedisplayed datapoints, we found that A′ contains amix of points in A

and B (large libraries and applications), whileB′ roughly corresponds toC (small systems). This

isalso visible in Figs.54a,b: Rotating theviewpoint along theview sphere, and looking at the

variation of theaxes legends (or alternatively, at thebiplot axes), wefind no viewpoint in which

n− 1 axes reside in, or close to, aplane. Thus, threeprojection-dimensions are truly needed to

show the data variation that encodes the three clusters – i.e., we need a 3D DR projection to

obtain a view that segregates our software systems into three clusters corresponding to large

libraries, largeapplications, and small systems. A 2D DR projection can only segregate software

projects into large and small systems, but not segregatebased on the coupling type (applications

vs libraries).

5.4.5 Axis alignment vs project ion quality

Thekey added-value of our explanatory tools is related to cases when one chooses to

use 3D, rather than themore commonly-used 2D, DR projections. Indeed, for 3D projections
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viewpoint and navigation choicescritically affect obtained insights(PAULOVICH et al., 2008;

SEDLMAIR; MUNZER; TORY, 2013). Let usexplain this. Our final 2D view which is rendered

on thescreen can be seen asbeing created by ‘concatenating’ anD-to-3D DR projection (Pn3)

with a 3D-to-2D screen projection (P32). As mentioned, Pn3 typically hasa lower error than a

direct nD-to-2D DR projection (Pn2). Our toolsallow understanding and controlling the error

given by P32; in contrast, aPn2 does not allow any kind of similar error control. For instance, we

can interactively changeP32 to select which variables, or dataset parts, are finally best visible. If,

in any view, oneaxis is small, it means that this variable is not visible in that view, so wecannot

reason about it. However, wecan rotate the view by aligning this axis to the 2D screen and next

interpret theresulting view, thereby obtaining thebest view that showsthespread of that variable.

In particular, aP32 using the two longest axes is as precise asa direct Pn2, in termsof stress error.

Note that thiscannot bedone with adirect Pn2: If an axis is small in such aprojection, wecannot

do anything to interactively improve that, and no interpretation of data-variations along that axis

is possible. Regarding occlusion, our solution is as good as, or better than, using a direct Pn2:

In our 2D views, occlusion means that 3D pointsoverlap along view lines; yet, wecan choose

other 3D viewpointswheresuch overlaps aredecreased; in contrast, such overlaps occur in any

Pn2 too, and we cannot do anything to decrease them in that case.

Studying the relationship of the quality of a 3D projection as compared with a 2D

projection of the samedata isworth amoredetailed study. One important question related to this

is: How does thequality of a 3D projection changing when the user changes theviewpoint to

examine it, e.g., when aligning theprojection along, or orthogonally to, the longest or shortest

biplot axis? To answer this question, we performed several experiments, described next.

In the first experiment, we created a synthetic dataset having four variables and 1000

observations. The advantage of using a synthetic dataset is that we can precisely control the

distribution of observations in high-dimensional space and, thereby, control the sizes of the

emerging biplot axes. Thedataset wasnext projected to threedimensionsusing LAMP. Using

this dataset, wewant to analyzehow theprojection quality changes when varying theviewpoint

between theposition where the longest biplot axis isbest viewed (i.e., thebiplot axis is parallel

to oneof the screen axes), and the position where this axis is worst viewed (i.e., thebiplot axis is

orthogonal to thescreen). To ensurethat our dataset indeed hasone long biplot axis, and knowing

that thesizeof abiplot axiscorrespondsto itsvariable variance, weartificially generated three

variableswith similar pseudo-Gaussian distributionswith 5000 as mean and 1500 asstandard

deviation. Thisdeliversusthreecorresponding biplot axesof similar lengths. Thefourth (longest)

axis was created by distributing variable values using an exponential function f (x) = x1:5 where

1 ≤ x < 1000. Figure 55 shows the vertical rotation of the long biplot axis (variable ’3:exp’ ),

from the best position where thisaxis is aligned with they screen axis (Fig. 55a) to theworst

position, where theaxis is orthogonal to thescreen.

To study theprojection quality, we use our error metrics presented in Chapter 4, applied
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to the two-dimensional projected pointscorresponding to a given viewpoint of the 3D projection.

Thebest view (Fig. 55a) showsavery good projection quality in termsof both falseneighbors

(Fig. 55b) and also in terms of aggregated error (Fig. 55c). Aswerotate the longest biplot axis

towards its worst position (Fig. 55d, middle view), we see how both above-mentioned errors

start increasing. In particular, we see high values for the aggregated error at the top of the

projected point-cloud. When wereach theworst possiblealignment for theselected biplot axis

(Fig. 55g), where this axis is orthogonal to thescreen, weclearly seea lot more false neighbors

(Fig. 55h) and many high values for theaggregated error. All in all, theexperiment tellsus that

the alignment of biplot axes with the screen is a good measure of the projection quality. At a

higher level, this tellsus that our axis legends (Sec. 5.3.2), which quantify thisalignment, are

indeed good proxy representations for thequality of aprojection.
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Figure55 – Vertical rotation of longest biplot axis (variable ’3:exp’ ) and corresponding aggregated error and false
neighborsviews, synthetic dataset.

In thesecond experiment, wewant to study how theprojection quality variesasafunction
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of the alignment of the shortest biplot axis in a projection. For this, we use a similar dataset

of four variablesand 1000 observations. Thefirst threevariables arecreated identically to the

first dataset. The fourth variable isgenerated by sampling an inverse function f (x) = a=x with

a = 5000 and 1 ≤ x < 1000, and corresponds to the shortest biplot axis. Figure 56 shows the

vertical rotation of theshort biplot axis from its position of best alignment with thescreen to the

worst alignment position wheretheaxis isorthogonal to thescreen. Looking at thecorresponding

error plots, we see that neither the false neighbors (Figs. 56b,e,h) nor the aggregated error

(Figs. 56c,f,i) error valueschange much. In summary, by inspecting both our synthetic datasets,

wecan see adirect relation between theprojection quality and thescreen alignment of abiplot

axis. If theaxis is long, itsalignment iscritical to, and iscapableof, producing a high-quality

projection. If theaxis is short, its alignment will not interferemuch with theprojection quality.
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Figure 56 – Vertical rotation of shortest biplot axis (variable ’3:inv’ ) and corresponding aggregated error and false
neighbors views, synthetic dataset.

However, both aboveexperiments involve artificial datasets. Westill need to study how

projection quality relates to biplot axisalignment for real-world datasets. To study this, weuse
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the winedataset which has1599 pointsand 11 attributes. As for theprevious two experiments,

weuseLAMPasprojection method. Thefirst observation to bemade for this dataset is that it has

has five long axes, two short axes, and three axes of intermediate length. This is amorecomplex

situation than the earlier two synthetic cases, which included one long biplot axis, respectively

one short one, from a total of four. We next notice that the longest biplot axis corresponds to the

’2:citric_acid’ variable. As for thefirst synthetic-dataset experiment, westudy the error variation

as function of thealignment of this axis with thescreen. Comparing thefalse-neighbor views

for different alignments, wecan see slight differences. For thebest alignment viewpoint, false

neighbors have more middle values (yellow edges), while the worst alignment shows higher

values (red edges). Regarding theaggregated error, wesee that thebest alignment concentrates

the middleand higher errors in the top-right of the point cloud, showing two outlier red points

(highest error values). For the worst alignment, we see the appearanceof one more red point,

and also see that middle-rangeerror valuesget moreseparated in two regions (top, down-left)

in theprojection. Repeating theexperiment by varying thealignment of theshortest biplot axis

(axis3), weseeasimilar error variation as for the longest biplot axisalignment. For theworst

alignment, the false-neighborsview shows more orangeedges and slightly morered edgesthan

the best alignment case. In the aggregated error view for the worst alignment, two additional red

pointsappear as compared to the best alignment.

Summarizing theaboveobservations, wecan say that, for datasets which haveapartic-

ularly long biplot axis, thealignment of thisaxis with respect to thescreen does significantly

influence the projection quality. Hence, the tools described earlier in this chapter for aligning

axes to the screen have the additional value of being useful to control the projection quality,

besidesbringing specific datavariations into focus. In contrast, for datasetswhich do not have

such clear outlier biplot axes, the choiceof viewpoint doesnot significantly affect the overall

projection quality. Hence, the choiceof viewpoint, for such datasets, should be based mainly on

the interest of the viewer in examining particular variables, rather than on the projection quality.

5.5 Discussion

Several pointsare relevant to discuss, as follows.

Scope: Theeffectiveness of our techniques depends, of course, on thequality of theDR projec-

tion and natureof theunderlying nD dataset. If theprojection captures distinct, well-separated,

patterns in mD, our techniques will help explain the relationships of these patterns with the

original n dimensions, and next choosegood viewpoints to examine them. If the DR projection

is suboptimally done, or if the input dataset does not exhibit any clearly segregated patterns, our

techniques provide little additional insight in the data. So, our scope is to help users explain

patterns, through in course correlations, the projected data in terms of the original variables,

if such patterns exist in mD. If patterns areabsent, oneshould usecomplementary techniques,

outside the scope of our work, to improve the DR projection being used, e.g. (MARTINS et
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Figure 57 – Best and worst viewpoints for the longest and shortest biplot axes, and corresponding false-neighbors
and aggregated error views, real-world winedataset.

al., 2014). Separately, if thenD dataareclearly segregated into clustersand if oneonly wants

to find such clusters, rather than the more fine-grained task of explaining spreads in the data

or correlations of specific variables, our techniques are as useful as most state-of-the-art data

clustering methods out there.

Generality: Our techniques work directly with any (non)linear DR technique that projects n
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variables to m= 3 dimensions, without needing to modify, or access the internals of, the DR

technique. This isunlike(GREENACRE, 2010; ABDI; VALENTIN, 2007; OELTZE et al., 2007;

BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013), which need to know that the DR being used is

PCA or SVD to compute loading values. Our examples shown here useLAMP, ISOMAP, and

FBDR as DR techniques. We have equally easily used LSP(PAULOVICH et al., 2008) and

PLMP(PAULOVICH; SILVA; NONATO, 2010). Other DR projection techniques can be equally

easily used, with no changes to our proposal.

Scalability: Our methods are simple to implement and computationally scalable: Weonly need

to apply the chosen DR projection to a small set of sample points distributed along the input

variables (Sec. 5.3.1). For adataset of D variables, N data points, and anumber of nmax variables

shown in the proposed legends, thecomplexities areO(D) for the biplot calculation, O(nmax) for

theaxis legends, and O(n2
max) (for theviewpoint legend) respectively. Thememory complexity of

the entireset of techniques is O(N·D), i.e., equal to thesizeof the dataset to be stored. Visually,

our axes legends, biplot axes, and viewpoint legend scalewell up to roughly nmax = 20 variables,

in line with other multivariate visualization techniques(OELTZE et al., 2007; ELMQVIST;

DRAGICEVIC; FEKETE, 2008; BROEKSEMA; TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013; CHAN; CORREA;

MA, 2014). When the input dataset hasmorevariables, axis legendsautomatically show thenmax

most visiblevariables for thecurrent viewpoint, which is thebest wecan do in such situations

(Sec.5.3.2).

Compar ison: Our axis-alignment and viewpoint legendshavesomesimilarities(and differences)

with ‘ rolling thedice’ (RTD) (ELMQVIST; DRAGICEVIC; FEKETE, 2008). Our axis-alignment

(Sec. 5.3.1) and best-viewpoint tools (Sec. 5.3.3) resemble the scatterplot-matrix cells in the

senseof selecting ‘ interesting’ variable-pairs. Yet, whileRTD defines theseconfigurations as

variable pairs mapped to Cartesian scatterplots, we define these as viewpoints in a 3D space

given by theDR projection that can best highlight variable-combinations of interest. Sincewe

cannot control the DR projection, our viewpoints can show orthogonal biplot axes, but also

slanted and/or curved axes of different lengths. Also, our viewpoints show, by construction, all

projected axes, rather than afixed subset of two. Finding agood data-exploration sequence is

equivalent, in our case, to finding anavigation-path between highlights on theviewpoint legend

sphere. Themain added valueof theviewpoint legend is that it showsall possibleviewpoints

in-between thesehighlights.

Technical details: Our categorical, continuouscolormaps, and transfer function choices (Sec.,

5.3.3) are, of course, open. Better alternatives may exist for specific user groups and work

domains. We used simple and well-known presets for these designsprecisely to make it easier to

separateour contributions from such specific design elements.
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Evaluation: Weevaluated theproposed techniques on 9 datasets (300 to 200K points, and 6 to

25 variables). Learning to interpret the axes biplots, axes legends, and viewpoint legend was

perceived as very simple and intuitive, mainly due to the fact that all these visualizations are

interactive and dynamically change as the user rotates theviewpoint. Besides theselection of the

variableused to color points, our techniquesdo not requireany explicit parameter user-setting.

Compared to classical 2D scatterplots, our techniquesneed additional timeto learn them (around

20 minutes, asobserved by explaining them to 9 usersnot involved in thiswork) – which is in line

with learning times reported in(ELMQVIST; DRAGICEVIC; FEKETE, 2008; BROEKSEMA;

TELEA; BAUDEL, 2013) for similar tasksand user counts. Users found the biplot axes easiest

to understand and use, arguably due to the fact that similar axesappear in many typesof plots.

The interactive axis alignment described in Sec. 3.2 was also found simple to understand and

use, as it requires basically two clicks in thedesired bars of the x and y axis legends. Using the

viewpoint legend wasperceived as themost complicated, as thiswidget requiresmemorizing

theappearance of several largesame-color areas on the surfaceof the sphere while interactively

rotating the viewpoint. We acknowledge that these findings need more refinement and validation,

e.g. in terms of acontrolled user study.

L imitations: Large 3D DR scatterplots inherently generateocclusion which, even with trans-

parency and interaction, can be hard to disambiguate. Biplot axes for a few highly non-linear

projections (e.g. force-based methods(TEJADA; MINGHIM; NONATO, 2003; PEKALSKA et

al., 1999)) arehighly curved. Yet, such methodsarenot preferred, precisely becauseof their error

ratesand thedifficulty of finding globally good viewpoints, and thus affect our overall proposal

only marginally. Our tools do not aim to fully remove interactive trial-and-error exploration,

such asbrushing or viewpoint selection. Their added-value is to make interaction more targeted

towards a given goal – e.g., when (slightly) changing a viewpoint, one immediately sees the

effect on the axis biplots, axis legends, and viewpoint legend, and thuscan better estimate what

to expect to seewhen turning theviewpoint thisor that way; when onewants to examine one

or two specific variables in context, weallow doing this by just two clicks on the axis-legend

bars for those variables. Separately, we note that our examples in Sec. 5.4 do not imply that

3D projections are always bet for addressing all related tasks: rather, we show how 3D DR

projections, if chosen for thesakeof minimizing distance errors, can bemademoreeffectiveas

compared to raw 3D scatterplots.

5.6 Conclusion

Wehavepresented aset of interactive visualizations that help users exploreand explain

3D dimensionality-reduction (DR) projectionsof high-dimensional data. Our methods, realized
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as linked views, explain the meaning of projected dimensions in terms of original variables;

show projection nonlinearities and correlations (or lack thereof) for these variables; help finding

good viewpoints from which given variable-pairs can bebest explored; and quickly show which

variable-pairscan beexplored from any possibleviewpoint. Globally, our techniquesaim to help

users interpret raw 3D projections in typical xy scatterplot terms. Our techniques are easy to

implement, scalewell computationally and visually, and can beadded in anon-intrusiveway to

any DR techniqueas extraaids to classical brushing and color-mapping explanatory tools.

Separately, we analyzed how the quality of 2D views of such 3D projections varies

in function of the biplot axis alignment with the screen, by using the projection error views

introduced in Chapter 4. The performed experiments show that, for datasets exhibiting long

biplot axes, their screen alignment does matter for projection quality. Thisgives an additional

value to the axis and viewpoint legends presented in this chapter, which can thus be used to

estimate, and improve, theprojection error corresponding to agiven axis alignment.

At ahigh level, thetoolspresented here, and corresponding application examples, support

the view that 3D dimensionality-reduction projections can be easy to explore in practice. Given

that their overall projection error is known to be lower than for corresponding 2D projections,

thismakes 3D projections an interesting practical alternative to theuse of the better-known 2D

projections. We shall explore the comparative added value of 2D projections and 3D projec-

tions using our interactive explanatory tools further in Chapter 6 in the context of a concrete

application.

Future work targets enhancing the insight given by our explanatory visualizations, by

studying how the local nonlinearity of projections, and local projection errors, can be better

and more intuitively conveyed for 3D projectionsof largedatasets. Validating thevalueof our

visualizationsviauser studies is asecond important futurework topic.
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CHAPTER

6
THE SHAPE OF THE GAM E

Abstract: Sports videos, such as soccer matches, area prime exampleof rich multimediacontent

of high interest to a broad public. This has been recognized by many researchers who focus

on analytic solutions for such data, such as theonlinedetection of interesting events, analysis

of team strategies, or comparison of teams’ statistics. Significant research also focuses on

efficient algorithms to detect match statistics, strategy, retrieval and indexing or summarization.

In contrast, theproblem of presenting such information to thecasual end user isstudied much

less. In thischapter, weaddress this last goal, by proposing asimplebut efficient visual metaphor

to help non-specialist users browse and get insight in soccer matches. For this, we extract video

segments, based on audio and metadata, identifying themain events according to the narrator’s

emotion. We next use such events to create a visual representation that preserves the video

sequence but highlights themost important events. The proposed visualization enables the quick

identification and navigation to the main events of a soccer video, and also away to compare

different matchesand entire tournaments. To understand theadded valueof our visualization, we

perform several user studies involving our proposed video-browsing tool, and also compare it

with theexploration of thesamedataby using classical multidimensional projections.

6.1 Int roduct ion

Thedevelopment of multimediaand network technologiesprovidesan increasing pres-

ence of video content over broadcasting and streaming services. Recently, the 2014 World

Cup soccer tournament registered record-breaking audiences all over the world(IPTV-News,

2014), becoming themost accessibleedition of asoccer tournament in history, reaching up to

5.9 billion screens all over theworld(Ovum, Inc., 2014). In linewith this phenomenon, there

is a steady increase of interest in soccer video analysis(D’ORAZIO; LEO, 2010) involving

multimedia information retrieval, video indexing and processing, video semantic analysis, and

video visualization. Soccer videosarea rich form of multimediacontent, consisting of several
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audio and/or video tracks, subtitles, and related metadata. As such, they form an interesting

target for our exploration of thepossibilities of visual analysisof multidimensional multimedia

data.

Different kindsof insightsand information can be identified using soccer video analy-

sis(OSKOUIE; ALIPOUR; EFTEKHARI-MOGHADAM, 2014). Userswho wish to seeonly

important or interesting events, also known as highlights, are best served by match summa-

rization systems(TAVASSOLIPOUR; KARIMIAN; KASAEI, 2014; RAVENTOSet al., 2014;

NGUYEN; YOSHITAKA, 2014). Users who want to see the team strategy, by e.g. tracking

theball and/or players in thefield, arebest served by tactical-information systems(LUCEY et

al., 2013; WEI et al., 2013; PERIN; VUILLEMOT; FEKETE, 2013). Systems that compute

match statistics are useful when one wants a quantitative game analysis including red and yellow

cards, ball possession, shots on target, and goals(RUSU et al., 2010; KHACHAREM et al.,

2013; PERIN; VUILLEMOT; FEKETE, 2014). Finally, users who want to find similar matches

or match fragments are best served by search-by-example systems using video retrieval and

indexing techniques(SULSER; GIANGRECO; SCHULDT, 2014; KOLEKAR, 2011).

There are two fundamentally different approaches to getting insight into such data, as

follows.

Data-centr ic approach: The first such approach is a data-centric one. In this approach, we

consider out multimedia data as a multidimensional dataset, where observations encode all

availabledatameasured at different time instants, and dimensions encodethe different attributes

being measured at such time instants, respectively. Next, wecan use thevariousvisualization

techniques designed for multidimensional data to explore thisdataset. Since the focus of this

thesis is on multidimensional projections, natural questions that arise is are how effectiveare

projections for this exploration, and what type of insights can beobtained from our multimedia

databy using them?

User-centr ic approach: While the above data-centric approach has the potential to reveal

interesting insights, it isarguably not themost effectiveone for certain end-users interested in

our soccer multimedia data. Multidimensional projections are not particularly easy to use, or

appealing for, casual userssuch as typical soccer fans. For instance, such visual metaphors may

not be theoptimal ones to help our casual users to easily answer questions like “Which events

are interesting in this match?” , “Are there any polemic or controversial events?” , “Which team

has thebest performance?”, “When do themain eventsoccur in thematch?” . Thesameproblems

occur, even more prominently, for tasks related to comparing different matches or analyzing

entire tournaments. With such users in mind, and their questions, other visualization designs may

bebetter.

Summarizing theabove, we identify two related research questions:
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1. How much, and what types of, insight can we get from analyzing only the audio and

metadatadimensions of asoccer multimedia dataset, using multidimensional projections?

2. Are other visualization designs, apart from multidimensional projections, able to convey

different insights, and in an easier way, to casual end userssuch as sports fans?

The two abovequestions are inter-related, since they both aim to explore thesametype

of data (by different methods), and weare interested to identify theadvantagesand limitations

of thesedifferent methods. However, they also have independent components, since they target

different users with potentially different typesof questions. To answer theabovequestions, we

proposea two-step approach, as follows.

In thefirst step, westudy our multimediadata from auser-centric exploration perspective.

For this, we first extract anumber of relevant attributes from themultimediadata. In detail, we

extract video segments, which we further call “video skims”, based on audio and metadata, so

that the main events of thematch are identified according to thenarrator’s emotion. Next, we

use such skims to create a visual representation that preserves the video’s temporal sequence

but also highlights the most important events. The proposed visual representation enables an

easy identification of theeventsof interest and allowsusers to quickly navigate to, or between,

them when exploring a match. Additionally, our visualization supports exploration of matches at

coarser scales, such as evaluating the quality of a match or parts thereof and comparing different

matches or tournaments. Interacting with the proposed visual representation is very simple, and

can bedoneby using a typical remotecontroller, ametaphor which is arguably well known by

our end-user group.

In the second step, we take a data-centric approach. We regard the time-dependent

events extracted from thesoccer multimediadataasamultidimensional dataset. Next, weuse

classical two-dimensional and three-dimensional projections, and their associated interactive

exploration tools, to explore thisdataset, searching for various typesof insights. This approach

offers a fundamentally different way to look at the (same) underlying data as compared to

the first approach outlined above. In particular, events of a more fine-grained nature can be

located, and global correlationsbetween themeasured attributes can bestudied. By comparing

the types of insights obtained with the two visualization approaches, and the interaction and

reasoning patterns involved in obtaining these insights, wedraw several conclusions regarding

the suitability of multidimensional projections as tools for exploring multidimensional data

obtained from multimediacontent, as a function of the types of questions being posed and the

types of users involved in theexploration.

In Section 6.2, weoverview related work in sport visualization and match summarization.

Section 6.3 presents our first approach, the user-centric approach to exploration of sports videos

aimed at sports fans. We present this approach first, since it is simpler to follow than our

second multidimensional data-centric approach, and it also offers a quick introduction to the
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structureof our multimediadata. Section 6.4 presents experimental resultsof our user-centric

visualization approach. Section 6.5 presents our second approach for exploring sports videos

using multidimensional projections, aimed at morespecialized users. Section 6.6 discusses and

comparesour two visualization approaches, and thereby outlines advantages and limitations of

themultidimensional projection exploration metaphor. Section 6.7 concludes thechapter.

6.2 Related Work

Due to the huge popularity of soccer, several solutions have been proposed to extract

insights from soccer videos. At a global level, we can divide these solutions into two categories,

as follows.

Specialized systems: These solutions typically present complex information extracted from the

sports multimediadata at a relatively high level of detail, and areaimed for professionalssuch as

trainers, sportsanalysts, and sportscommentators. From atechnical perspective, these solutions

aredesigned similar to many other visual analytics systems, offering multiple linked views for

exploring the extracted events from the multimedia data, detecting patterns and outliers, and

creating and iteratively refining hypotheses on the underlying phenomena. From a visualization

perspective, themain contributions in thisclass target thepresentation of statistical (RUSU et al.,

2010; KHACHAREM et al., 2013; PERIN; VUILLEMOT; FEKETE, 2014) and tactical (LUCEY

et al., 2013; WEI et al., 2013; PERIN; VUILLEMOT; FEKETE, 2013) soccer match information.

Improving upon the traditional soccer ranking tables, À Table! provides temporal navigation in

two different views(PERIN; VUILLEMOT; FEKETE, 2014): dynamic animation over therows

of the ranking table and a transient line-chart of team ranks to visually explore theperformance

of teams in a championship. Khacharem et al. useanimation to convey dynamic time-dependent

datasuch asmotion and trajectory in asingle display (KHACHAREM et al., 2013). They also

observed that non-expert userspreferred the simpler static visualizations, while experts preferred

the more complex dynamic ones. Soccer Scoop proposes two visualizations (field and player

viewer) to show and compare the dynamics of distinct players, for the user group consisting

of team managers(RUSU et al., 2010). Based on thevisualized statistics, team managers were

able to determine strategic insights, like if a particular player plays better on the road or at

home. Similar insights and use-caseswerepresented by Lucey et al. who analyze spatiotemporal

dataobtained by tracking theball in English Premier Leaguematches(LUCEY et al., 2013). In

particular, they showed how hypotheses such as “win at homeand draw away” can bechecked

based purely on thevideo data. Spatiotemporal tracking of player positions was used in(WEI et

al., 2013) to detect team-formation patterns associated with match events. SoccerStories conveys

tactical and statistical information in a singleview, showing player actionsand ball shots at the

sametimeof gameand individual player statistics(PERIN; VUILLEMOT; FEKETE, 2013).
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End-user systems: Apart from theabovemoreadvanced visualization systems, which aim to

provide tactical and statistical information to expert users, several other systems havebeen de-

signed for thecasual user (typical soccer fan), such asvideo summarization(TAVASSOLIPOUR;

KARIMIAN; KASAEI, 2014; RAVENTOSet al., 2014; NGUYEN; YOSHITAKA, 2014) and

content retrieval systems(SULSER; GIANGRECO; SCHULDT, 2014; KOLEKAR, 2011). In

thiscontext, themain aimsare to help casual users to save timewhile browsing match videos, by

attracting attention to themain match events. The main goal of video summarization is to detect

typical eventsof interest (e.g. foul, goal, shot, corner, offside) (TAVASSOLIPOUR; KARIMIAN;

KASAEI, 2014), or detect themain match events, also known ashighlights(RAVENTOS et al.,

2014; NGUYEN; YOSHITAKA, 2014). For example, thevideosummarization in(TAVASSOLIPOUR;

KARIMIAN; KASAEI, 2014) usesBayesian networkstoclassify anddetect, through “play-break”

semantic units, seven different event types: goal, card, goal attempt, corner, offside, foul and

non-highlight. This ideawas extended to capturenot only game highlights, but also competition-

intensive scenes and emotional events, which are presented as frame sequences(NGUYEN;

YOSHITAKA, 2014). Soccer highlights can beautomatically generated from audio and video

descriptors(RAVENTOSet al., 2014). After segmenting thevideo into shots, audio detectors

including an algorithm for referee’s whistle were used to create the highlights. For retrieval

systems, CrowdSport usescrowd-related information to generatesemantic annotationsand create

short video snippets enriched with event information such as team behavior and individual

player motion(SULSER; GIANGRECO; SCHULDT, 2014). Relatedly, Kolekar et al. used a

probabilistic Bayesian belief network (BBN) method to index important soccer and cricket video

fragmentsdetected by semantic concept-labelsand audio features(KOLEKAR, 2011). Thiswork

could also be considered as video summarization, since they provide to the end user a set of

video clips for each specific event detected.

Summarizing all theabove, wesee that, whilemany efficient and effectivemethods for

video summarization and event extraction have been proposed, less attention has been dedicated

to present the summarized or indexed information in an easy-to-understand and easy-to-use

way to thecasual watcher. Assuch, our first visualization approach, described next, focuseson

presenting asoccer video summarization approach based on asimpleand easy-to-understand

visual metaphor.

6.3 User-Cent ric Approach: Videoplayer-style Sports Video

Sumarizat ion

To tackle the problem of summarizing sport videos and providing a representation to

speed-up video browsing, we propose a two-step approach (see also Fig. 58). In the first step, the

most important or interesting events, thehighlights, are identified based on (a) sound information

extracted from the actual video and (b) metadata retrieved from the Internet that represents
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variousmatch statistics, such asgoals, cards (yellow/red) and substitutions. In the second step,

thevideo issegmented, based on thedetected highlights, into multiplesmall segments, the‘video

skims’ , that are used to create the visual representation of the match. Users can interact with this

representation to focuson themost interesting moments, get more insight on specific moments

or match phases, and compareseveral matches. Thesestepsaredetailed next.

Highlight Extraction
Video

Video Skim
Extraction

Visual 
Representation

Highlight Visualization

Metadata
Highlight

Audio
Highlight

Figure 58 – Pipelineof the construction of our visual summarization.

6.3.1 Detect ion of audio highlights

The sound track of the major broadcasted sports – soccer in particular – is composed

mainly of foreground commentary coexisting with background noise. Essential to match summa-

rization, the most important events can be identified by analyzing both the foreground sound

(which contains thenarrator’s speech) and also thebackground sound (which contains audience

cheering and applauseand/or the refereewhistle). A common feature to describehighlights is

thesound volumeor loudness(LEONARDI; MIGLIORATI; PRANDINI, 2004).

In our approach, similarly to (LEONARDI; MIGLIORATI; PRANDINI, 2004), we

detect highlights based on the audio loudness. For this, we first divide the audio signal into

short sub-segments, called clips(WANG; LIU; HUANG, 2000). A clip consists of a certain

number of partially overlapping audio-frames, depending on the sampling frequency. In our

experiments, each clip is a one second time-interval in a mono channel, sampled at 44:1kHz,

resulting in 86 audio-frames, each frame composed of 1024 consecutive audio samples with

50% overlap between adjacent frames(512 samples in common with theprevious frame). The

loudness l f rame(k) of a frame k is given by the RMS (Root Mean Square) of the audio signal

magnitude, i.e.

l f rame(k) =

v
u
u
t 1

N

N− 1

Â
n= 0

y2
k;n;

where { yk;n} 0≤ n< N is the set of N = 1024 audio samples of frame k. For each clip c, we next

compute its audio loudness lcl i p(c) as themean valueof all frame loudnesses in theclip, i.e.

lcl i p(c) =
1
86 Â

k∈c

l f rame(k); (6.1)
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Based on this information, we next define highlights as those clips with the largest

loudness in thevideo that arenot neighbors, considering a window of size 2t, of aclip with a

larger loudness. Weset t = 7 seconds as wedo not expect that consecutivehighlightsoccur in

less than 7 seconds in asoccer match. Separately, thenumber of identified highlights is limited

by the user according to the display area available, or considering a minimum value of loudness

(as discussed further in Sec. 6.4).

6.3.2 Detect ion of metadata highlights

Besides extracting highlights by analyzing the video content, one can use alternative

information sources, such asexternal text sources. Also known as metadata, this typeof datacan

enhance semantic analysissince it can providevaluable information such as descriptions and

time information of match events. In our work, weused metadata from an open-sourcesoccer

API describing all 2014 World Cup matches (see Sec. 6.4.1). This API provides descriptions

about three different types of events (goals, substitutions and cards) and their respective time

stamps. Goal events also include the scoring player’s name. Substitution events mention the

entering and exiting player names. Card events indicate the card type(color) and involved player.

Onehighlight is extracted per event.

We next show how the metadata+sound highlights are used both for segmenting the

video and for creating thevisual representations of important events during amatch.

6.3.3 Const ruct ing the visual representat ion

To show the highlights, we chose to use a video-abstraction artifact called ‘video

skim’ (TRUONG; VENKATESH, 2007) rather than traditional keyframes, due to the higher

summarization power that such video skims offer as opposed to static images. In our approach, a

video skim is a video segment centered on a detected highlight, having a duration of 2t = 15

seconds (Sec. 6.3.1). Making the length of avideo skim equal to 2t guarantees that no important

highlight is lost and that each highlight is represented by asinglevideo skim. Extracted video

skims are resized to reflect the importance of the respective highlights they represent. Below,

we first discuss how the importance is computed, based on the audio signal and/or the video

metadata. Next, we discuss how video skims are resized and assembled to produce the final

visualization.

Audio highlights importance: The importancesA(vi) of avideo skim vi extracted considering

theaudio highlight corresponding to theclip ci (Sec. 6.3.1) is computed based on the loudness

of ci as

sA(vi) =
lcl i p(ci) − r min

r max − r min
+ 1

2

(6.2)
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where lcl i p(ci) is the loudness (Eqn. 6.1) of the clip ci, and r max and r min are the maximum

and minimum loudness valuesof theentirevideo, respectively. The importancesA(vi) ranges

between 1 and 4, with larger values indicating more important audio events.

Metadata highlights importance: As with theaudio highlights, an importance sM(vi) is calcu-

lated for each video skim vi that is extracted from the metadata highlights. In contrast to audio

highlights (Eqn. 6.2), the importanceof metadatahighlights is computed as

sM(vi) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

1:0 if type(vi) = substitution

2:0 if type(vi) = yel lowcard

3:0 if type(vi) = redcard

4:0 if type(vi) = goal

(6.3)

where type(vi) gives the type of metadata event vi . The importance values in Eqn. 6.3 were

chosen empirically, favoring goals as the most important and substitutions as least important.

Notealso that both sA and sM takevalues in thesamerange [1;4].

Combining over lapping video skims: To compose the final visualization, the video skims

corresponding to audio and metadata events are combined. This merges thus salient event

information (such as goals or cards) with information that captures the narrator’s excitement

and polemic/controversial or even uncommon events (as captured by audio highlights), thereby

presenting to the casual user a more complete match overview. If two video skims vi and vj ,

corresponding to eventsextracted from theaudio, respectively metadata, are found to overlap

in time, we merge them into a single skim v whose importance s(v) = (sA(vi) + sM(vj ))=2 is

set to the average of the importances of the merged skims, and whose time extent v = vi ∪vj

corresponds to theunion of the two skims.

Visual layout: After the generation of the combined audio-and-metadata video-skim stream

V = { vi} , we resize each skim vi in V to reflect its importance s(vi). The underlying idea

is to make skims larger for more important events, so that users see these saliently in the

resulting visualization. Additionally, we limit the sizeof thesmallest video skim (corresponding

to minv∈V s(v)) to 50 pixels, to ensure its visibility, and the size of the largest video skim

(corresponding corresponding to maxv∈V s(v) to four times the minimal size, to limit theutilized

screen space.

After skims areresized, we organize them sequentially along thex screen axis, which

encodes thus the video timeline. In detail, skims are vertically centered along this timeline,

and horizontally aligned with respect to their temporal order, so that consecutiveskims vi and

vi+ 1 haveasmall overlap of a few pixels. Weuse thisoverlap to further emphasize theskims’

importance. For this, skims are rendered back-to-front in order of increasing importance, so
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Team A

Team B

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure59 – Example of the visual outcome created by our technique. The skims with icons (1,3,4,7) represent
events detected using themetadata. Theother skims (2,5,6) weredetected using only the audio data.

that more important skims slightly overlap less important adjacent skims. By adding a faint

shadow around theborders of each skim, this pseudo-depth effect further emphasizes important

skims (large, overlapping, and appearing in front) as opposed to less important skims (small,

overlapped, and appearing in theback). Finally, wealso map skim importance to the saturation

of therespectivevideo skims, thereby making important events more colorful and less important

ones gray. Overall, the above four cues (size, overlap, shadows, and saturation) jointly help

observers in quickly finding the most important skims, and also locally sorting skims by relative

importance.

The threeavailable types of information provided by metadata (goals, substitutions and

cards) aremapped assmall icons over thecorresponding video skim, showing if it represents a

goal, substitution or yellow/red card respectively. If theicon isadded to thetop of thevideo skim,

it refers to an event related to TeamA, if it appearson thebottom it refersto event related to Team

B. Figure 59 shows a synthetic example of a visual summarization created by our technique.

Here, event (1) representsagoal for TeamA. Events (3) and (4) represent a red card for Team A

and a yellow card for Team B, respectively. Event (7) is asubstitution for TeamA. Events (2),

(5), and (6) weredetected using theaudio dataonly, and represent other types of events.

We use the above skim layout to construct two separate timelines, one for each of the

two halves of a soccer match. For matcheshaving additional extra-time, weadd athird timeline

below the two main ones.

6.4 User-Cent ric Approach: Result s and Evaluat ion

6.4.1 Datasets

Finding publicly available sportsdatasets which includesoccer metadata is not an easy

task. To overcome the locked naturerestrictions of today’sproprietary sports datasets, Bergmann
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et al. (BERGMANN et al., 2013) presented soccer data (matches, teamsand players information)

as a Linked Open Data solution (LOD) collected from heterogeneous sources and linked to LOD

datasets. Somealternatives to open soccer data exist, such as openLigaDB1 and theOpenfooty

API2. Both websites contain soccer data statistics. The openLigaDB site makes sports data

for public useviaweb services; however, it is restricted to German language only. In contrast,

theOpenfooty API has media content but does not describe recipes in detail and is subject to

restrictions that forbid republication as Linked Data. Given theabove limitations, we based our

work on matches from theWorld Cup 2014 and UEFA ChampionsLeague 2015. Metadatawas

collected manually from the FIFA official website3. Corresponding video data was obtained

separately from different Internet sources, and includes matches recorded at different resolutions

and produced by different broadcasters.

Wenext describe theanalysis processperformed on thesedata, starting with thevideo

stream analysis and ending with theusageof our summary visualization.

6.4.2 Visual explorat ion

1st Half

2nd Half
Figure 60 – Visualization constructed from audio highlights only. In this representation thematch is summarized

according to the narrator’s emotion and audience excitement.

Audio-based exploration: As a first element, our visualization allows users to interpret the

match statistics and the narrator’s emotion and audience excitement. When constructed only

based on highlights extracted from audio data, the visual representation will capture theemotion

and excitement as afunction of thesound loudness. Figure60 presents thevisual outcomefor the

Brazil-Netherlands match for the third place in the 2014 World Cup considering audio highlights

only. The audio is in the English language. The presented visualization allows one to temporally

navigate through thematch highlights, and easily get themost excitement moments of amatch.

In thefirst half of the match three main events are detected, two refer to goals of Netherlands

and one is a clear chance of goal for the Brazilian team. In the second half, two main events

1 http://www.openligadb.de/
2 http://www.footytube.com/openfooty/
3 http://www.fifa.com
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aredetected, ayellow card for Brazil, resulting from apenalty simulation, and another goal for

Netherlands.

To providemore insight, and support answering additional questions, weprovideuser

interaction, as follows. A mouse-over movement on avideo skim sets the image used to depict

the video skim to the time moment corresponding to the mouse x position. This way, moving

the mouse to the left or right over askim basically plays thevideo skim forward or backward

respectively. A left-button click on the timelineplays theunderlying video skim. Finally, if the

user wants to seemore detail, a right-button click pops theunderlying video skim in thescreen

center and plays it. When playback is ready, the skim pops back to its original space in the

visualization.

Brazil

Brazil

Netherlands

Netherlands

1st Half

2nd Half

Yellow card for Oscar (Brazil)
Event t ime: 67:54

Figure61 – Visualization constructed from metadata information only.

Metadata-based exploration: In contrast to theabove, visualizationsconstructed from metadata

only support scenarios where onewants to focuson statistical information, e.g. answer questions

like: “Which events represent goals, cards, substitutions, and to which team do thesebelongs?” .

Figure 61 shows such a metadata-only visualization of the same match as in Figure 60. As

explained in Sec. 6.3.3, icons indicate metadata events: a soccer ball shows a goal; yellow

and red rectangles show yellow and red cards, respectively; and colored arrows show player

substitutions. Theannotation locations (top or bottom of theskims) indicate if theevent relates

to thehometeam or away team respectively.

In contrast to theaudio-based visualization, frames shown in thevideo skimscorrespond
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1st Half

2nd Half Rms Values
18.6 19.3 20.0 20.8

(a) Rms=18.97

(c) Rms=19.34(b) Rms=18.60

Brazil

Brazil

Netherlands

Netherlands

Netherlands

Netherlands

Netherlands

Netherlands

Brazil

Bra

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Figure 62 – Visualization using audio and metadata information with different levelsof detail. Themost important
eventsare captured, someonly by the metadata (substitutions) and some only by theaudio (the goal
chances).

now to the precise moments recorded by the respective events – e.g. the two first-half goals,

complaining moment of playersafter thefirst yellow card, and lastly thethreeDutch substitutions

in the second-half, where the camera zooms on the player going out (Fig. 61). In contrast to

the audio-based skims, mouse-over interaction for metadata-based skims shows additional

information about the event as text annotations – e.g. the information about the yellow card

received by Oscar (mouseover thesecond video skim, second half, Fig. 61).

Combined audio+metadata exploration: Apart from audio-based and metadata-based visual-

izations, wecan combineboth typesof highlights to convey more information and/or provide

more accurate answers to questions such as “Which are the most interesting events?” Fig-

ure 62 illustrates this multimodal (audio+metadata) approach combining the highlights of

Figures 60 and 61. The visualization’s level-of-detail is controlled by a slider, filtering the

audio highlightsaccording to aminimum valueof loudness (Eqn. 6.1). Moving this slider thus

controls how many audio highlights are shown. All metadata-based skims are, however, kept

and multiplexed with theaudio-based skims, sincemetadataare typically of high accuracy and

importance(OSKOUIE; ALIPOUR; EFTEKHARI-MOGHADAM, 2014).

Figure62ashowsasituation where theuser selected aminimum loudnessof 18:9; the

resulting visualization shows all metadatahighlights and audio highlights louder than the given

threshold – 25 highlights in total for the entire match. If the loudness slider is decreased to

18:6, 30 highlights are selected (Fig. 62b). Conversely, increasing theminimal loudness to 19:3

shows only 20 highlights (Fig. 62c). Note how, irrespective of the selected level-of-detail, all
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goal events arekept and mapped as large (thus, important) video skims.

A separate unexpected finding is the important role of the audience’s cheering in the

background: In Fig. 62a-c, therightmost largevideo skim in thefirst half denotes thebest chance

Brazil had to score in thematch. Brazilian audience was by far the largest in thestadium, as they

weresupporting their home team. This explainswhy somegoal video-skims arenot as large as

expected. Separately, both yellow cards for Netherlandswerestrongly celebrated by theaudience

in thefirst half of thematch, causing larger video skims than what a metadata-only visualization

would have made. The same can be observed for the yellow cards on the second half of the

match. The second yellow card has a larger importance than the first one since it results from a

penalty simulation and its importance is increasedue to the audience’scheering. Finally, the use

of audio highlighted someshotson goal by Brazil, and faults madeby Netherlands, which are

not present in the metadata information that records only goals, cards, and substitutions. Overall,

the above points highlight the added-value of the combined audio+metadata visualization as

opposed to audio-only or metadata-only approaches.

Large-scaleanalysis: For further insight, weused our proposed combined audio-and-metadata

visualization to analyze and understand a portion of the last world-scale soccer event (2014

World Cup). From this, we consider here the set of matches played by the finalists (Germany

and Argentina) in theso-called knockout stage. Tournamentsusually adopt thisstage since the

traditional point-based system is too long; all teamsplay against each other; and also because

this createsmoreexciting dynamics, as the losing team is out. It is exactly this excitement that

wewant to recover using our proposed visualization.

Round of 16 Quarter- nals Semi- nals

Germany (G) vs Algeria (A)

Argentina (A) vs Switzerland (S) Argentina (A) vs Belgium (B)

 France (F) vs Germany (G)  Brazil (B) vs Germany (G)

 Netherlands (N) vs Argentina (A)

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

A

A

A

A

A

AA

A

A

A

A

F

F

B

B

B
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S

S
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N
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Figure63 – Dynamics of finalists in theknockout stageof the 2014 World Cup.

Figure 63 illustrates the finalists’ dynamics in the knockout stage, excluding the final

match (discussed separately below). Onerapid first insight is visible in the top-right: Argentina

had to face two extra-time matches (vs Switzerland and Netherlands) before the final, while

Germany only one (vs Algeria). Both matches of round of 16 can be classified as “boring”
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matches during the regular time, but very exciting on the extra-times, most probablebecause

all goals were scored in the respective extra-times, 3 goals in Germany vs Algeria (score: 2

vs 1) and one in Argentina vs Switzerland (score: 1 vs 0). Quarter-finals were quite balanced,

both teamsscored only onegoal and both at thebeginning of thefirst half, (largest-third video

skim, first-half row, Fig. 63), which are the largest skims in both matches. Last but not least, the

semi-finalsweremarked by the largest tournament score in theBrazil vs Germany game, easily

visible in therespectivevisualization by themany largeskims, present mainly in the first-half

when Germany scored 5 out of its7 goals. Interesting to observe is that the importanceof these

5 goals increaseduring the time, probably indicating that theaudience’shope (predominantly

composed by Brazilians), given by the small cheering on the first goal, turns into complaints on

the last one. In thesecond half and second half-time, Germany scored twice and Brazil got her

uniquegoal. A quite different scenario is visible in theNetherlands vsArgentinamatch, where

there wereno goals during regular time, but Argentina won in thepenalty shootouts. Although

such match do not present goals on the regular or extra times, this wasa very exciting match,

reflected on the number of highlightscaptured by thesound.

French

PortugueseGerman

EnglishArabic

Spanish

Figure 64 – Visualization of dynamics of 2014 World Cup final match in six different languages. Different cultures
define different views of a match. Our visual metaphor can be used to easily verify and analyze cultural
aspects.

As we expect that our method captures the most exciting (and/or important) audio

events, it is separately interesting to analyze thespecificity of thesound track. Clearly, audio

variationsareexpected between different broadcasters, aseach one hasdifferent broadcast styles,

commentator voices, and audio postprocessing (e.g., smoothing out noise). Still, one interesting

question is: Which variationscan bevisibly measured considering not only different broadcasters,

but also different languages?Does thesamematch comeover differently?

To get insight in the above, we looked at the2014 World Cup final match in six different

languages/channels (Arabic/Bein; English/BBC; French/TF1; German/Das Erste; Portugue-

se/Globo; and Spanish/Gol), see Fig. 64. From a quick look, it is obvious that the displayed

visualizationsare very different and do not show thesamedynamics. For example, the number
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of important highlights (largeskims) isquite different; also, given the same loudness threshold,

visualizations show quite different numbers of highlights, meaning that the excitement level was

quite different. For example, if we look at the less salient (thus, having smaller skims) half-time,

we see that Arabic and Portuguese broadcasters were less excited than other broadcasters; in

contrast, the English had a more muted second-half, and the French show less highlights in

extra-time – notice that the French narrator gives no importance to the German goal in the

extra-time (why?). Excluding Arabic and English, the remaining broadcasts show avery excited

second-half with many highlights, in special French and Portuguese. For theextra-time, Arabic

and English prevailed with larger and many highlights. By clicking on themost-salient skims

in the respectivevisualizations, and listening to the respective videos, we find another interest-

ing fact: When a goal is scored, the Arabic, Portuguese and Spanish yelled “Gooaal” in their

respective languages, while therest chose to call thescoring team or player name. Separately,

Argentinahad adisallowed goal event in the first half; the English broadcast was the only one to

capture this event. This is an example of our tool being able to support answering questions such

as: “Were theresomepolemic or controversial events?”

6.4.3 User Evaluat ion

We have performed apreliminary user evaluation to assess the usability of our proposed

visualization. For this test, we recruited 7 participants. Asafirst step, all participantswatched

together thematch Barcelonavs Manchester City for theUEFA Champions League, thesecond

match of the round of 16, played on March 18th, 2015. Thewatching took place in acontrolled

environment, so as to avoid situations whereusers would lose parts of thematch because being

distracted by other events around them. The audio used was in Spanish language. During the

match, we asked the participants to annotate the main events and the time of occurrence. We

did not limit the number of possibleevents. Also, participants were free to definewhat was an

important event based on their own expectations. This helpscapturing unusual eventsbesides

thecommon ones such as goals, shot on target/goal, faults, cards and substitutions. In total, the7

participants created 77 different events for thewatched match.

Separately, wecreated asummary visualization for theabovematch. In thisvisualization,

we limited the number of video skims to 35, so they would properly fit the availablescreen size.

From these 35 video skims found by our automated analysis, 29 correspond to events found

by at least oneparticipant when watching theraw video. Thiscorresponds to 82:8% precision

and 37:6% recall for our event detection. The low recall is mainly induced by two factors: (i)

the subjectivity of the definition of important events – since participants can freely annotate the

events, diversity is expected (in our study, 25 events were found by only one participant); and

(ii) the limitation on the number of video skims imposed by the available display area – with

moreskims, better results could be attained, but this would increase theeffort to interpret the

visualization, which is not desirable. Regarding theevents that all participants haveconsidered
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as important, we had 62:5% precision – we show 10 of 16 events marked by all users. This

indicates the good summarization abilities of our method with respect to the most important

events.

After watching the match, the participants were instructed to use a prototype imple-

mentation of our interactive visualization. This phase started with a brief explanation of the

visualization’s goalsand theavailable interaction mechanisms. After playing with the visualiza-

tion tool, each participant answered a usability questionnaire. The statements included in the

questionnaire (seeTable2) intend to measure thesubjective level of engagement viaa7-point

Likert scale, with 1 = strongly disagreeand 7 = strongly agree(with thequestionnairestatements).

In total, theevaluation took around 130 minutes (100 for watching thevideo, 10 for learning to

use thevisualization tool, 15 for using it, and 5 for filling in thequestionnaire).

Table 2 – Evaluation: usability questionnaire.

Q1 The visualization shows themost important match
events.

Q2 The video skim sizes and colors faithfully reflect
the real importance of an event.

Q3 The composition of video skims that represents a
half time faithfully reflects theexcitement/emotion
of that time.

Q4 The overall visualization is a good match summa-
rization.

Q5 Thevisual representation reflects the match quality.

Figure65 depictsboxplots that summarizetheparticipants’ answers. Sincewedid not

haveenough participants to be able to computestatistical significance, wereport only descriptive

statistics. According to theanswers for Q1, participants mostly agree with the statement that the

most important events arecaptured by thevisualization (6:43 on average). Wealready expect

thisoutcome since, asdescribed earlier, our techniqueshowed avery good precision/recall on

capturing the main events for thismatch. For Q2 (6:0 on average), theparticipantsmostly agree

that thesizeand color saturation of avideo skim faithfully reflect thereal importanceof an event,

confirming that the mergeof audio+metadatahighlights is agood approach to summarizing a

match. Considering Q3 (5:71 on average) the participants do not fully agree with the size of

thecomposition of video skimsasagood way to reflect theexcitement/emotion of ahalf-time.

The visualization for this match presents compositions with similar sizes for both half-times.

However, according to the participants, the second-half was more exciting. This is probably

due to the fact that the goal occurson the first half and thecorresponding video skimsare the

larger ones on the visualization, thus approaching the sizes of the compositions. This can be

overcomereducing the importanceof agoal, or increasing thenumber of events to detect – we

have tested increasing the number of events on the final visualization, and all new events are

detected on thesecond half. Participant feedback for Q4 and Q5 issimilar. They tend to agree

that our visualization is a good summarization and that the visual representation reflects the
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quality of a match (6:71 and 6:43 on average, respectively), indicating that although a simple

representation, our visualization method and tool can bea interesting alternative for match or

tournament browsing.

Figure 65 – Statistics of users’ feedback gathered via usability questionnaires.

6.5 Data-Cent ric Approach: Sports Video Explorat ion with

M ult idimensional Project ions

Asmentioned in Sections6.1 and 6.2, adifferent way to look at information extracted

from sports multimediadata is in terms of multidimensional datasets. Aswehaveseen in the

earlier chapters of this thesis, multidimensional projectionsareefficient and effective tools to

visually exploresuch datasets. Assuch, several questionsarisenaturally: Can wevisually explore

our sports multimedia data by using multidimensional projections? And, if so, which are the

advantages and disadvantages of this type of exploration as opposed to the videoplayer-style

exploration presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4?

To answer theabovetwo questions, wedeveloped asecond approach to exploreour sports

videos, by using a projection-based visualization. Thedataset used for our visual exploration

of sports videos using multidimensional projections is the same collection of soccer videos

mentioned and analyzed so far, containing 8 matches (videos) from the2014 FIFA World Cup

championship. This includes all thematches that thefinalists played in theknockout stageplus

the third-place match. The dataset contains games involving eight different teams, with the

respectivescoresbeing the following: Germany 2 vsAlgeria1; Argentina1 vsSwitzerland 0;

France 0 vs Germany 1; Argentina 1 vs Belgium 0; Brazil 1 vs Germany 7; Netherlands 0 vs

Argentina0; Germany 1 vs Argentina0; Brazil 0 vs Netherlands 3. All thevideos havea total of

55252 seconds (more than 15 hoursof gameplay). From this dataset collection, weextract the

sameaudio-and-metadata information asused by our first videoplayer-styleexploration approach

(Section 6.3). Based on this information, weconstruct amultidimensional dataset (Section 6.5.1).
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As stated before, the central aim of our projection-based exploration is to see what types

of insightscan thisapproach deliver, and contrast thesewith the insightsdelivered by the first

videoplayer-style exploration. When comparing these two approaches, usability issues of the

two systems areobviously important to consider. Specifically, our videoplayer-based approach is

arguably very simple to learn and use. Assuch, the projection-based exploration should also be

as easy to learn and use as possible. This way, differences of the two exploration metaphors that

are caused by usability issues will be diminished, so it is easier to compare these two metaphors.

To achieve this, weaimed to design aprojection-based exploration system which is aseasy to

operate by end users as possible, i.e., contains a comprehensive graphics user interface with

suitable menus and short-cuts, and various direct interaction and customization mechanisms. For

this, webased our visual tool design and implementation on theVisPipeline framework, which

isacomprehensive system for computing and exploring multidimensional projections(PAIVA et

al., 2011). VisPipelineallowsan expert user to build apipelineencompassing all thedifferent

aspects of visual exploration with multidimensionality projection techniques, including data

clustering, a wide range of projection techniques, different visual encodings for the resulting

2D or 3D point cloud, and interactive selection and brushing mechanisms. Using this visual

exploration tool, we developed and executed three exploration scenarios, each one having its

own visualization design and types of considered dataattributes (Section 6.5.2).

6.5.1 Mult idimensional Dataset Const ruct ion

To reduce our video collection to a multidimensional dataset, we first need to define

observationsand their respectiveattributes. To defineobservations, wechose to encode in an

observation agiven timeperiod of agiven match, as described in moredetail below. Given this

model for an observation, its attributes are as follows(in line with the attributes employed in our

first visualization design described in Section 6.3):

∙ loudness/volume: Describes the average audio volume for the timespan of an observation.

Loudness is an ordinal-continuous attribute, computed with theRMS techniquedescribed

in Section 6.3.1;

∙ match_id: Gives the ID of the match that an observation samples. This attribute is of

nominal (categorical) type, and has eight distinct values, as our collection containseight

matches;

∙ timestamp: Gives the time(offset from thematch start) at which agiven observation was

taken, measured in seconds. Thisattribute is of ordinal-discrete type;

∙ event_type: Gives the type of event that the associated metadata indicates for a given

observation. This attributeof nominal (categorical) type, and hasfive values: 0=no event;

1=substitution; 2=yellow card; 3=red card; 4=goal. Note that, in thevideos present in our
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collection, no red cards weregiven. However, we include theattributehere for complete-

ness, as other soccer matchesdo, obviously, include red cards.

Theconstruction of observations, or samples, from the raw video data follows a sliding-

window approach, described next (see also Figure 66). Consider a time window of length Dt

seconds. We slide thiswindow over theentireduration of avideo, with incrementsof dt < Dt

seconds. This delivers T=dt positions of the window. For each such position, we compute

an observation based on the information contained in the video material encompassed by the

respective window. For instance, given such a time window, we compute the corresponding

observation loudnessvalueby using theRMStechniqueoutlined in Section 6.3.1; thetimestamp

represents the window’s center; and the event_type describes the event taking place within

the time window, if any. The sliding-window approach for transforming the video data into

multidimensional data is justified by several points. First and foremost, our goal is to usenext

multidimensional projections to find similar and/or highly different fragmentsof thesameand/or

different match videos. As projections placesimilar observations close to each other, thisgives a

straightforward way to detect similar video fragments (by finding closely projected points) and

also outlier video fragments (by finding projected points which are far away from most other

points). Secondly, thisapproach allowsus to control thescale, or level-of-detail, on which we

analyzeour multimedia data, by simply changing theDt and dt parameters. In detail:

∙ Dt controls the time-scale at which we consider a single event to exist. Increasing Dt

creates lessobservations, thusamorecompact, easy to follow, and scalablevisualization,

but also filtersout rapid events, which may be important. Also, too large Dt valuesmay

create time-ranges which contain more than one event asdescribed by themetadata. Since

event_type is a scalar attribute, taking a single value per time window, this will discard

events. Decreasing Dt provides morefine-grained dynamic detail, but also createsmore

observations, which makethe subsequent visualization slower, and increase thechances

for observation clutter. A good setting for Dt is around the time-extent of the smallest

relevant event in a soccer match, e.g. goal, fault, pass or corner, which is about 4 to 7

seconds.

∙ dt controls the continuity of the resulting projection-based visualization. If dt is small,

then consecutive timewindows will overlap significantly, thus their corresponding events

will bevery similar. Also, a larger number of events is created for agiven video. This will

make the resulting projection denser, since it has moreobservations and observations for

consecutive time windows are more similar. Visually speaking, thus, such a projection

looks morecontinuous, since there are moresamples per unit area of the projection space,

and these are also more similar to each other – we use in this reasoning the fact that

a good projection, such as LAMP, preserves well similarities or distances between the

high-dimensional and projection spaces, seeChapter 3. However, clutter is also increased
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by the larger number of observations. Conversely, if dt is large, consecutive time windows

will overlap less, thus their corresponding events will be less similar, and fewer in total

count. This makes the resulting projection sparser, and also more discontinuous, thus

potentially harder to follow. If dt > Dt, then consecutive time windows do not overlap at

all. Theprobability that they will havesimilar attributes consequently decreases, leading

to observations which are less similar, thus more distant, in the resulting projections.

Ultimately, this makes spotting trends in the resulting projections harder. Increasing dt

too much, in cases where the window-size Dt is relatively small (a few seconds) has

the additional adverse effect of reducing the probability that an audio event, seen as a

time-rangewhere theaudio signal exhibits ahigh and sharp peak, will get ‘cut’ into two

consecutive windows, thereby yielding too low RMS values to bedetected. In practice,

weobserved that setting dt to about 20% of Dt givesagood balancebetween a reduced

observation count and agood detection of rapid events in soccer videos.

Figure 66 – Construction of amultidimensional dataset from avideo collection.

Figure 66 shows the illustration of the proposed sliding window approach. In thiscase,

weset Dt = 5 secondsand dt = 1 second, meaning that two consecutive timewindows overlap

for four seconds. To get abetter understanding of theeffect of thesesettings, wevisualize the
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loudnesssignal (top graph in Fig. 66). Wesee here two largeand quitesimilar loudnesspeaks, of

roughly 3 seconds duration each, located at different timemoments. These could indicate similar

and/or important events.

A separate concern for the loudness attribute is normalization. This is needed since

average loudnessmay vary acrossdifferent match videos, depending on the recording settings

used by the respectivecontent creatorsand/or the settings of thevideo codecsused to encode the

final video data. To factor out such effects, wenormalize the computed loudnessvalues for each

video to thesamerange. Thisdesign isbased on the(reasonable) assumption that all matches

contain equally-important lowest-loudness and highest-loudness values – or, in other words, that

the loudness ratio between critical match events, such asgoals, and irrelevant moments, such as

low-action sequences, is roughly identical for all matches.

6.5.2 Visual explorat ion of the mult idimensional mult imedia data

After constructing our multidimensional dataset from thegiven video collection, we load

thedataset into our VisPipeline-based exploration tool to generate and explore it viaprojections.

Asaprojection technique, weuseLAMP, which wasextensively discussed in theearlier chapters.

Weconsider both 2D and 3D projections, sinceboth of these have their own advantages, aswe

have seen in Chapters 4 and 5. As usual when exploring such projections, we use additional

color mapping of a user-chosen attribute to theprojected points to get more insight in the reason

why close points are similar and faraway points are dissimilar. Additionally, we tune the Dt

and dt parameters to achieve different insights in the underlying video data. Theconstruction

and interpretation of several such visualizations is described next by means of threeexploration

scenarios.

6.5.2.1 Scenario 1: Using low-dimensional scatterplots

In this scenario, we essentially aim to determine the amount of insight in the match

dynamicswhich wecan find using a low-dimensional data representation. That is, weconvert

themultimediadata to amultidimensional dataset having asmall number of dimensions. Next,

weuseLAMP to createscatterplots of thisdataset, and explore them next.

For this scenario, themultidimensional dataset obtained from thevideo data iscomposed

of only four dimensions: loudness, timestamp, event_type, and match_id. We usehereasetting

of Dt = 10 secondsand dt = 5 seconds. Thiscreatesoneobservation for each 5 seconds of video

data, yielding a total of 11043 observations.

Thedesign of thismultidimensional dataset is illustrated in Fig. 67. Here, the loudness

L(k) of thekth 5-seconds interval in thevideo is themean valueof the next w = Dt seconds

L(k) =
1
w

w− 1

Â
i= 0

l(i + k); (6.4)
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where l (i) is theRMS loudness value for second i and w = 10 is thesizeof the time window (in

seconds). As visible in the loudness time-graph (Fig. 67 left), the large time-window createsa

smoothly-varying loudness signal in time.

Figure 67 – Dataset design for scenario 1.

Figure 68a shows the LAMP2D projection of the multidimensional dataset constructed

as described above, and rendered with fully opaque points. As visible, the result is quiteclut-

tered, and no clear patterns are discernible. To alleviate this, we next render all points with a

transparency of 40%. The result shows a more differentiated pattern (Fig. 68b). Here, we see

that the central zoneof theprojection has a relatively higher observation density as compared to

theperipheral regions, following a northwest-to-southeast gradient.

(a) (b)

Figure 68 – Scenario 1. (a) Point cloud. (b) Point cloud with 40% transparency.

Obviously, while theabove-mentioned patternsmay be interesting, they are (yet) hard

to interpret. To improve this, we next color-code the projected points based on the value of a

user-selected attribute, viaablue-yellow-green divergent colormap. Figure69 shows the result
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when timestamp is theselected attribute. We seehere an almost linear southwest-northeast color

gradient, indicated by the dashed line in the figure. Figure 69b shows the same image, using

a reduced 40% transparency, as in the previous figure. The interpretation of the projection is

now simple: By exploring the color-coded plot with interactivebrushing, we understand that the

spikemarked by thedotted ellipse in Fig. 68b indicates the timetransition between theend of

thesecond half of the visualized match (all points located southwest of thedotted ellipse) and

the beginning of extra time (all points located northeast of the dotted ellipse).

Min Máx

(a)

Min Máx

 nal of
second half

(b)

Figure69 – Scenario 1. (a) points color coded by timestamp. (b) points color coded by timestamp with 40%
transparency.

Figure70acolor codes thepoints by loudness. In contrast to theearlier images, wesee

now acolor gradient going southeast to northwest, as indicated by theblack dashed line. This

gradient isalmost perfectly perpendicular to theoneobserved when coloring pointsby timestamp.

The two gradientsbasically explain theprojection structure: Itsdiamond shapemainly follows

two variables– timestamp (southwest-northeast) and loudness(southeast-northwest), seeFig. 71a

further. Using a reduced transparency, we notice that most pointsare in theyellow area, meaning

medium volume(Figure70b). The red points in this visualization represent the loudest audio

samples in thevideo collection, possibly indicating interesting events.

Theprojection visualizationsdiscussed so far highlight two attributes only – loudness

and timestamp. We next examine theevent_typeattribute. Since this is acategorical attribute, as

described earlier, wecannot readily mix it with thequantitativeloudnessand timestamp attributes

to createaprojection. Assuch, weshow next event_typeusing color coding (Fig. 71). Figure71b

shows the goal events as red points; the yellow cards as yellow points; and substitutions by gray

points respectively. To further interpret theprojection, weuse thealready understood meaning

of the loudnessand timestamp axes, shown in theprojection asdotted lines. By following the

correlation of the loudness axis with the color-mapped event types, we see that all goals are
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Figure 70 – Scenario 1. (a) points color coded by loudness. (b) color coded by loudness with 40% transparency.

louder events (which is not surprising). Following the correlation of the time axis with event

types, wenotice agroup of goals that happened in the beginning of the first half, and another

group taking place in theextra time. On thenortheast sideof thevisualization, wefind agroup

of five goals in three different matches that occurred in extra time. Upon closer inspection,

done by brushing, wefind that these are the goal of the final match of Argentinavs Germany;

the only goal of ArgentinavsSwitzerland; and all threegoals of Germany vsAlgeria. On the

left side of the visualization, where goals occurred in the beginning of the first half, we see

four more goals occurring in two matches, Brazil vs Germany and Argentina vs Belgium. As

expected, in all thesefivematches, thegoal points aresurrounded by other points representing

closeobservations (time-wise). This means that more than one each goal event is covered by

more than oneobservation, asan effect of thesliding window approach.

Further interpretation of the correlation of the loudness axis with the color-coded event_-

typeattributeshowsus that most of theyellow cards areabove themedium loudness, and most

substitutions havemedium volume, respectively. Separately, interpreting thecorrelation of the

timestamp and event_typewe discover that no substitutions happened in thebeginning phase of

thematches.

Figure72ashows thesameprojection as in Fig. 71, this timecolor coded by match_id.

To reduceocclusion, weuse again transparency (Fig. 72b). This helpsusdiscover an area in the

projection which is less densely populated by observations – see dashed-line rectanglemarker

in Fig. 72b. This indicates that only asubset of thestudied matcheshaveobservations related

to thisarea. As already found in the timeanalysis (Fig. 71a), thiszonecorresponds to the end

time-rangeof matches, and more specifically, to extra time. The fact that there are fewer samples

here is in linewith the fact that only four matches in our dataset haveextra time. We recognize
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Brazil vs Germany

Argentina 
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Figure71 – Scenario 1. (a) points color coded by event types, with timeand loudness axesoutlined. (b) points color
coded by events with 40% transparency.

these also by the colorsof theobservations in the dashed area: Germany vsAlgeria (bluepoints),

Argentinavs Switzerland (green points), NetherlandsvsArgentina (red points) and Germany vs

Argentina (orange points). Note, also, that the assessment of the loudnessdistribution is harder

to make in Fig. 72b ascompared to Fig. 71b. This is due to the fact that thematch_id attribute

has amuch flatter distribution over the sampleset than the event_type attribute – most points

have event_type=none. In turn, this creates a more complex color pattern in Fig. 72b, which

adversely interacts with blending, as well-known in data visualization (TELEA, 2014).

Min MáxMin

(a)

Min Máx

(b)

Figure72 – Scenario 1. (a) points color coded by match_id. (b) points color coded by match_id with 40% trans-
parency.
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6.5.2.2 Scenario 2: Increasing the number of dimensions

As described in Section 6.5.2, an interesting use-case is finding similar events based on

the loudness of theaudio signal in agiven time window. In the previous scenario, we explored

thedataby computing asingle loudness valueL for each such timewindow (Eqn. 6.4). While

this reduces thenumber of dimensions needed to represent thedata, it also considerably smooths

out the audio information, as discussed in the beginning of Sec. 6.5.1. Also, using a singleaudio

dimension per window makes observations too unspecific, while our final intention is to be

able to compare multimediapatterns. What we need, ismorespecific, thus higher-dimensional,

observations.

To achieve this, wenext encode theaudio information of a timewindow (observation)

using several dimensions. For this, weuseasliding timewindow of Dt = 5 seconds, slided by

dt = 1 second. This offers a good time resolution, as discussed earlier. Next, we create five

dimensions li(k), 1 ≤ i ≤ Dt from the audio data of every window k, each corresponding to

the RMS loudness of the ith second in the window. Hence, an observation xk will have eight

dimensions

xk = (l0(k); l1(k); l2(k); l3(k); l4(k); time(k);event_type(k);match_id(k)): (6.5)

Assuch, thecompletemultidimensional dataset for scenario 2has55.252eight-dimensional

observations. We next explore this dataset by projecting it to 2D using LAMP and encoding

different attributes to color, as in the first scenario described in Sec. 6.5.2.1.

Figure 73 shows the dataset projected by considering the loudness dimensions li(k),

timestamp, and match_id. Points arecolored by event_typeand rendered half-transparent. The

resulting pattern is quite similar to theone shown for scenario 1 (Sec. 6.5.2.1), apart from being

rotated. As such, it appears that increasing the resolution used to capture loudness from one

dimension to fivedimensions does not reveal additional patterns. However, this impression may

bedue to the fact that the event_type and match_id variationsdominate the loudnessones, and as

such, are themain drivers that influence theprojection’sshape.

We believe that the loudness dynamics captures more information than the previous

visualizations can show. One way to emphasize such dynamics is to project the data based solely

on them. Figure 74a displays this, which shows an elliptical-likepattern surrounded by a few

outliers. Again, to reduce occlusion, weusetransparency (Fig. 74b). It shows better how is the

distribution of loudnessover time, having most of thepoints placed on the right sideof theflat

circleand akind of aspikeon the left side. While thisbasic visualization does not (yet) tell us

more information than theonespresented in Sec. 6.5.2.1, itssignificantly different pattern tells

us that there is agood chance that this projection can reveal different facts.

To explain why theshapeof theprojection in Fig. 74 supportsour claim that loudness
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Figure73 – Scenario 2 with 7 attributes per observation (five loudness, event_type, and match_id)

.

(a) (b)

Figure 74 – Scenario 2. (a) point cloud, projected by 5 audio dimensions. (b) point cloud with 40% transparency.

dynamicscontains interesting patterns, consider thefollowing analysis. Supposethat all loudness

patternsfor all observationswould bespread randomly, anduniformly, over their five-dimensional

space given by attributes l0; : : : ; l4. This would in turn imply that the LAMP projection of

this dataset would be roughly a 2D uniformly-sampled disk (BURGES, 2009). Clearly, our

projection’s shapedeviates from a disk, and also does not exhibit an uniform density. Hence, the

loudnesspatternsaredistributed non-uniformly in high-dimensional space, so they potentially

contain interesting information.

To make this projection useful, wenext color map thedimensionsnot used by the projec-

tion. For this, wefirst useevent_type. Additionally, we makeobservations having no relevant

event information (event_type=none) half-transparent, to emphasize theeventful observations.

Wenow noticethat most eventsarelocated in the left sideof theprojection (Fig. 75a). A zoom-in
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of this image(Fig. 75b) showstherearemorered points (goals) left of thezoomed-in area; yellow

points (yellow cards) arespread rather uniformly over the image; and gray points (substitutions)

more concentrated on the right side. Since the projection encodes audio patterns, using five

dimensions per observation, thismeans that the audio patterns related to goalsaremost different

from theonesrelated to substitutions, whiletheaudio patterns for yellow cardsarebroady similar

to both goals and substitutions. This observation confirms standard knowledge about soccer

games: Goals typically createsalient audio patterns, as they are themost important match events;

substitutionsare typically quiet match moments, very different from goals; while (yellow) cards

cover theentirespectrum of calm to high action, depending on thereason for substitution and the

preference of thecommentator and/or predominant stadium spectators for theplayer involved in

the card. Additionally, the fact that most events, and in particular the critical ones (goals) are

located left in the projection, tells us that the horizontal projection axis can be interpreted as

overall loudness (left=loud, right=silent), afinding which can beeasily checked by e.g. brushing

theobservations.

Goal
Yellow Card
Substitution
Not metadata event

(a)

Goal
Yellow Card
Substitution
Not metadata event

(b)

Figure 75 – Scenario 2. (a) point cloud, projected by 5 audio dimensions. (b) zoom-in detail with points colored by
event_type.

Another question is whether events, loudness patterns, or the dynamics of different

matches correlate in some significant way with time. To explore this, we color the above

projection by timestamp. The result is shown in Fig. 76a, using adivergent three-color colormap

(blue=match start; yellow=half time; red=match end). The projection’s middle area appears

predominantly red. However, using transparency shows that this is just an effect of occlusion

(Fig. 76b). In other words, five-second audio-dynamics patternsarenot significantly correlated

with themoment in time they appear during a match. However, the opaque projection rendering

shows usseveral salient yellow outliers, i.e., match moments whose audio patterns significantly

differ from the rest, and aremostly located around half time (Fig. 76a).

To further makesenseof the outliers, wecolored them by thematch_id dimension, as

this dimension was not yet studied in the current analysis (Fig. 77a). We now see that most
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Figure76 – Scenario 2. (a) points color coded by timestamp. (b) points color coded by timestamp with 40%
transparency.

orangeoutliers located to the right sideof theprojection, indicated by black arrows in Fig. 77a,

belong to the samematch. Orange corresponds to thematch Brazil vsNetherlands, playing for

the third place. Brushing thepoints wediscover they all correspond to neighbor time moments

in that match. Watching theactual match video, wediscover the reason for theseoutliers: They

all correspond to asilenceevent occurring during that match, related to a transmission problem

of thebroadcaster. Similarly, the two bluepoints, indicated by red arrows in Fig. 77a, areeasy

to trace to thematch Germany vs Algeria. Watching thevideo shows that they also correspond

to the same type of silent events. As such, we have explained projection outliers in terms of

data recording problems. Knowing this, one can eliminate these outliers to proceed with an

examination of the relevant, reliable, data.

Alternatively, wemay be actually interested in theoutliers, and wish to understand them

better. To do so, wefurther explore the2D projection shown in Fig. 77a. Wenext zoom on theleft

tail of theprojection pattern (black rectangle) and obtain Fig. 77b. Wecan now seeeasily that the

loudest points, indicated by arrows in thefigure, are red. Thiscorresponds to match 6 between

Germany and Argentina. Brushing these points to find their exact timestamps, and examining the

videos at those timestamps, shows that these observations correspond to Germany’s goal in that

match, which is the loudest event in our entiredataset.

A further possibility to see more structure in the projected data is to use a higher-

dimensional projection than two dimensions. Figure78 shows this approach, whereweused a

3D LAMPprojection, which is further explored using the interactive toolspresented in Chapter 5.

In theprojection, weseefivebiplot axes, corresponding to the five loudnessattributes li(k) in

Eqn. 6.5. Thefivegreen iconsunder thex axis legend (arrow in Fig. 78) show that the loudness

increase is from left to right.

By looking at thegreen boxes of the x axis legend (pointed by ablack arrow), wecan

infer that thepositive loudness direction is from left to right. As such, wecan say that the points
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(a) (b)

Figure 77 – Scenario 2. (a) Points colored by match_id. Orange and blue points represent silent events. (b) Zoom-in
on the high-loudness outliers.

on the far right side of this figure represent the loudest volume and the points on the far left side

represent the lowest volume. Thesilent events located on theoutsideborder of thepoint cloud

can bealso explained by the biplot axes in the sense they areon the left side of the figure. As

such, the right ‘ tail’ of theproduced 3D point cloud isdescribing the loudest events.

Figure 78 – Scenario 2. Data projected in 3D using five loudness dimensions.

Wecan also use3D projections, including biplot axes, to understand how time is spread

over theobservations. Figure79) showsa3D LAMPprojection of thesix-dimensional dataset

including thealready mentioned five loudness dimensions and the timestamp dimension. In this

figure, we also use the axis legends to align the timestamp axis with the x screen axis, by the

mechanisms described in Sec. 5.3.2, and also color points by timestamp, for a clearer view. By

slightly rotating the3D projection, we realize that virtually all five loudness axesarestrongly

correlated (have small angles), so we next align them with the y axis. We can now easily see

that theglobally loudest observations are red, thusoccur in thefinal match phases (see top-right
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marker in Fig. 79). Similarly, we see that themost silent observations occur roughly during half

time (bottom marker in Fig. 79).

5:Time

Loudest  points

Lowest points
Min Máx

Figure79 – Scenario 2. Dataprojected in 3D using five loudnessdimensionsand timestamp. Color codes timestamp.

6.5.2.3 Scenario 3: Further increasing dimensionality

As scenario 2 showed, increasing the number of dimensions used to represent our

multimediadata(in particular, theaudio information) can beuseful to detect moresubtlepatterns

and outliersaswhen using asmall number of dimensions(scenario 1). Wenow refinethisfinding

by increasing thenumber of dimensionseven further.

To do this, weuse thesameprocedureasdescribed in Sec. 6.5.2.2. Weuseatimewindow

of Dt = 10 seconds slided by dt = 5 seconds, similarly to scenario 1. We next compute the

RMS loudness li(k), 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, of each of the ten seconds in thiswindow, similarly to scenario

2. Adding the timestamp, event_type, and match_id attributes, this yields 13 dimensions per

observation, for a total of 11.045 observations.

Similarly to Fig. 73, Figure 80 shows the dataset of scenario 3 using ten loudness

dimensions and the timestamp dimension as input for a2D LAMP projection. Points are colored

by event_type, and rendered with 40% transparency. As visible, this projection has the same

overall shape as the ones obtained using one loudness dimension plus timestamp (Fig. 71) or

five loudnessdimensions plus event_typeand match_id (Fig. 73). This strengthensour earlier-

outlined observations that mixing loudness, timestamp, and match ID attributes in the same

projection is not agood idea, given their very different natures. For completeness, we note that

theLAMPimplementation weusedoes normalize thevariables, so that they contribute equally

to the inter-observation distances.
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Figure80 – Scenario 3 with 10 loudness and one timestamp dimensions per observation, colored by event_type.

To beableto exploreall above-mentioned variables, weusethesameproceduredescribed

in Section 6.5.2.2. In detail, weproject thedata to 2D using only the ten loudness dimensions,

and next explore their correlation with the remaining dimensions using color coding. The2D

projection of the data using the ten loudnessdimensions isshown in Fig. 81a. Theoverall shape

of this projection, and also thepresenceof a few outlier observations close to itsborder, isvery

similar to Fig 74a, which only used fiveaudio dimensions. Thesameisseen when comparing the

2D projection of our ten-dimensional dataset (Fig. 81b) with thesimilarly-obtained 2D projection

of our five-dimensional dataset (Fig. 74b). Additionally, color coding in Fig. 74b by event_type,

showsus that most goalsare located in the bottom part of theprojection. If weuse thealready

established correlation of goal eventswith high loudness, wecan thus infer that thebottom part

of theprojection corresponds, roughly, to high loudnessobservations. By using the biplots again,

Figure82 confirms that the loudest samples are indeed in theabove-mentioned area– indeed,

all green boxes in the y axis biplot indicate that attribute values increase from bottom to top

in the projection. Since boxes for all biplot axes are green in the y legend, this means that all

our ten loudnessvalues increase from top-to-bottom; in other words, samples at the top of the

projection are loudest over the entire extent of their time windows. However, we see that the

biplot axesof thesedimensions, shown in black at thecenter of theprojections, are not parallel.

This means that our 10 loudness dimensionsarenot strongly correlated or, in other words, that

theconsidered loudnesspatterns aredifferent.

The similarity of Figs. 81 and 74 indicate that thecaptured loudness patterns are similar

on both time-scales used to analyze the datasets (sliding window size of 5, respectively 10

seconds). This is desired, since it tellsus that our findings obtained by such projectionsarenot

significantly influenced by thechoice of the time-window size. In other words, such patterns are

present at several scales.

Similarly to Scenario 2, wenext use thebiplots to understand how time isspread over

the observations, and how it correlates with the 10 loudness dimensions. For this, we project
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(a)

Goal
Yellow Card
Substitution
Not metadata event

(b)

Figure81 – Scenario 3. (a) pointsprojected using 10 loudness dimensions. (b) sameplot, color coded by event_type,
and rendered with 40% transparency.

all loudness axes increase 
along the y direction

area with loudest
observations

biplot axes

Figure82 – Biplots of Scenario 3 showing correlations of goals with loudness and variability of the loudness
patterns.

the 11-dimensional dataset formed by the loudness dimensions and time. Next, we align the

timeaxiswith thex screen axis, by clicking in its bar in thex axis legend. For extraemphasis,

we color points on their time value. Figure 83 shows the result. Several observations can be

madehere, as follows. First, weseehow thebiplot axes for all loudness dimensionsarealmost

orthogonal to the time axis. This tells that time and loudness are not strongly correlated, i.e.,
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wehave roughly similar loudness ranges for all match phases (timeranges). More interestingly,

thisview strongly resembles Figures 73 and 80, which were2D projectionsusing loudness and

time. This is a good exampleof how specific viewpoints of 3D projections can yield insights

obtained with 2D projections. The added-valueof a3D projection is, however, the possibility of

generating a very largenumber of such 2D projections just by changing the viewpoint, thus with

no need to recompute theprojection (Chapter 5).

10:Time 

Min Máx

Figure 83 – Scenario 3 showing loudness vs time correlation. Time is aligned along the x axis. Points are color
coded by time.

6.6 Discussion

Several pointsconcerning our two approaches to visually exploring soccer multimedia

dataare relevant to discuss, as follows.

Data attr ibutes: In our work, we extracted four ‘ raw’ attributes from our soccer multimedia

collection – loudness, match ID, timestamp, and types of events. These were further refined

to producea variablenumber of attributesused to construct thefinal visualizations– up to 13

for out multidimensional approach (Section 6.5.2.3). Obviously, many more techniques exist

for extracting additional kinds of attributes from sports multimedia data (Sec. 6.2). Some of

these, e.g. player motion extraction, are considerably moreadvanced than our relatively simple

loudness-time-metadataanalysis. However, open accessto theimplementation of such techniques

and/or to the datasets they deliver is rare. Additionally, by using our simple attributes, which

admit a simple interpretation and visualization, we can focus more easily on answering our

research questions outlined in Sec. 6.1.
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User-centered exploration: Our first visual design using thevideoplayer-likemetaphor shows

that it ispossible to construct an easy to learn and use tool for visual summarization, browsing,

and comparison of real-world collections of soccer matches. The tool can effectively provide

high-level insight into the salient phasesand/or events of asoccer match; more interestingly, it

allows an easy way to browse a large match collection, supporting tasks such as finding matches

in which a certain pattern occurs, or comparing different matches. Whileour practical evaluation

of this tool was limited to a small user group, the obtained feedback shows that this visual

metaphor has agood potential. However, this visual metaphor requires anon-negligibleamount

of user interaction (browsing), and isarguably not suitable for fine-grained analyses.

Data-centered exploration: Our secondvisual design using multidimensional projectionsshows

that such projections areuseful in finding and interpreting correlations, patterns, and outliers in

our sports multimediadata. Such datasets, which are inherently time-dependent, can be reduced

in several ways to static visualizations, whose interactive exploration shows several interest-

ing insights at different time-scales. As a side effect, wehave seen that 3D projections, when

augmented with our interactiveexploration tools discussed in Chapter 5, bring added-valueas

opposed to static 2D projections. Thisadded valuewill arguably bemuch larger for use-cases

where many more dimensions are extracted from the multimedia data. However, data-centric

exploration using projections issignificantly moreabstract than thevideoplayer-based metaphors,

and may besuitableonly for specialized users. Separately, in all our threescenarios involving

projections, we noticed the difficulty in explaining patternspresent in projections, which stands

in contrast to theeasy interpretation of a time-range or event in thevideoplayer-based approach.

This is an important limitation of projections in general, which is an important topic for future

research.

Limitations: Technically speaking, several pointsexist that can be further refined. For instance,

depending on thenarrator’s excitement, loud time-ranges describing salient events such as goals

may last more than one minute. This would add multiple consecutive videos skims related

to the same event in both our visualizations – in other words, the event will be redundantly

supersampled. Cross-match language-dependent normalization can help here in reducing such

redundancy. Separately, if thematch endsat theextra-timesecond-half in adraw, and penalty

shoot-outs follow, our visualization can get biased by theexcessiveamount of metadataand/or

audio intensity for that period. However, on the other hand, if a visualization shows a highly

important set of end-match skims, thisnaturally implies that such eventsare (themost) important

for the respectivematch, possibly dominating other events. Last but not least, arguably the most

important limitation of our analysis is the limited evaluation of theproposed visual techniques.

To gain more confidence regarding both the ease-of-use and acceptation, a large-scale study

involving both casual and expert users isneeded for both our visual designs. However, wenote

that such large-scaleevaluations arevery expensive to conduct, which is one of thecauses why
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they arenot present in the literaturedescribing most video summarization applications, and are

actually relatively sparse in visual analytics literatureat large.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, wehavestudied theproblem of constructing visual tools for theexplo-

ration of collections of soccer multimedia datasets. At a high level, the tasks that such tools

aim to support are relatively easy to describe in terms of getting various insights into outliers,

trends, correlations, and patterns involving the dynamics of the game. However, beyond this

level, exploration strategies and supporting tools are widely different in terms of the type of data

they consider, typeof explorations they support, and typeof users they areaimed at.

In our study, we considered two extremesof theabove-mentioned tool-and-exploration

spectrum. At one extreme, we consider casual users such as sports fans who are interested in

quickly and easily browsing asoccer match video, or acollection of such matches, to identifying

and getting insights on high-level events of interest having taken place during the game, and

also comparing theevolution of several such games, e.g. in a tournament. At theother extreme,

we consider technical experts who are interested in studying the patterns captured by the

multidimensional attributes that can beextracted from asports video collection. For both cases,

we first analyzeboth audio and metadatastreams associated with amatch, and reduce these to

sequences of important events, annotated by theevent type, corresponding video fragments that

illustrate the event, and other attributes of importance for understanding the event. Next, for

casual users, we propose avideoplayer-like visual design that does not require learning complex

visual or interaction metaphors. Hereby, casual userscan quickly exploreasummarization of

oneor several matches. Wedemonstrate theadded-value and way of working of our proposal by

analyzing several matches from the2014 World Cup knock-out phase. Additionally, to assess

the usability and perceived effectiveness of our proposal, we performed a user evaluation of

the perceived quality and ease-of-use of our visualization tool. For expert users, we explore

the extracted data using 2D and 3D multidimensional projections supported by interactive

exploration tools. In contrast to the first approach, projections offer a finer-grained insight at

observation level, scale better with respect to observation and dimension count, but are more

abstract and harder to use.

Given the obtained insights, several directions for future work can beenvisaged. On the

technical side, our data extraction can be enhanced to handle broadcast transmission systems

viamultimedia streaming. Thiswould enableus to capture (and analyze) not only theaudio of

thereal-timevideo broadcast, but also thedynamically generated metadataprovided by sport

websites. In turn, thiswould provide the typeof high-level insight offered by our videoplayer-

basedmetaphor in (near) real-time, allowing sportsfanstoe.g. comparematchesand matchevents

live, or analyze an ongoing match from the perspectivesof multiplebroadcasters. Separately, our
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work showsthat projectionsare, technically, flexibleand scalableenough to handlelargevolumes

of multidimensional dataextracted from multimediacollections. However, their useby casual

end-users isstill severely hampered by their abstract nature. This advocates for more research in

explaining projections with e.g. automatic clustering and annotations. Finally, combining the

complementary strengths of the two visual approaches described here (videoplayer-like and

projection-based metaphors) could lead to novel, scalable, and easy-to-use solutions for the

interactiveexploration of largemultimedia collectionsaimed at awidespectrum of users, and

with applications beyond sportsvideos.
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CHAPTER

7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Thisthesishaspresented visualization methods to interactively exploremultidimensional

datasets aimed from specialized to casual users, by making use of both static and dynamic

representations created by multidimensional projections. In this final chapter, we revisit our

initial research questions, stated in Section 1.5, discussand compare the obtained results against

these questions. We reflect on the completeness of our results, and further outline potential

directions for futurework.

First, let us revisit our research questions:

Question 1: How can we design ways to interactively exploremultidimensional projections that

convey to users insights on thesemantics of thepatterns perceived in theprojection space, in

termsof aspects of thehigh-dimensional data?

To answer thisquestion, wefirst need ahigh-quality multidimensional projection tech-

nique, i.e. a techniquewhich faithfully preserves distances, can generically handleany typeof

high-dimensional data, is scalable in both observation and dimension count, and is easy to use.

TheLAMPtechniqueproposed in Chapter 3 largely meets these requirements, and is, as such,

oneof themain projection techniques used in the remainder of this thesis. The successof LAMP

is also noticeable beyond the scope of this thesis, and is reflected in its being mentioned and

compared against in several papers by various authors.

OncewehaveLAMP, or any other suitableprojection technique, weneed to assess its

accuracy. This needs to bedone beforeactually using the projection to createscatterplots which

are next examined to reason about datapatterns. Indeed, if theprojection inaccurately projects

(parts of) theobservation set, then the corresponding projected points will create patterns which

are wrong and can be misleading. Chapter 4 focuses on the exploration of projection errors.

After studying theexisting error metrics in the literature, wenotice theneed for moredetailed
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metricsable to highlight specific typesof projection errorson specific subsets of observations.

To address thisneed, weintroduceseveral types of such specific error metrics– aggregated, false

neighbors, missing neighbors, falsegroup members, and missing group neighbors. To explore

these errors, we introduceseveral visual metaphorsbased on scalablespace-filling techniques

such as image synthesis, shaded cushions, and edge bundles. Using these techniques, weshowed

how different projection techniquescan becompared against each other, and also characterized

in terms of their behavior upon parameter change, and performed such analyses on several

real-world datasets. This let us makeseveral observations with respect to optimal settings for

these techniques. Such settings are next useful for constructing accurate projections for practical

dataexploration scenarios.

Having now projection techniquesconfigured (and tested) to deliver high accuracy, we

turn to the joint questionsof explaining projections and deciding upon the usage of a2D vs a 3D

projection. On theonehand, 3D projections typically create lower projection errors, ascompared

to 2D projections (Chapter 5). On theother hand, 3D projectionsyield 3D point clouds, which

are considerably harder to understand. We address the latter issue by proposing a number of

interactive visual tools for explaining such projections. By using a set of interactive linked views

and legends, weshow how to explain the meaning of projected dimensions in terms of original

variables; show projection nonlinearitiesand correlations (or lack thereof) for thesevariables;

help finding good viewpoints from which given variable-pairs can bebest explored; and quickly

show which variable-pairs can be explored from any possible viewpoint. All of the previous

insights significantly help the user to enhancing his/her semantic interpretation of a dataset.

Separately, weuse theerror-exploration techniques introduced in Chapter 4 to compare2D and

3D projections, and outlinetheadvantagesof the latter on anumber of concretequestions related

to both real-world and synthetic datasets.

Throughout theentire thesis, theproposed interactiveexploratory tools for 2D and 3D

projections are illustrated on numerous examples involving different types of multidimensional

datasets emerging from simulation, physical measurements, software quality analysis, and

surveys. The proposed tools serve a wide spectrum of tasks, ranging from technical ones,

e.g. finding outliers, correlationsof variables, and subsetsof observations affected by specific

projection errors, to morecomplex high-level dataexplaining tasks, such as identifying outliers

and patterns formed by observation groups and explaining them, and identifying stable and

unstablepatterns upon projection-techniqueor technique-parameter changes.

Reflecting at ahigh level on thecompletenessof theanswersprovided to our first research

question reveals a few important points.

First and foremost, projection errors(of variouskindsand extents) areunavoidableby any

projection technique, including the latest state-of-the-art ones, when treating high-dimensional

real-world datasets. This state of affairs is very likely to exist in the future too, since certain

high-dimensional configurations can hardly be mapped to low-dimensional spaces without
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having certain distancedistortions. However, theeffect of such errorsupon actual user tasks is

far less clear. In certain situations, such as localizing groups of strongly-similar observations

or reasoning about the correlation of variables over specific subsets of points, having certain

observations influenced by even very high errorswill not influencethevisual interpretation of the

data. Thecrucial aspect here is thespread of errors over theobservation set. Our proposed error

metricsand related visualizations handlea number of basic problemsof projections. However,

for specific applications, whereonehas aclear understanding of particular typesof problems

emerging from errors, designing customized error metricsand visualization thereof should be

studied. This is an open area for future research.

Secondly, our experiencewith 3D projectionscastsanew light on their practical usability

and added-value. Contrary to several literaturestudieswhich argue that 3D projectionsareof

little added value as compared to their 2D counterparts, we have found that such projections

can serve many data-exploration tasks better than 2D projections, if augmented by suitable

interactiveexplanation tools. Examplesof such tasksarefinding and reasoning about correlations

of variables and finding and explaining local patterns created by observation subsets in terms

of theoriginal variables. Our explanatory toolsessentially removeseveral of thedisadvantages

of 3D projections and thereby leverage their main advantage – lower projection errors. How-

ever, our current results are far from being able to remove all difficulties related to exploring

3D projections. Issuessuch asocclusion, and selecting point subsets for local exploration and

explanation, arestill open to examination.

Question 2: How can wedesign ways to interactively explore multidimensional data extracted

from multimedia datasets so as to support a wide range of tasks for different types of users

ranging fromprofessionals to casual users?

Weapproach thisquestion at two main points in thethesis. First, weproposein Chapter 3

a way to dynamically modify a multidimensional projection according to user knowledge.

Theunderlying idea is that a projection will likely inaccurately reflect the intended similarity

comparison of observations, due to several factors – the incomplete descriptive power of the

original datadimensions(measurementsdo not precisely reflect what theuser intendsto compare

in the data), imperfections in measuring these dimensions (measurements include estimation

errors), and distance-preservation errors of theprojection itself. As such, in cases where theuser

isable to specify the intended amount of similarity between specific observations, wepropose

to use this information to modulate theentireprojection pipeline. In practice, this allows users

to ‘organize’ adataset by manipulating it in projection space to best reflect his/her pre-existing

knowledge. Oncethis isdone for asmall number of observations, called control points, theentire

projection adaptsto arrange theremaining observations following theseuser-supplied constraints.

Whilethis techniqueisgeneric, itsspecific added valueisdemonstrated in thecontext of semantic
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exploration and organization of multimedia-related datasets, such ascollections of images, video,

and text. The tool resulting from this research offers a very intuitive and easy-to-use way to

exploreand organizesuch datasets by simply moving visual depictions of theobservations in a

2D space, and can as such be used in a wide set of contexts involving both expert and casual

users.

Secondly, we study ways to exploremultidimensional multimediadatasets in themore

specific context of video collections (Chapter 6). We follow here theapproach taken in our first

exploration of multimediadataof addressing the needsof both expert and casual users. To this

end, soccer video collections offer agood test field: Theseare interesting both for experts, e.g.

coaches and sports analysts, but also for casual users, such assoccer fans. To study solutions

suitable for both these user groups, we take here a different approach than in Chapter 3, by

designing two conceptually different visualizations. For casual users, weproposea videoplayer-

like metaphor that allows one to quickly and easily browse a match video, or a collection of

such matches (a tournament) to quickly detect important events and/or temporal patterns formed

by such events, and next compare such patterns. We assessed the ease of useof theproposed

visual metaphor by applying it to the matches from the final stage of the 2014 World Cup,

and discovering by this usage interesting insights concerning different matches and different

broadcast languages. To further evaluate our metaphor’s easeof useand interest, we performed

a user evaluation on the target group (soccer fans). The results of this evaluation confirm the

ability of the tool to support finding and explaining important events in a match, and to support

thespeeding up of browsing video matches to get an overview of thematch’shigh-level contents.

For moreexperienced users, westudied thesuitability of classical 2D and 3D multidimensional

projections to support taskssuch as identifying outliers, high-level correlationsof thedimensions

extracted from the raw video-and-metadata collections, and finding interesting patterns. We

showed how this type of exploration can support tasks such as thedistribution of goals and other

salient events vs type of match and match phase, and the variation of loudness patterns with

respect to other datadimensions.

Several observations can be made about our results concerning the second research

question. First and foremost, exploring multimediacollections is an extremely wide topic. Such

collections are of numerous, and different, types, involving many attributes of various kinds

(static image features, annotations, metadata, temporal dynamics in audio and/or video data,

to mention just a few). Such attributes come in a wide set of formats, and their actual values,

ranges, precision, and – most importantly – semantics highly differ as function of the actual

extraction techniques used. As such, the added-valueand insights obtained by visually exploring

such dataareextremely dependent on theactual multidimensional dataextraction process. The

insights obtained by our proposed visualization are, in turn, necessarily constrained to the quality

of the availabledata-extraction tools. Better and more elaborate insights can be clearly obtained

once oneavails of better data-extraction tools. To thepresent moment, however, such tools are

not easily available publicly. Secondly, the questions and interests of users may widely vary
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depending on who they are, but also on thesemanticsof theconcretedataset under exploration.

As such, it is arguably not possible to design a generically optimal visual exploration technique

or tool for such data. Weargue that our solutionsprovide added-value for the tasks they were

aimed at (organizing and browsing astatic multimedia collection, and browsing and comparing

videos from a soccer video collection). For other tasks and/or types of multimedia datasets,

completely different visual metaphors and/or designs will likely bemoresuitable.

Theuseof projections in exploring both static multimediacollections (Chapter 3) and

video collections (Chapter 6) jointly reveal another important insight. On theone hand, when

augmented by suitable interaction and visual presentation techniques, projections can bevery ef-

fective instruments for high-level exploration tasks, such as collection organization and semantic

interpretation of groupsand outliers (Chapter 3). Conversely, when one limits oneself to using

static projections color-coded by thevalue of a dimension and annotated by biplot axes, their

ease-of-use and types of insights these can provide, are limited to lower-level technical tasks

such asfinding outliersand correlated dimensionsand dimension-ranges(Chapter 6). Thispoints

to the crucial need of augmenting projections by suitable explanatory annotations. Currently,

such annotations are still relatively low-level – they cannot, for example, produce a view in

which we immediately seewhat is themeaning of groupsof closepoints, or why isan outlier

far away from the surrounding points. Such limitations are important for all contexts where

multidimensional projections are used, beyond thescopeof our thesis.

7.1 Future work

The results presented in this thesis through methods and applications open several di-

rections for future research. In linewith thediscussion listed above, we identify the following

high-potential work directions:

Projection computation: To make projections more effectivedata-exploration instruments, we

need to improvethedatatransformation and interpretation pipeline they proposeat several points.

A first point here includes the design of automatic or semi-automatic ways to set the many

parameters of a projection can be designed, based on user specification of the minimization

of given projection errorsover given subsetsof observations. Thiswould effectively close the

feedback loop formed by interpreting projection errors and leading to the optimization of the

projection to reducesuch errors. Separately, this would make theusageof projections far easier

for non-specialists. For thescopeof tuning projections by control points (Chapter 3), adetailed

study of the desirable quantity of control points and sizesof their k-nearest neighborhoodscould

lead to thedevelopment of moreaccurateprojection control system.
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Projection quality: As outlined above, specific tasksareaffected by projection errors in specific

ways. Thecurrently known error metricsand their related visualizationscover only asmall subset

of generic cases. Thesecan berefined to includemorespecific error patterns, and correspond-

ingly customized visualizations for these. Examples includestudying neighborhood-preservation

and group-preservation errors, studying theeffect of measurement uncertainty on thepatterns

created in the projection, and studying how aprojection’squality is dynamically affected by the

interactivemanipulation of control pointsmentioned above.

Projection explanation: Arguably oneof the main points of improvement of effectiveness of

projections in practice relates to making them moreself-explaining. Putting it simply, weneed

ways to communicate to non-specialistswhy projected pointsaresimilar, much likemapsand

infographics include annotations that explain their elements in simple terms. This could be

achieved by detecting the visual patterns appearing in a projection, analyzing the key elements

that characterizesuch pattern, and designing compact and illustrativevisual encodings to depict

these elements. To make such techniques scalable to dense projections containing hundreds

of thousandsof observations, image-based methodsare techniquesof choice. Extending such

explanatory techniques to 3D projections is a separate important point, which we feel to be

critical for theacceptance of 3D projections in practice.

Multimedia data exploration: Considering that multimediahas ahuge reach, and that current

tools and techniques for exploring largemultimedia collectionsare still quite limited, designing

better exploration tools has a largepotential. In detail, weseecurrent tools as being either very

insightful, but focusing on expert users; or very easy to use, but covering only simple queries.

Projections offer, in our view, the best direction towards the creation of ‘data landscapes’ able to

visualizehow multimediadataareself-organized into groups, patterns, and outliers. Projection-

based techniquescan be extended by considering additional attributesextracted from multimedia

data (including categorical and relational ones). Additionally, projection-based techniquescan be

applied in different multimedia-related contexts. For instance, in surveillance videos, projection

techniques could be used to identify and show in real time anomalous behavior occurring in tens

or hundreds of livestreams, or to generatedynamic summarizationsof anomalouseventsover

given timespans. For thesportsdomain, our propose techniquescould beextended to handle

live broadcasts via multimedia streaming. Such applications could detect and classify events,

perform tracking and identification of players, createhigh-level overviews of theextracted data,

and highlight gamepatterns in such data.

Other time-dependent data: While our main applicationsof multidimensional projections to

dynamic data has been in the context of multimedia, many other types of multidimensional

dynamic data exist. These include, but are not limited to, vehicle flows captured by route- or
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air-traffic-control systems; dynamics of intraday stocks on thestock market; and generally any

time-dependent phenomenon that ischaracterized by a largeset of time-varying signals. Studying

how multidimensional projections can be extended to give insight into such dynamic data to

non-specialist users is probably the largest, but also most important, challenge related to the

work presented in this thesis.
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